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For Your Special Applications
The bulk of UTC production is on special units designed to specific customers' needs.

Illustrated below are some typical units and some unusual units as manufactured for

special applications. We would be pleased to advise and quote to your special requirements.

FILTERS
All types for
frequencies
from .1 cycle
to 400 MC.

400 - telemetering, 3 db at
7.5%, 40 db at 230 and

700 5/e x 11/4 x 2".

15 - BP filter, 20 db at 30
-, 45 db at 100 -, phase
angle at CF less than 3°
from -40 to 4- 100° C.

LP filter within 1 db to 49 LP filter less than .1 db 0
KC, stable to .1 db from 0 to 2.5 KC, 50 db beyond 3
to 85° C., 45 db at 55 KC. KC.

HIGH Q COILS
Toroid,
laminated,
and cup
structures
from .1 cycle
to 400 MC.

Tuned DO -T servo amplifier
t'ansformer, 400 - .5%
distortion.

Toroid for printed circuit,
of 90 at 15 KC.

Dual toroid, Q of 75 at 10 HVC tapped variable inductor
KC, and Q of 120 at 5 KC. for 3 KC oscillator.

SPECIALTIES
Saturable reactors,
reference
transformers,
magnetic
amplifiers,
combined units:

RF saturable inductor for Voltage reference trans- Multi -control magnetic am -
sweep from 17 MC to 21 MC. former .05% accuracy. plifier for airborne servo.

Input, output, two tuned
interstages, peaking net-
work, and BP filter, all in
one case.

PULSE

TRANSFORMERS
From miniature
blocking
oscillator to
10 megawatt.

Wound core unit .01 micro-
second rise time.

Pulse current tansformer 100
Amp.

Pulse output to magnatron, Precise wave shape pulse
bifilar filament. output, 2500 V. 3 Amps.

POWER

COMPONENTS
Standard and high
temperature . . .

hermetic,
molded, and
encapsulated.

Multi -winding 140 VA, 6 KC
power transformer 11/4 x 11/4
x 1"

200° C. power transformer, 400 - scope transformer,
400 -, 150 VA. 20 KV output.

60 - current limiting fila-
ment transformer, Sec. 25
Mmfd., 30 KV hipot.

UNITED TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
150 Varick Street, New York 13, N. Y. EXPORT DIVISION: 13 E. 40th St., New York 16, N. Y.,

CABLES: "ARLAB" PACIFIC MFG. DIVISION, 4008 W. Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
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TYPICAL CAPACITANCE vs TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS at 1000^t'
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STYRACON (85°C) FILMITE "E" (150°C) FILMITE "F" (125°C) FILMITE "G" (200°C)

RATINGS .001 to 1.00 µF
50 to 600 WVDC

.001 to 1.00 AF
200 to 2500 WVDC

.001 to 1.00 µF
200 to 600 WVDC

.001 to 1.00 /IF
200 to 600 WVDC

STYLES tubular metal cases
screw -neck cases
drawn metal cases

tubular metal cases
screw -neck cases

tubular metal cases
screw -neck cases
"bathtub- cases

tubular metal cases
screw -neck cases
drawn oval cases
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4 kinds of film dielectric capacitors
for specialized applications

Here are four plastic -film dielec-
tric capacitors now in regular pro-
duction at Sprague:

STYRACON CAPACITORS find wide
application in laboratory equip-
ment and in industrial controls
where their low dielectric hyster-
esis (low "soak''), high insula-
tion resistance, high "Q", low and
linear temperature coefficient of
capacitance are of great value.

FILMITE "E" CAPACITORS are
general-purpose capacitors for use
up to 150°C where capacitance
stability with temperature is of
secondary importance. They are
also used at lower temperatures
where very high insulation resist-
ance is a prime requirement.

FILMITE "F" CAPACITORS are in-
tended for use in circuits where

the absolute minimum in capac-
itance change with temperature
is a must and relatively large ca-
pacitance values are used. These
capacitors typically will be within
.05% of their 25°C value from
-10°C to +85°C. They may be
used up to 125°C where greater
capacitance excursion is tolerable.

FILMITE "G" CAPACITORS have
the highest temperature rating of
any organic dielectric. They may
be used up to 200°C! All units are
nickel -plated to withstand high
temperature corrosion. They also
have the highest insulation resist-
ance, the lowest dielectric hys-
teresis, and the lowest dissipa-
tion factor of any capacitor made
so that they are often used at
lower temperatures which are
above the 85°C limit of the lower,
cost Styracon Capacitors.

CAPACITANCE VS. TEMPERATURE
CHARACTERISTICS Of all four types
of film capacitors are compared in
the chart above for the benefit of
the circuit designer.
ALL SPRAGUE FILM CAPACITORS
are designed to have positive
electrical contact between leads
and electrodes, even at low oper-
ating voltages.
WRITE FOR ENGINEERING BUL-
LETINS on the Sprague plastic -film
capacitors in which you're inter-
ested. Address your letter to
Sprague Electric Co., Technical
Literature Section, 35 Marshall
Street, North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS:
CAPACITORS RESISTORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS INTERFERENCE
FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS

ELECTRONICS engineering edition --- January 31, 1958 CIRCLE 1 READERS SERVICE CARD 3



How a Taylor Laminated Plastic safety clutch
protects rotary lawn mower crankshafts

Friction disc assembly permits clean cut,
prevents damage to drive mechanism

Running into rocks or other solid objects with a rotary lawn
mower is not a recommended practice, but it is possible to
strike these objects without damaging the drive mechanism.

A laminated plastic safety clutch assembly does the job.
Two Taylor Laminated Plastic friction discs, mounted as
shown in the drawing, drive the cutting blade with positive
force until a solid object is struck. When this occurs, the
clutch assembly absorbs the shock, the discs slip, and the
blade stops without impeding the operation of the driving
mechanism-all parts are protected from serious damage.

Perhaps you have a similar problem-or others that can
be solved by using either laminated plastic or vulcanized fibre
parts. Our application engineers will be glad to help with
your specific needs and recommend the material best suited
to your application. Get their assistance by contacting the
Taylor sales office nearest you.

TAYLOR
Laminated Plastics
Vulcanized Fibre

First and largest volume producer of
Rolled Copper -Clad Laminates for printed circuits

PHENOLIC-MELAMINE-SILICONE-EPDXY LAMINATES COMBINATION

4 CIRCLE 24 READERS SERVICE CARD

CROSS SECTION of slip clutch

assembly showing arrangement
of components on crankshaft of
rotary lawn mower. For properties
of Taylor Laminated Plastic parts,
see tables below.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Water Absorption
Taylor 24 hr. immersion
grade (16 max.)

1/32 1/16 1/8 1/2
in. in. in. in.

Specific Cu. in. Rockwell
Gravity per lb. Hardness

Heat Resistance
(max.)

Continuous Intermittent
use (°F) use (°F)

X 8.0 6.0 3.3 1.1 1.38 20 M-110 225-250 250-275

C 8.0 4.4 2.5 1.2 1.35 20.5 M-103 200-225 225-250

AA - 3.0 2.5 1.25 1.65 16.8 M-110 300-325 325-350

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Flexural Strength Tensile Strength Compressive trod Impact Strength
Taylor Flatwise (psi min.) Strength Edgewise
grade (psi min.) (psi min.) (ft./in. Notch min.)

Lengthwise Crosswise Lengthwise Crosswise Flatwise Lengthwise Crosswise

X 25,000 22,000 20,000 16,000 36,000 0.55 0.50

C 17,000 16,000 10,000 8,500 37,000 2.10 1.90

AA 16,000 14,000 10,000 8,000 38,000 3.60 3.00

TAYLOR FIBRE CO., Plants in Norristown, Pa., and La Verne, Calif.

LAMINATES COPPER -CLAD LAMINATES VULCANIZED FIBRE

January 31, 1958-ELECTRONICS engineering edition



Model 300.B
Output -0 to ±300 VDC; Output Current -0
to 150 ma; Regulation Accuracy-±0.15%,
or 0.3 volt if greater; Ripple (MVRMS)-
5 maximum. Series or parallel operation.
Cabinet model-$225.

Model 6108
Output 0 to -2:600 VDC; Output current -0
to 1.0 amp; Regulation Accuracy-Fixed
Line: ±0.15 volt for 0 to full load change,
or for Fixed Load: -±0.15% or 0.3 volt if
greater for 105-125 volt input change; Rip.
pie (MVRMS)-4 maximum. Silicon power
rectifier. Independent bias supply in addi
tion to filament currents (6.3 and 12.6
VAC). In cabinet model-$670.

HIGHER CURRENT-GREATER
All at L

B Power Supplies

F XIBILITY CLOSER REGULATION
IT COST in these new POWER SUPPLIES

These tm, new rensen "B NOBATRONS" bring a new plateau of performance
t DC er supplies. They provide full range continuous voltage selection,

from zero o m. mum rating at full current ... and the floating ground
per is ch e of positive or negative polarity output, extending the versatility

of thes imp ed B supplies even further. Sorensen's external sensing
ovision assures close control at the load. The current ranges

of these o m els are: 0 to 150 milliamps, and 0 to 1.0 ampere.
Bot mod provide isolated filament current at 6.3 and 12.6 VAC.

Printed rcuit sign brings all this in light «eight, compact packages,
eit r cabinet or rack mount-and at gratifyingly low costs too!

Call your oren representative for details ... or write directly for technical data.

S
CONTROLLED POWER FOR RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY

SORENSEN & COMPANY, Inc. Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut.
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Reliable

SILICOt
RECTIF:
have won the confidence
of users throughout
the industry
SPECIFY THEM for all missile and
other highly critical applications calling for
uniformly dependable performance.
Raytheon Solid State Diffused Junction Silicon Rectifiers pro-
vide the precise junction gradient for specific applications. They
have flat junctions for uniform control of characteristics. Look
at the charts and the tests. See for yourself why so many users
have standardized on these reliable Rectifiers.

Type
Peak

Inverse

Volts

Average
Rectified
Current

Amps. (150°C)

Reverse
Current

(max.) at PIV
µA

1N537 100 0.25 2

1N538 200 0.25 2

1N539 300 0.25 2

1N540 400 0.25 2

CK844 500 0.25 2

CK845 600 0.25 2

500

400

30o

200

100

25 50 75 100 125 150 175

Ambient Temperature-Degrees Centigrade

AVERAGE CURRENT vs. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Reverse Voltage Expressed Crs Pr-',..entage of Rated P.I.V
140 130 120 110 I '0 j 80 70,

10
-65'C

if

10'

10-r

or

10
as

25C
ff

165 C _ 100 iu

Raytheon Silicon Rectifiers easily pass these important environmental tests:
Temperature: every rectifier is cycled 8 times from -55°C to +150°C

Samples are tested for:
Mechanical Shock: 500G, 1 milli-
second
Thermal Shock: -65°C to +100°C
Storage Life: 500 hours at 175°C

500 hours at -65°C

RAYTHEON

Operating Life: 1000 hour and 4000
hour tests at 250mA, 150°C and rated
Ply. 1000 hour and 4000 hour tests
at 750mA, 25°C and rated PIV.

Moisture Resistance: per MIL stand-
ard 202, method 106

Salt Spray: 96 hours
Centrifugal Force: 20,000G

Vibration Fatigue: 10G

Drop: 30" on maple block, per MIL
19500A

Readily available in production quantities. Write for Data Sheets.

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors  Silicon Rectifiers

Newton, Mass.: 55 Chapel St., Bigelow 4-7500
New York: 589 Fifth Ave., Plaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5-6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santo Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5-4221
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
 The Air Force has revealed it hopes to launch a

military reconnaissance satellite with a recoverable
capsule by the spring of 1959. By October of this
year, it is planned to put into orbit a test vehicle
using the Thor IRBM.

Maj. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever, commander of
the AF ballistic missiles division, told the Senate
Preparedness subcommittee that the reconnaissance
satellite project originated in 1946 with a contract
to the Rand Corp. Although recommendations
were made in 1953 to enter the systems phase of
the program, he testified, this was not done until
a few months ago for want of sufficient funds.

 Russia is still thinking big in terms of the prop-
aganda value of satellites. A Soviet earth satellite
that can broadcast television from Moscow over a
vast area of the earth looms as a strong possibility
this year.

Izvestia recently quoted Prof. Katayev as stating
that this year "it will be possible to receive Moscow
television broadcasts not only everywhere in the
Soviet Union, but also far beyond its boundaries
and, in particular, in China and in the Antarctic."
Katayev said the project was discussed as early as
1953.

According to the report, the Soviets will probably
attempt to put their newest sputnik in orbit along
the equator at or near 22,500-mi up. If it stays
there, the satellite would move at the same speed
as the earth's surface, and thus be "suspended"
over one spot. Its tv signals would then be received
all over the hemisphere facing it.

 Aircraft and missile electronic firms hit by con-
tract cutbacks and stretchouts in the final quarter
of 1957 can breathe a little easier. Military produc-
tion orders to be placed in the first six months of
1958 are estimated at $13.4 billion, compared to
$7.6 billion in the second half of 1957.

Production contracts for the 1958 calendar year
are expected to total $23.2 billion, up from $17.5
billion in 1957.

 Missile spending alone in fiscal 1959 will add
up to $5.3 billion the President said in his budget
message. With latest estimates putting electronics'
share of the new ballistic missiles at roughly one-
half the cost of each missile, spending for missile
electronics may top $2.5 billion in the 1959 fiscal
year. Other fiscal item: $2,075,000,000 for military
research, up $274 million.
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FIGURES OF THE WEEK
RECEIVER PRODUCTION
(Source: EIA) Jan. 10, '58 Jan. 3, '58 Jan. 11, '57

LATEST MONTHLY FIGURES
EMPLOYMENT AND PAYROLLS
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics) Oct. '57 Sept. '57 Oct. '56

Television sets, total 114,392 61,824 118,471 Prod, workers, comm. equip. 412,000-p 417,900-r 413,100

Radio sets, total 216,924 127,890 268,052 Av. wkly. earnings, comm. $76.44 -p $78.40 -r $78.12

Auto sets 86,570 36,789 136,836 Av. wkly. earnings, radio $74.40 -P $76.02 -r $75.70

Av. wkly. hours, comm. .. 39.0 -p 40.0 -r 40.9

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES Av. wkly. hours, radio ... 39.0 -p 39.8 -r 40.7

(Source: Standard & Poor's)
Radio-tv & electronics
Radio broadcasters

Jan. 15, '58
44.89
58.58

Jan. 8, '58
45.10
57.49

Jan. 16, '57
47.51
63.26

TRANSISTOR SALES
(Source: EIA) Nov. '57 Oct. '57 Nov. '56

Unit sales 3,578,700 3,544,000 1,829,000
Value $6,989,000 $7,075,000 $5,559,000

FIGURES OF THE YickR Totals for first 11 months

1956 Percent Change TUBE SALES
Receiving tube sales 428,688,000 429,846,000 - 0.3 (Source: EIA) Nov. '57 Oct. '57 Nov. '56
Transistor production 25,965,000 11,232,000 1-131.2 Receiving tubes, units 39,950,000 47,075,000 39,489,000
Cathode-ray tube sales 9,076,982 10,191,545 - 10.9 Receiving tubes, value $33,166,000 $38,421,000 $31,476,000
Television set production .... 5,825,804 6,760,045 - 13.8 Picture tubes, units 772,801 995,629 957,765
Radio set production 13,634,402 12,266,591 + 11.2 Picture tubes, value $15,138,438 $19,495,574 $16,014,839

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 31, 1958 7



AF: $11 Billion
To Small Firms
FORT NV -\ 1 \ E, I \ l ).-IN FISCAL
1957, small business organizations,
such as abound in the electronics
industry, got $11 billion of $81 bil-
lion total Air Force procurement.
The small-business figure includes
$723 million in prime contracts.

So said Dudley C. Sharp, As-
sistant Secy. of the Air Force, Ma-
teriel. He spoke here recently at
open -house ceremonies at the Bow -

mar Instrument plant.
Sharp said the $723 million in

prime contracts "represents only
about 8.2 percent of total, but
through subcontracting, small busi-
ness participates in much more."
Small companies eventually re-
ceived 21.5 percent of $8 billion
paid 88 large contractors.

Regarding apparent slow prog-
ress in tactical air defense, Sharp
said it is sometimes better to "make
haste slowly" rather than push into
production of incompletely de-
veloped aircraft.

As to criticism of lack of coop-
eration among services, Sharp said
there is cooperation, especially in
the materiel field. Army uses Air
Force developed engines in Jupiter
missiles. Sidewinder and Talos,
developed by Navy, are used by Air
Force. Responsibility for Talos was
recently transferred to Army. In
developing the B-66, Air Force re-
ceived benefits from Navy -devel-
oped A -3D.

Sharp said some critics have pro-
posed a separate service of supply.
"To me, this is not the answer. A
single -supply approach would make
systems that are already huge and
unwieldly three times as huge."

Regarding "negotiated" versus
"advertised" contracts Sharp said
procurement by formal advertising
is preferred by law.

"We use this method as much
as possible, we are trying to do even
more. In many cases, however,
negotiated contracts are necessary,"
he said. Examples are aircraft,
missiles, support equipment, proj-
ects such as DEW line and SAGE.
In numbers alone these items repre-
sent small percentage of total items,
but comprise most of dollar value.

On inertial guidance, Sharp be-

3

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
\ osa. of Washington's bigwigs arc getting involved in the furor over
tlic future course of U.S. research and development.

Ile biggest. fuss is over the military prograMs-those in which elec-
tronics is, most involved. Total military R&D spending for fiscal -year
1959, beginning next July 1, will be up to about $2 billion; the electron-
ics portion -of this is figured to be..about. one-fourth or $500- million.
The IICW plans call for 'an estimated 10-pereent boost Over this year,.

But the size of the increase isn't enough to satisfy the Administra-
tion's critics, inside or 'outside the Pentagon. hence, the so-called
revolt of the generals: among them Lt. Gen. James \ I. C in. the
now -resigned Army chief of research and development; Air Force Chief
of Staff,: Gen. 'Ilionias D. Wlnte; Maj. Gen. 13ernard Schriever, Air
Force ballistiO missile de\ elopment chief; Maj: Gen. John Nledaris,
Army ballistic missile development chief; and Rear Adm. IB G.
gickm-er, the atomic 'Submarine; czar.

IIere are the overall R&D budgets the services are fighting over (in
millions of dollars); electronics share; about

Air- Force
Navy
Army -

Advanced Research Projects
Agency

Total R&D

FY 1958
$730

573
450

FY 1959
ss-30

603
460.

5 199
$1,758 $1,994

Gen. Gavin was the first to lay his, feelings on the line: "I couldn't
in good conscience" defend the R&D budget before Congrcss; it
shows "No significant imprOvemenir Over "the present inadequate
progra

The other generals ,spoke in more'" or' less the same vein-directing
their fire to both R&D, programs .and to what they feel are .taCiequate,
funds to get new ballistic missiles into production as quicki, as possi
ble. :1 'he new Advanced Researeh ProjeCts Agency (ARR:1) is the
first step of Defense Secretary McElroy and Eisenhower to put the
responsibility for the deyelopment of space-age weapons-the anti-
missile. missile, for instance-into an agency without ties to any Service.

The unifOrmed R&D chiefs see that the administration is counting
on ARP\ expanding from a $5 million to a $200 -million R&D shot A
a single year. And they see their services getting a dwindling program
each sear while the new baby grows swiftly to crowd them.

Congress is going to have a say, of course, on liow the squabble over
money and organization of R&D is resolved.

One powerful reorganization lever he wants isn't likely to be
voted to the Pfesident. That's his request for authority to take
money allocated to one service for a program and switch the
money and program to another service. Eisenhower wants this
authority up to a S2 -billion ceiling. This means Eisenhower
could put all R&D in one service-or put it all into a -separate
agency. This isn't likely, but this hypothetical example shows
potency of the $2 -billion authority to shift funds.

I
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SPACE SAVING CAPACITOR  tailored for transistors
SLIM LIKE A DISC ... Wafer-thin shape of the Good -All 601PE makes sm.+
it ideal for upright mounting in tight spaces.

EXCELLENT TEMPERATURE STABILITY ...The TC of the 601PE is INII4.
identical with that of a conventional tubular capacitor.

MOISTURE TIGHT EPDXY COATING ... This tough, durable epoxy has
exceptionally high dielectric strength and lead entries are tightly sealed.

ECONOMICAL... Competitive in price with ceramic discs in the capacity
range of 0.1 MFD and above. ',DuPont's trademark for polyester film.

TYPE 601PE DIMENSIONS
(FOR 50 VDC RATING)

CAP. (MFD.) A B D E CAP. imFD) A

.01

.022

.033

.047

.068

.310

.359

.531
,531
.531

.800
.800
.650
.700
.781

.187

.187

.312

.312

.312

.187

.187

.171

.203

.218

.1

.15

.22

.33

SPECIFICATIONS
Insulation Resistance -Greater than 75,000 meg-

ohms when measured at 100 volts D.C. at
25° C for a maximum of 2 minutes.

Capacity Tolerance -Standard tolerance is 20%.
Winding Construction -Extended foil (non -induc-

tive) MYLAR* Dielectric.
Lead Variations- formed or straight leads.

Insulation Resistance vs. Temperature
D Cantl aaaaa

52

I I

0,000 AMIF..........
0.000

0.000

5.000

2.000

1 nnn
0 25 50 75 100

.650

.671

.718

.812

.850

.900

.900

.950

.375

.375

.375

.500

.225

.260

.296

.312

Dissipatin Factor -Less than 1% at 1,000 cycles
per second at 25° C.

Dielectric Strength -100 volts D.C. for 1 to 5
seconds thru a minimum current limiting resis-
tance of 20 ohms per volt.

Temperature Range -May be operated at full rated
voltage to 85° C. Derate to 50% when oper-
ating at 125° C.

Capacitance Change vs. Temperature
Dm... Conti ggggg

100

TECHNICAL BROCHURE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
MANY COODALL CAPACITOR TYPES ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR

OOD-A LECTRIC MFG.
OGALLALA. NEBRASKA
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Leader in electrolytic capacitors, Mallory introduced the first
electrolytics . . the first 85° C capacitor, the Mallory FP .
and the first high -temperature tantalum capacitor. In recent
years, Mallory has' been in the forefront of progress in
miniature capacitors, including those shown here ... the first
miniature electrolytics economically priced for commercial
use; plus a complete line of subminiature tantalum models.

Iconomical strip -type controis cut manufacturing costs ... are
just one of many special Mallory designs of carbon volume
controls including models for use with printed circuits, with
low hop -off resistance for transistor circuits, with convenient
push-pull switch. Mallory precision made wire -wound resis-
tors include a full line of controls and vitreoasenamel, cement-
coated and axial lead fixed resistors.

Get More From Mallory..

Pioneer in vibrators, Mallory introduced the first commercial
vibrator over 25 years ago . . . has produced more than all
other manufacturers combined. Latest models incorporate
unique contact engineering concepts for extremely long life
and dependability, and with practically zero mechanical hum.
Many models for auto radio and communications service.

Special electronic components include a acid.. selection of wafer
and push-button switches, and a series of jacks and plugs
including types for communications and military uses. The
famous Mallory Inductuner, a high precision variable in-
ductance tuning element, gives superior front-end perform-
ance in VHF and UHF bands.
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Mercury Batteries, pioneered by Mallory, provide exceptionally long
life, miniature size and constant -energy discharge. They are ideal for
use with transistors . unequalled for performance and dependability
in portable radios. Mallory Zinc -Carbon Batteries offer excellent
performance, backed by over 40 years of dry cell engineering.

IrEATTEpy
',Ts

.... More Precision Products . . . More Engineering Assistance

In the Radio and Television Industry, for example ...
FROM the r -f "front end" to the power supply,
Mallory offers radio and television manufac-
turers a broad line of precision -made components
. . . and skilled engineering assistance in their
applications.

Batteries, capacitors, controls, resistors, switches,
vibrators and tuning devices -all these products
of Mallory represent the knowledge of more
than thirty years of creating and manufacturing
special components that have contributed greatly
to electronic progress.

We at Mallory are privileged to have been
among the pioneers of the radio and television
industry, and to have had a part in its spec-
tacular growth. Among our contributions have
been some notable "firsts" -the first commercial

vibrator, the first 85° C electrolytic capacitor,
the first mercury battery. Today, you can get
from Mallory the most diversified line of com-
ponents, made under a tradition of precision
design and workmanship unequalled in the
industry.
Because the Mallory line is so varied and
inclusive, you can depend on Mallory for engi-
neering assistance that extends across the
application of many related components in your
specific radio or television circuit. Not merely
specialists in a few components, but well experi-
enced in many, our staff can lend valuable help
to your designers in achieving peak over-all
performance and economy. We'll welcome the
opportunity for a consultation -just call or
write Mallory today.

Serving Industry with These Products:

Electromechanical - Resistors  Switches  Tuning Devices  Vibrators
Electrochemical - Capacitors  Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical- Contacts  Special Metals  Welding Materials

r
MYP. R. MAL LORV rL CO. Inc.

ALLOR
P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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Neves eventually pure-IG systems
satisfactory, but they won't

be the only type used. Now some
missiles use radio guidance initially,
are programmed for evasive action
later in flight. "We hope to get
away from the radio, away from the
jamming possibilities", he said.

Fast -Scan Radar
Has Long Range
WATCH for a new technique in
pulsed radar that permits faster
scanning and faster pulse repetition
rates with no loss in resolution or
range. The rates far exceed those
possible with conventional systems.

ELECTRONICS learns this week
that the technique has been de-
veloped by the W. L. Maxson
Corp. The firm did it with its
own funds.

How the technique, designated
Fastar, accomplishes this is pro-
prietary information.

Certain facts concerning Fastar
are, however, known. ELECTRONICS
can report:

The system uses a big antenna
which scans electronically in one
or both dimensions. Long range
and rapid scanning are both
achieved with a minimum of me-
chanical problems. Other radars
must scan at slow rates to avoid
missing objects at great distances.

Rapid pulse repetition rate per-
mits good resolution. The short
pulse duration allowed by the
multiplicity of signals sent out re-
sults in good range accuracy.

Other advantages Fastar has are
simplified track -while -scan as well
as 3 -dimensional data information
capabilities. Again due to Fastar's
unique capability of fast pulse
repetition rate that does not sacri-
fice range, the necessary peak power
is reduced while increasing aver-
age power.

Applications of Fastar revealed
by Maxson involve long range:
ground control intercept, ground
control approach, air traffic con-
trol, and early warning networks.

Some details of the new tech-
nique will be discussed in a paper
by the inventors, Elliot L. Gruen -

berg and Murray Simpson of Max-

son, at a classified symposium at
Michigan University next week.

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
 Guidance system for North

American's WS -110, bomber, will
be stellar -inertial auto navigation.
Designated the ASQ-28, the iner-
tial system will be oriented by a
daylight star tracking device.

The intricacies of weapons sys-
tems management have arrived at
an interesting situation in the case
of the ASQ-28. IBM is responsible
under government prime contract
for the entire system. Autonetics,
a div. of North American, will sup-
ply IBM under subcontract the
system's N2J star tracker. The gov-
ernment will turn the entire system
over to North American as govern-
ment furnished equipment.

N2J is similar to the N2C and
N2F star tracking equipment, de-
veloped by Autonetics for precision
missile navigation under the Nav-
aho and Snark programs.

 Army has orders to begin top
priority development of a solid -
fueled ballistic missile, the Persh-
ing, to succeed the liquid -fueled
Redstone. New missile will be
smaller, and lighter, than Redstone.
Contractual arrangements have not
been announced.

 Nike -Zeus, anti -missile missile
project, gets additional $28 million
push via Army R & D contract to
Western Electric.

 Military electronics for mis-
siles, advanced early -warning and
countermeasure tiVS tl'IllS may top

$4.2 billion in 1958, says GE De-
fense Electronics division general
manager George L. Haller.

Third and fourth quarters of the
year should see the effect of mili-
tary electronics expenditures on in-
dustry employment, he says, with
GE's 21,000 employment level at
the company's defense electronics
plants expected to be maintained
until the second half.

 Propellant -loading computer for
Thor will be provided by United
Control Corp. under contract with
Douglas. The computer calculates
the amount of fuel required for
the missile's flight program and
carries out the complete fueling
sequence automatically.

 Atlas, Titan, Thor, Jupiter and
Polaris will account for nearly one
half of the missile program appro-
priations for fiscal 1959, according
to President Eisenhower's budget
message to Congress.

 Improvement of Army combat
surveillance techniques will be stud-
ied over a two-year period in Wash-
ington by 35 Cornell Aeronautical
Lab scientists and engineers and
an equal number of personnel from
Army Combat Surveillance Agency.

The contract, awarded by the Sig-
nal Corps to CAL, aims at improv-
ing battlefield surveillance systems
by radar, infrared, sonic, mete-
orological, reconnaissance, photo-
graphic and televisional means.

New Computers Announced

Iffebtoloi
Magnetic drum memory of process -
control computer has 62 tracks
each capable of storing 128 words

COMPUTERS MAKING NEWS last
week included a core -memory de-
vice for small-business billing op-
erations and a transistorized unit
for industrial process control. Sell-
ing price is a prominent feature of
both devices.

Typing calculator-Human error
and paper work inherent in invoice
and order preparation may be re-
duced by IBM's 632 electronic typ-
ing calculator. The unit, basically
an electric typewriter and small
digital computer can be pro-
grammed to add, subtract, multi -
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INSTANTLY."

measure and supply DC
voltages to 0.02%

with the new KIN TEL DC voltage standard and null voltmeter

LABORATORY ACCURACY. The Model 301 is an extremely compact and
accurate variable DC power supply and calibrated null voltmeter. It
employs KIN TEL's proved chopper circuit to constantly compare the output
voltage against an internal standard cell. As a DC voltage standard, it
combines the stability and accuracy of the standard cell with the current
capabilities and excellent dynamic characteristics of the finest electronically
regulated power supplies. The self-contained null voltmeter indicates the
voltage difference between the supply in the 301 and the DC source being
measured, affording simple and rapid measurement of DC voltages
to an accuracy of 0.02% .
PRODUCTION LINE SPEED. DC voltage measurements can be made as fast
as changing ranges on a VTVM. Merely set the direct reading calibrated
dials on the 301 to exactly null out the unknown DC input voltage.
The reading on the dials then indicates the value of the unknown input
voltage to within 0.02% . As a variable DC standard or power supply, the
calibrated dials provide instant voltage selection to an accuracy normally
attained only with standard cells.
VERSATILITY. The KIN TEL Model 301 is ideal for rapid and accurate
production calibration of precision measuring instruments and DC power
supplies ... design of DC amplifiers and complex electronic circuitry ...
computer reference ... versatile precision reference for calibration
and measurement laboratories.

0.01% stability

0.02% accuracy

1 to 501 volts at 20 ma

4 accurate null ranges

0.002% regulation

Less than 100µv ripple

Representatives in all major cities. Write today for
demonstration or descriptive literature.

5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, Calif., BRowning 7-6700

IMPORTANT SPECIFICATIONS

Output Voltage & Current 1 to 501 volts at up to 20 ma

Full Scale Meter Ranges (Zero Center)
DC Output Range +500, 50 volts
DC Input Range + 500, 50 volts
DC Null Meter Range.. ±50, 5, 0.5, 0.05 volts

Long Time Stability +100 parts per million
Output Voltage Calibration ...... 0.02% or 2 my
Output Hum and Noise Less than 100 p.v RMS

Line and Load Regulation ....0.002%
DC Output Impedance Less than 0.01 ohm
Response Time ..0.2 millisecond

Model 301 Price $625.

I N TEL
(KAY LAB)
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-1-- round off, position decimals
carry totals. Also it will justify

'lit numbers and type an-
ana tically.

are prepunched on
!'apes can be changed

in fittL, is by the typist.
In -field tes,, show a typist can

learn the computer in 15 minutes.
Quoted sale price is $5,600, with
expected delivery in 120 days.

Expected market potential for
first year is 1,000. Bulk of the mar-
ket is expected to be small and
medium size businesses.

One new development in the
computer involves logic circuits-
details were not revealed.

Process Controller - Greater
yield, better plant quality control
and reduced operating costs are
chief selling points of the RW-300
process control computer recently
demonstrated by Thompson-Ramo-
Wooldridge Products, Inc. The
manufacturer has a test installation
at the Texas Company's Port
Arthur petroleum refinery. The
computer controls the refinery's
polymerization unit.

The basic computer including an
automatic typewriter, paper tape
punch and punch tape reader will
sell for 598.000. It won't be rented.

Style '58 Key
In Hi-Fi, Tv
CHICAGO-RADIO. HI-FI, and tv
manufacturers are still examining
results of a trade show held here at
the Merchandise Mart to see the
directions home entertainment will
take during the coming year.

Exhibitors are unanimous in
their opinion that styling is the big
thing for 1958. The term "planned
obsolescence through styling" was
heard in more than one display
booth.

Portable tv sets. convertible
units, and printed circuit sets, some
featuring transistorization, are all
subjects of attention as the market
for replacements and second sets
is sought after.

Color tv is expected to see about
30-35 percent increase in sales.

A -m radio receives its share of
attention in such forms as fully
transistorized portables, car radios,
and new -style clock radios.

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
 Fairchild Graphic Equipment,

Plainview, Long Island, N. Y., pur-
chases assets of Teletypesetter Corp.
of Chicago. Fairchild Graphic is a
subsidiary of Fairchild Camera and
Instrument, while Teletypesetter is
is a jointly -owned affiliate of West-
ern Union and the Gannett news-
paper -broadcasting organization.
Teletypesetter produces automation
equipment for newspapers and
printing plants. Fairchild Graphic
produces electronic photo -engrav-
ers. Purchase included inventory
and tools of Teletypesetter as well
as temporary use of its Chicago
plant until operations can be inte-
grated with Fairchild Graphic.

 Ramo-Wooldridge and Thomp-
son Products jointly announce for-
mation of a new subsidiary, Thomp-
son-Ramo-Wooldridge Products,
Inc. Its headquarters will be in the
Ramo:Wooldridge center in Los
Angeles and it will specialize in in-
dustrial control products. The first
product is the RSV -300 digital
process control computer, currently
being installed at Port Arthur. Tex.,
for the Texas Co.

 Van Norman Industries, New
York City, acquires Digit-Ometer
of Denver, Colo. Van Norman paid
cash and stock, plus percentage of
future sales: but no amounts were

disclosed. Acquisition included
patents, applications, inventory,
tools and dies; but no employment
contracts were involved. The new
business will be added to Van
Norman's Electronics Division at
Manchester, N. H. Digit-Ometer
makes the Cal-Ke Punch, an elec-
tro-mechanical accounting machine
designed to bridge the gap between
manual and automatic accounting
operations.

 Columbus Electronics Corp.,
Mount Vernon, N. Y., issues 110,-
000 shares of Class A common
stock at, 52.50 per share. The
Mount Vernon firm manufactures
specialized electronic components
and assemblies for military and in-
dustrial users. The new money will
be used for machinery, equipment
and working capital required for
planned expansion into semi -con-
ductors. primarily silicon diodes
and transistors. Fee of under.
writers, Mortimer B. Burnside &
Co. and McLaughlin. Cryan & Co.
of New York City, is 450 per
share plus option to buy 10,000
Class A shares at 100 per share.

 Controls Company of America
buys Hetherington, Inc. of Folcroft,
Pa. CC will exchange 65,000 shares
of its common stock for all of
Hetherington common

Urge More Nuclear Gear
BOSTON-NUCLEAR engineers are
challenging electronics designers to
come up with simple, reliable in-
strumentation to meet the demands
of high radiation fields.

"We have not been successful
in procuring a reliable position in-
dicating device for use in the MIT
reactor core," Edward Profio told
the Yankee Instrument Fair and
Symposium in Boston in mid -Janu-
ary.

MIT's research reactor will be
completed in March. The indica-
tor would tell when a control rod
has returned to the "down" posi-
tion in the core. Sought is a de-
vice which would operate for at

least two years, under heavy water
and in a high radiation field, with-
out maintenance.

Huge deflection unit magnetically
bends, focuses beams from 50 mil-
lion electron volt linear accelerator
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"Vsimook.

All Hughes diodes resemble each other -
externally. Germanium point -contact or
silicon junction, triey are all glass -bodied°
and tiny (maximum dimensions: 0.265 by
0.107 inch ). But minute, meticulously con-
trolled variations in the manufacturing
process impart individual characteristics

-to the diodes, make them just right for
specific applications. This gives you the

ACTUAL SIZE

THEY MAY LOOK ALIKE -BUT
there is a difference... and the difference

is inside, where it counts.

opportunity of selecting from a line which
includes literally hundreds of diode types.

So, when your circuitry requires varying
combinations of such characteristics as...
high back resistance...quick recovery...
high conductance...or high temperature
operation, specify Hughes. You will get a
diode with mechanical and electrical sta-
bility built in. You will get a diode which

was manufactured first of all for reliability.
°Nowhere else have glass packaging

techniques been developed to a compa-
rable extent, for the Hughes process has
many unique aspects. They are difficult to
duplicate, yet are instrumental to the
manufacture of diode bodies which are
completely impervious to contamination
and moisture penetration.

Fox descriptive literature please write: SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION. HUGHES PRODUCTS
International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California

HUGHES

SEMICONDUCTORS

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES PRODUCTS
L -J
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Magnetic Disk
Delivers 12-v
NEW nrsx MEMORY with magnetic
storage medium in its radial spokes
promises to simplify design of small
digital computers. Such a magnetic
memory has been developed at
Burroughs Research Center, Paoli,
Pa. The storage medium is com-
posed of a plated alloy of nickel
and cobalt.

Each segment of a spoke stores
one bit. Since there is no mag-
netic material between spokes, a
signal is obtained from both a
recorded ONE and a zERO. Timing
pulses can be derived from any
information track instead of using
a separate track for timing.

High remanance flux of the al-
loy, large track width, thick mag-
netic laver and sharp boundaries
of the plating permit a readback
signal of 12 v. An air guiding
method for achieving small head -

to -disk spacing contributes to the
large signal output.

To provide a simple read-write
circuit the magnetic head itself is
the transformer of a blocking os-
cillator. The oscillator is triggered
by the induced voltage in one of
the head windings. Grid bias is
applied as a pedestal pulse to the
blocking oscillator. The oscillator

is triggered by a positive pulse
at the leading edges of the mag-
netic spokes on the disk. It ignores

those at the trailing edges. Thus
the oscillator is triggered by a
stored ONE but not by a ZERO.

Wraps Off Thor's Guidance
MILWAUKEE-Last week, Gen-
eral Motors' AC Sparkplug division
took the wraps off a hitherto
top-secret inertial guidance system.
The system recently dropped an
Air Force Thor IRBM within two
miles of a target 1,200 miles from
its Cape Canaveral launching pad.
The GM inertial guidance system
is also to be used in Navy's Regulus
II and an improved version of Air
Force's Matador-both air -breath-
ing subsonic missiles.

According to GM executives, the
guidance for Thor costs 25 percent
of the overall missile-reputed to
be between $1 and $2 million each.
Half the guidance cost is for elec-
tric circuits although electronic
circuits take up I of the guidance
space in the missile. Biggest single
cost item in guidance: machining
the gyros.

Thor's guidance comes in two
parts: a hemispherical gimbal con-
taining six precision gyros, air-
cooled during flight, and a four-
ft- high by 24 in. square pallet
containing the electronic circuits.

Heart of the system is a tuning

fork or crystal -controlled frequency
standard accurate to 1 part in
100,000. The frequency standard
controls the power for the 12,000 -
rpm gyro motors. With this con-
trol, the 1-g system is accurate
enough to sense rotation of a wheel
moving only 1 rpm in 14 years. It
is 100 times as accurate as needed
to put a satellite into an orbit. It
could guide a rocket to the moon
and back again.

The electronic pallet is an alumi-
num honeycomb sandwich con-
taining hundreds of tubes and
transistors. Here are some of the
units: electronic stabilizer (analog
computer); inverter control, junc-
tion box; accelerator circuits (ana-
log computer); rotating inverter;
telemetry unit (used in test firings
only); computer electronics; com-
puter servo; precision power supply;
and torque exciter. Accuracy of
computer error -correction loop is
1/100 of 1 percent.

GM engineers stress that Thor's
guidance is pure inertial. Tele-
metering is used only for test firings
as is the radio destructor link.

MEETINGS AHEAD
Feb. 2-7: Committee on Television

and Aural Broadcast Systems,
Technical Papers, Hotel Statler,
New York City.

Feb. 3-7: American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Winter
General Meeting, Hotel Statler,
N. Y. C.

Feb. 14-15: Cleveland Electronics
Conference, Fifth Annual, IRE,
AIEE, ISA, CPS, Masonic Audi-
torium, Cleveland, Ohio.

Feb. 18: Fourteenth Annual Qual-
ity Control Clinic, Rochester
Society for Quality Control, War
Memorial, Rochester, N. Y.

Feb. 20-21: Conf. on Transistor
and Solid State Circuits, PGCT,

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

SMTWTFS SMTWTFS SMTWTF S
1 2 3 4 1 1

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 2 AS 4 5 6 7 8 234 5678
12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 910 11 12 13 14 15
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 16 17 18 19 IS 21 22 16 17 019 20 21 22
26 27 28 29 30 31 23 24 25 26 27 28 ',LT, 25 26 27 28 29

AIEE, Univ. of Penn., Phila.,
Pa.

Mar. 3-7: Pittsburgh Conference
on Analytical Chemistry and Ap-
plied Spectrography, Penn -Sher-
aton Hotel, Pittsburgh.

Mar. 16-21: Nuclear Eng. & Science
Congress, PGNS, EJC, ANS,
Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

Mar. 17-21: 1958 Nuclear Con-
gress, Engineers Joint Council,
AICE and Atom fair, Atomic
Industrial Forum, International
Amphitheatre, Chicago, Ill.

Mar. 18-19: Conf. on Extremely
High Temperatures, AFCRC,
Air Force Cambridge Research
Center, Bedford, Mass.

Mar. 24-27: Fourth International
Instrument Show, Caxton Hall,
Westminster, London, S. W. I.

Mar. 31 -Apr. 2: Instruments & Reg- 
ulators Conf., PGAC, ASME,
ATCHE, ISA, Univ. of Dela-
ware, Newark, Del.

Mar. 31 -Apr. 2: Southwest District
Meeting of AIEE, Mayo Hotel,
Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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because it
STAYS flexible

Motors and generators have a lot to
contend with - heat, vibration, gases -

that's why leading carbon brush
manufacturers insulate pigtail wires with

BH Ex -Flex fiber glass Sleeving - experience has shown it does not heat -age.

Progressive stiffening in sleevings soon destroys insulation value.
As supplementary or primary insulation for low voltage circuits

BH Ex -Flex stays flexible from -55°F to +1395°F, the melting point of glass.

BH Ex -Flex is one of a large group of superior tubings
and sleevings designed for electrical insulation

one of which may solve your insulation problems.
Send us a few facts about conditions to be met

and we'll send ycu samples for testing. Catalog on request.

BENTLEY, HARRIS MANUFACTURING CO.
100 Barclay Street

CONSHOHOCKEN 4, PA. TELEPHONE: TAYLOR 8-0634

BENTLEY, HARRIS

SLEEVINGS
BEI Non -Fraying glass fiber sleevings are made by exclusive Bentley,
Harris process (U.S. Pat. Nos.: 2393530; 2647296 and 2647299).
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You get

M
out of your

oscilloscope
investment.....

TYPE 53.50E
PLUG-IN UNIT

SIRuI

01.41.1.0.
utsammo a( MA.

.30 11.00
Ito

F

1

p/
whenwhen you choose a Tektronix
Oscilloscope with the Plug-in Feature

Here's why: When you purchase your oscilloscope
you can select one or more plug-in units, depending
On your exact needs for the immediate future. Then,
when an unexpected requirement develops - for in-
stance, extremely -low-level work - you can purchase
the appropriate plug-in unit at modest cost ... in this.
case a Type 53/54E at only $165. With the present
total of eleven available plug-in units, you are still
able to enter any of several other highly -specialized
application areas with the same oscilloscope, for just
the cost of the appropriate plug-in unit.

Your Tektronix Field Engineer or Representative
will be happy to supply you with complete specifica-
tions on these oscilloscopes and plug-in units, and
arrange a demonstration in your particular application.

CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE 53/ 54 PLUG-IN PREAMPLIFIERS

Plug -In Unit
Risetime of Combination

-plugged into Type
531

541-545 535-536 532

Possband of Combination
-plugged into Type

531
541-545 535-536 532

Calibrated
Deflection Factor

Input
Capacitance Price

Type 53/54A
Wide -Band

DC
0.018 µsec 0.035 µsec 0.07 µsec dc to 20 mc dc to 10 mc dc to 5 mc 0.05 v/cm

to 20 v/cm 47 ppf $ 85

Type 53/54B
Wide -Band
High -Gain

.

0.03 µsec 0.04 µsec 0.07 µsec 2 c to 12 mc 2 c to 9 mc 2 c to 5 mc 5 mv/cm
to 0.05 v/cm

47 µµf $125
0.018 µsec 0.035 psec 0.07 µsec dc or 2 c

to 20 mc
dc or 2 c
to 10 mc

dc or 2 c
to 5 mc

0.05 v/cm
to 20 v/cm

Type 53/54C
Dual -Trace

DC
0.015 µsec 0.035 µsec 0.07 µsec dc to 24 mc dc to 10 mc dc to 5 mc 0.05 v/cm

to 20 v/Cm 20 pµf $275

Type 53/54D
H1911 -Gain DC
Differential

0.18 psec 0.18 µsec 0.18 µsec dc to 2 mc dc to 2 mc dc to 2 mc 1 mv/cm to
50 v/cm 47 pµf $145

Type 53/548
Low -Level AC

. Differential
6 psec 6 psec 6 psec 0.06 cycles

to 60 kc
0.06 cycles

to 60 kc
0.06 cycles

to 60 kc
50 µv/cm

to 10 my/cm
Approximately

50 µµf $165

Type 53/54G
Wide -Band DC

Differential
0.018 psec 0.035 µsec 0.07 //sec dc to 20 mc dc to 10 mc dc to 5 mc 0.05 v/cm

to 20 v/cm 47 µpf $175

Type 53/54H
DC Coupled High-
Gain Wide -Band

0.023 psec 0.037 psec 0.07 psec dc to IS mc dc to 9.5 mc dc to 5 mc 0.005 v/cm
to 20 v/cm 47 prat $175

Type 53/54K
Fast -Rise

DC
0.012 /see 0.031 psec 0.07 psec dc to 30 mc dc to 11 mc dc to 5 mc 0.05 v/cm

to 20 v/cm 20 µµf $125

Type 53/54L
Fast -Rise

High -Gain

0.015 sec 0.035 psec 0.07 sec 3 c to 24 mc 3 c to 10 mc 3 c to 5 mc 5 my/cm to
2 v/cm

20 µµf $185
0.012 psec 0.031 psec 0.07 psec dc or 3 c

to 30 mc
dc or 3 c
toll mc

dc or 3 c
to 5 mc

0.05 v/cm
to 20 v/cm

Tektronix, Inc.
P. 0. Box 831 Portland 7, Oregon

Phone CYpress 2-2611 TWX-PD 311

Cable: TEKTRONIX

Type 53/54T Tim. -
Base Plug -In Unit

The Type 53/54T generates
sweep voltages to drive the hori-
zontaldeflection system of the
Type 536 Oscilloscope. 22 cali-
brated sweep rates from 0.2
Asec/div to 2 sec/div are select-
ed with a single control. 5x
magnifier increases calibrated
sweep rate to 0.04 usec/div.
Triggering is fully automatic or
manual with amplitude . level
selection and preset or manual
stability control. Unblanking is
dc -coupled. Price -$225.

Type 53 '54R Transistor
Testing Plug -In Unit

The Type 53/54R Plug -In Unit
contains a signal source and
collector and bias supplies for
accurately measuring delay, rise,
storage, and fall times of trans-
istors. A mercury switch oper-
ating at a repetition rate of 120
c/sec supplies the testing signal.
Like all other Type 53/54 Plug -
In Units, the Type 53/54R is
interchangeable among all
Tektronix Oscilloscopes with
the plug-in feature. Scheduled
for regular production in April,
1958.
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A Subsidiary of
Minnesota Mining and

Man if act.. ring Company

More materials: Rugged, versatile composi-
tions to resist impact, s-ress, vibration, pres-
sure, heat, -hermal shock, wear, chemical
reactions. Superio- electrical characteristics
fcr higher temperatures and frequencies.

More equipment: Con-plete and separate
production facilities devoted exclusively to
finer quality AlSiMag Aluminas.

More "know how": Years of experience in
formulating and fabricating Aluminas. The
w der range of exactirg designs produced
have led to new, improved techniques. Pre-
cision tolerances. Dependable uniformity.
Constant research.

Bring your problem to the source most apt
to supply the right aiswer! Send blue-
print with details of °aerating procedure
for complete information.

best source for
ALUMINA CERAMICS

AMERICAN LAVA
CORPORATION CHATTANOOGA 5, TENN.

56TH YEAR OF CERAMIC LEADERSHIP

For service, contact Minnesota Mining & MaruFacturiag Co. Offices in these cities (see your local telephone directory). A-lar.ta, Ga.  Boston: Newton
Center, Mass Buffalo, N. Y.  Chicago, Ill.  Cincinnati, C.  Cleveland, 0. - Dallas. Texas Detroit, Mich. Nig, Point. N. C. Los Angeles,La if.  New York: Ridgefield, N. ,.  Philadephia, Pa.  Pitsburgh, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. St. Paul, Minn.  So. San Frarcis.zoi. Calif.  Seattle, Wash.
'Canada: Minnesota Mining S. Manufacturing c' Canada, Ltd.. P. 0. Box 757, London, On:. All other export: Minnesota M.n ng & Manufacturing Co.,

Internistiona Division, 99 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.



"INCUBATOR BABIES"
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WITH _A_ LONGER LIFE -SPAN

Reliability ... one of the electronics industry's most press-
ing problems. Today, a system must not only work effi-
ciently-it must often perform operations under highly
adverse conditions.

Hughes Products, the commercial activity of Hughes,
markets a wide variety of reliable systems and components
to industry ... ranging from semiconductor devices, elec-
tron tubes, instruments and electro-mechanical components,
to control systems. In order to establish tight quality con-
trol, all functions-research and development through man-
ufacturing-are performed by Hughes Products personnel.

One important phase in producing reliable products is
careful control at each step in the manufacturing process.
The assembly of the tiny Hughes transistors shown at left,

Precise evaluation of highly complex electronics armament systems
requires that manufacturing engineers design and develop test
equipment frequently as complex as the system being tested.

Highly rewarding positions are now open for experienced engineers,
including the areas of:

Circuit Design Systems Analysis
Reliability SemicondUctor Applications
Microwaves Semiconductor Sales
Computers Solid State Physics

IVrite, briefly outlining your experience to Mr. Phil Scheid, Hughes
Personnel, Bldg. 17B, Culver City, California.

for example, is carried out under glass in a dust -free, mois-
ture -free atmosphere. The care given these "incubator
babies" assures the quality needed for reliable performance.

Reliability is given high priority in every phase of the
Hughes operation. Years of study and experiment-in re-
search, development, and manufacturing-have given
Hughes electronic armament systems, radar warning sys-
tems, guided missiles, and commercial electronics products
a reputation for high standards of performance under all
kinds of conditions.

The constant advance of Hughes into newer and more
challenging fields benefits the present and prospective
employee by assuring him an opportunity to progress with
a leader in his field.

Setting the stage for new product developments, the Hughes Re-
search & Development Laboratories delve into basic theory. Here
R&D engineers work with a slot -array microwave antenna.

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS

HUGHES
1

L _1

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Culver City, El Segundo
and Fullerton, California
Tucson, Arizona
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LEADING MANUFACTURERS USE VULCOID. For a punched timer -
switch part that operates in oil; for arc chutes in circuit breakers; for the
insulation and structural part of an auto -headlight dimmer switch; for a
formed electrical switch part carrying 110 -volt 60 -cycle current; for a

mass-produced, 110 -volt light -socket part-for these and many more
Underwriters -approved parts, CDF Vulcoid is an effective, economical
insulation material-good where neither plain fibre nor plain phenolic
laminate would suffice.

Fibre gives it high arc -resistance
Aniline resin gives it moisture -resistance

CDF VULCOID
resin -impregnated vulcanized fibre

Vulcoid is different. To the electrical properties of vulcan-
ized fibre we've added the low moisture -absorption of an
aniline -type resin with an unusual affinity for cellulose
fibers-all at low cost. Excellent moisture -resistance (two
to four times that of plain vulcanized fibre) helps stabilize
Vulcoid's excellent electrical insulating characteristics. Its
low cost makes Vulcoid a fine production material for
applications of moderate electrical requirements.
Underwriters' approval. Vulcoid is approved by Underwriters'
Laboratories as a material for the insulation of current -
carrying parts in electrical equipment. It carries the distinc-
tive red and blue thread marking of such materials.
Easy to work. Like vulcanized fibre, Vulcoid is readily drawn
or formed into permanent shapes, punched, machined (see

COMPARATIVE

illustration above) at low cost CDF fabrication facilities
can give you production quantities of Vulcoid parts to your
specifications.
Learn all the advantages of designing around low-cost CDF
Vulcoid parts such as arc -deflector spacers, transformer
and motor lead bushings, circuit -breaker and transformer
barriers, knife -switch guides, transformer coil separators,
instrument and contact panels, baseboard receptacles, etc.
Ask your CDF man or write for new technical bulletin.

CONTINENTAL -DIAMOND FIBRE
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE /1I!

COMPANY  NEWARK 16. DEL.

PROPERTIES

Property

Commercial
Vulcanized

Fibre

1/16"

Paper
Base (XX)
Phenolic
1/16"

VULCOID
1/16" 1/8" 1/4" 1/2" 3/4" 1"

Arc Resistance, seconds 140 4 110 110 110 110 110 110
Specific Gravity 1.25 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.30 1.20 1.10
Moisture Absorption,

% 24 hours
60 1.4 30 15 6 4 4 4

8
Tensile Strength, -MD 11 12 12.5 12 11 9 8.5 5.5thousands of psi. CD 10 7.5 7.5 7 6.5 6 12
Flexural Strength, -MD 16 19 24 23 20 16 14 9thousands of psi. CD 17 19 17 16 13 11 60
Shearing Strength, -MD 8.5 14 14 12.5 12

thousands of psi. CD 8 12 12 11 10
Compressive Strength, flatwise

thousands of psi.
25 34 36 36 36

Izod Impact Strength MD 2.0 0.50* 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
(Edgewise)
Ft. lbs. per inch of notch

Dielectric Strength, VPM 175 700 475 425 275 170 100
Perpendicular to surface

NOTE: ASTM test methods used for Specific Gravity, Moisture Absorption, Arc Resistance, Tensile, Flexural, Compressive, and Dielectric Strength.
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AMP4oli
the new concept in multiple connector design

AMP-lok eliminates the necessity for supplementary
mounting devices in through panel multiple con-
nector applications.

Additional literature and samples available on request.

AMP-lok obsoletes all it replaces because of the
following design features:

 contacts are identical . . . self-cleaning
recessed for safety

 finger grip engagement and disengagement

 polarized to eliminate circuit error
 wide panel thickness accommodation -one simple

mounting hole required

 color -coding available
AMP-lok can be used as a safe, free -hanging

multiple connector, also.

AMP INCORPORATED
GENERAL OFFICES:
3339 Eisenhower Blvd., Harrisburg, Pa.

Wholly Owned Subsidiaries: Aircraft -Marine Products of Canada Ltd., Toronto, Canada  Aircraft -Marine Products (Great Britain) Ltd., London,
England  Societe AMP de France, Le Pre St. Gervais, Seine, France  AMP - Holland N. V. 'sHertogenbosch, Holland

Distributor in Japan: Oriental Terminal Products Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
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See/ 114- frequency to 12 KWIC on

FM, CW and noisy circuts1

and

Fast, simple, extremely accurate
Eliminates guess-work,"trial-and-error"
Eliminates expensive, complex setups
Includes self-contained oscilloscope

Two compact, portable -hp- instruments permit you to
measure unknown frequency from zero to 12 KMC
with revolutionary convenience and electronic counter
accuracy!

Hewlett-Packard 540A Transfer Oscillator and 524B
Electronic Counter (524B plus proper plug -ins, oscillo-
synchroscope or detectors) are the only instruments re-
quired. Complex instrument arrangements and tedious
trial -and -error "guesstimates" are eliminated.

Model 540A contains a highly stable, 100 to 220 MC
oscillator generating harmonics to 12 KMC. These har-
monics are provided for comparison with the unknown.
The comparison device is a diode mixer, amplifier and
built-in oscilloscope. In conjunction with -hp- 524B,
the 540A extends the 524B's range to 12 KMC with
no loss of accuracy or convenience.

Simple Measuring Procedure

To measure, with approximate signal frequency known,
-hp-- 540A is tuned until one of its harmonics zero

beats with the unknown. The multiplying factor is
noted, and the 540A's frequency measured directly on
the 524B. This 524B reading, times the multiplying
factor, is the frequency of the unknown.

When the signal frequency is totally unknown, a simple
calculation employing two or more harmonics deter-
mines the proper multiplying factor. Frequency of the
unknown is then determined as before.

Pulsed Carrier Frequency

In measuring carrier frequency of pulsed signals, an
external oscillosynchroscope is used to display the de-
tected pulse. Zero beat appears as horizontal lines across
pulses when the oscillator is tuned to an exact sub -

multiple. Video amplifier frequency response controls
can be used to simplify this procedure.*

In working with noisy or AM signals, the -hp-- 540A
response can be narrowed to obtain more accurate indi-
cation of zero beat.*

In signals with appreciable FM, the 540A's oscilloscope
presents a characteristic pattern pin -pointing upper
and lower frequency deviation limits. If FM deviation
is present, center frequency may also be determined.*

1/1,000,000 Accuracy
The 540A -524B system's accuracy approaches one part
per million for stable CW signals. On pulsed signals,

Precision accuracy, utmost value;
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electronic counter
accuracy is governed by carrier frequency and pulse
lengths. On noisy or intense AM signals, the transfer
oscillator system with -hp- 540A often provides the
only means of accurate measurement. Over-all system
accuracy is better than 10 times that of the best micro-
wave wavemeters.

Quality Features
Each of the circuit elements of -hp- 540A may be used
separately by shifting front panel patch cords. Controls

accura
are provided for coarse and fine tuning; there is also an
electrical vernier with range approximating ± 125
parts per million. The video amplifier has both gain and
bandwidth controls. Horizontal input to the internal
oscilloscope is power line frequency with phase control.
Input attenuation is variable from approximately 20 to
80 db to adjust signal level for optimum mixing level.

*For complete details see your -hp- representative and
write-hp-for Vol.6,No.12,Hewlett-Packard Journal

SPECIFICATIONS

-hp- 540A Transfer Oscillator
GENERAL:

Frequency Range: 10 MC to 5,000 MC. (10 MC
to 12,000 MC or higher with external detector
such as -hp- 440A)

Input Signal: CW, FM, AM or. pulse
Input Signal Level: Varies with frequency and in-

dividual crystals. Minimum input signal approx-
imately 0 dbm to attenuator. Maximum input
0.5 watt average (5 volts into 50 ohms)

OSCILLATOR:
Fundamental Frequency Range: 100 MC to 220

MC
Harmonic Frequency Range: Above 12,000 MC
Stability: Less than 0.002% change per minute

after 30 -minute warmup
Dial: Six inch diameter, calibrated in 1 MC incre-

ments. Accuracy: ± 0.5%
Output: Approximately 2 v into 50 ohms

ATTENUATOR:
Range: Approximately 20 db to 80 db
Input Impedance: 50 ohms, SWR: 1.5 max. at 1

KMC; 3 max. at 5 KMC
AMPLIFIER:

Gain: Variable. Maximum 40 db or more
Bandwidth: Variable. High Frequency: 3 db point

adjustable approximately 1 KC to 2 MC. Low
Frequency: 3 db point switched from 100 cycles
to below 10 KC. Adjustable to above 400 KC

Output: 1 volt rms maximum into 1,000 ohms

OSCILLOSCOPE (Self -Contained):
Frequency Range: 100 cps to 200 KC
Vertical Deflection Sensitivity: 5 my rms per inch

at mixer output
Horizontal Sweep: Internal, power supply fre-

quency with phase control, or external (con-
nection at rear) with 1 v per inch. Sensitivity,
20 cps to 5 KC

MISCELLANEOUS:
Size: Cabinet Mount: 201/2" wide, 121/2" high,

151/4" deep
Power Supply: 115/230 y ± 10%, 50/1,000 cps,

approximately 110 watts
Price: -hp- $615.00

-hp- 524B Electronic Counter
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT: (without plug-in units)

Range: 10 cps to 10 MC
Gate Time: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 seconds or man-

ual control
Accuracy: -1- 1 count ± stability
Reads In: Kilocycles. Automatic decimal.

PERIOD MEASUREMENT: (without plug-in units)
Range: 0 cps to 10 KC
Gate Time: 1 or 10 cycles of unknown
Accuracy: ± 0.3% (1 period) ± 0.03% (10

period average )
Standard Frequency Counted: 10 cps; 1 or 100

KC, 10 MC, or external
Reads In: Seconds, msec, Psec; automatic decimal

GENERAL:
Registration: 8 places, maximum count 99,999,999
Stability: 1/1,000,000 short term; 2/1,000,000

per week. May be standardized against WWV
or external 100 KC primary standard

Display Time: Variable 0.1 to 10 seconds, or held
indefinitely

Price: $2,150.00
PLUG-IN UNITS:

-hp- 525A, converts for frequency measurement,
10 cps to 100 MC. Price $250.00

-hp- 525B, converts for frequency measurement,
100 MC to 220 MC. Price $250.00

-hp- 526A, converts for high sensitivity frequency
measurement, 10 cps to 10 MC. Price $150.00

-hp- 526B, converts for time interval measurement,
1 Asec to 107 seconds. Price $175.00

-hp- 526C, improves period measurement accuracy,
0 to 10 KC. Price $225.00

Data subject to change without notice.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4226A Page Mill Road  Palo Alto, California, U. S. A.

Cable "HEWPACK" DAvenport 5-4451

Field representatives in all principal areas

as always, time -saving convenience
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an *Original Idea!

You Can
Count On...
to Pay Off!

J1:\N 31]

It's the *Original Equipment idea . . . which simply
means that, when you're figuring on electrical or
mechanical counters in any new product, it pays to
design them in, when you begin.

For then Veeder-Root quite likely can save you time and
money by adapting or modifying a standard counter to
your needs, instead of a special which you might specify on
your own. This solves the counter problem . . . and saves
you time in engineering, purchasing and assembly.

What's more, you give your product new sales -advantages:
Direct -reading digits, instead of hard -to -read dials and
verniers . . . instant remote indication if needed .
up-to-the-minute performance records that serve
as a basis for production-Countrol, and as proof
of your performance guarantee. So don't let
counters take a back seat in your new -product
plans. Design them in, when you begin . . .

it pays in many ways. Do you have the
newest Veeder-Root Catalog? Write

Series 1380
Box -Type Counter (Ratchet,
Revolution, or Geared)

4 -bank Counter for
Radio Transmission Equipment

Series 1205
Reset Magnetic Counter

amp*
equabeit.

.Weeder- Root
INCORPORATED

Hartford, Conn.  Greerville, S. C.  Chicago  New York
Los Angeles San Francisco Montreal

Offices and Agents in Principal Cities

360 degree Bearing Counter
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The Ideal Approach to SSB...
Eimac Ceramic Tetrodes from 325 to 11,000 watts
Generating a clean SSB signal is one thing ... amplifying
it to the desired power level with stabiloty and no distor-
tion is another. A modern Class AB, final amplifier design-
ed around an Eimac ceramic -metal tetrode is the ideal
answer to the problem. The Eimac ceramic linear amplifier
tubes shown above - the 4CX250B, the 4CX300A, the
4CX1000A and the 4CX5000A offer the high power
gain, low distortion and high stability that is needed for
Class AB, operation. Each has performance -proved re-
serve ability to handle the high peak powers encountered
in SSB operation. Efficient integraMinned anode cooler

and Eimac Air System Sockets keep blower requirements
at a minimum and allow compact equipment design. And,
all four incorporate the many advantages of Eimac ce-
ramic -metal design, which assures compact, rugged, high
performance tubes.

The high performance and reliability of Eimac ceramic
tetrodes make them the logical starting point in the design
of compact, efficient single sideband equipment.

Write our Application Engineering Department for
a copy of the technical bulletin "Single Sideband".

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.S AN BRUNO  CALIFORNIA
Ei01 ete 7",utt with ceramic tubes that can take it

CLASS AB1 SSB OPERATION

4CX250B 4CX300A 4CX1000A 4CX5000A

Plate Voltage . 2000 v 2530 v 3000 v 7500 v

Driving Power . 0 w Ow Ow 0 w

Peak Envelope Fower . 325 w 400 w 1680 w 11,000 w



FIRST FROM PH1LCO
New Bilateral Transistor!

PHI LCO 2N462

Bilateral alloy junction
PNP transistor with con-
trolled pulse response.
(Shown greatly enlarged)

- 200

-180
-160
-140
-120
-100
-80
- 60

-40
-20

Typical Collector Charaderietic
In Saturation Itosion

iz .60. /B-.... -4.5 ma-
..-..
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,.,.3 IS-- _4.0 ma=

___......--. 1B= -375 ma-=
'ma=IB= -3.0

IB= -2.5 ma-.
I.= -2.0 ma=
43= -1.5 ma=
IB-/111°

1.0 ma=
I 4

IB- 0.5 ma -

0 -0.05 -0.1-0 15-0.2-0 25-0.3-0.35 -0.4 -0.45-0.5

Outstanding Transistor Performance

With Current Flow IN EITHER DIRECTION!

This transistor represents a new concept in semiconductor electronics
and is available in production quantities. Emitter and collector are
completely interchangeable. Performance characteristics meet the
same specifications in either direction of current flow.

The new Philco 2N462 features high current (200ma), high gain
(typical beta 45 in each direction), high voltage (40v), low saturation
voltage-with controlled turn -on and turn-off times.

This revolutionary new transistor is exceptionally well suited to
complementing circuitry, and for use in circuits where reversing the
direction of the controlled current is desirable. The 2N462 has
been used successfully in computers, communications equipment,
multiplexing devices, and for bi-directional switching and phase
detection systems.

Perhaps this new transistor can help solve a specific design problem
for you. Our engineers cordially invite your inquiries.

Make Philco your prime source of information for all transistor applications.

Write to Lansdale Tube Company, Division of Philco Corporation
Lansdale, Pa., Dept. E-258

COLLECTOR VOLTAGE, VCE IN VOLTS

PHILCO CORPORATION
LANSDALE TUBE COMPANY DIVISION

LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA
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Ultrasonic Gage
Speeds Field Work
SUMMARY Sweep -frequency sensing system and direct -reading indica-

tor assembly measure thickness ultrasonically by determining frequency of
standing wave generated within material. Pulse generated as oscillator fre-
quency passes through resonant point of material lights lamp attached to
rotating disk. Rotational position of flashes is matched with graduations on
transparent harmonic scale and read out directly on thickness scale. Accu-

racy to 3 percent can be obtained for thicknesses of 0.027 to 4 in.

By HENRY N. NERWIN Project Engineer, Magna flux Corporation, Chicago, Illinois

ULTRASONIC INSTRUMENTS are
important tools in the field

of nondestructive testing and meas-
uring. Functionally these devices
are divided into two groups : pulse -
echo types and resonance types.
Pulse -echo types measure thickness
by determining the time iiibterval
between transmission of a pulse of
energy into the subject material
and reception of its echo. Reson-
ance types measure thickness by
determining the frequency of stand-
ing waves generated in the mate-
rial. The ultrasonic thickness gage
discussed in this article is of the
resonance type.

Portability
Most resonance -type ultrasonic

instruments use a crt as the indi-
cator. Since a crt requires consid-
erable power which must be ob-
tained from a power line, the
instruments containing them are
not easily adaptable to field opera-
tions. Because of its unique dial

indicator, the instrument described
here can be battery operated hence
is completely portable.

A block diagram of the instru-
ment is shown in Fig. 1. The probe
and the sweep capacitor are con-
nected across a plate -tuned circuit
in the oscillator. As the sweep ca-
pacitor is varied through its range
by the drive motor, a quartz crys-
tal transducer in the probe is loaded
at specific frequencies depending on
the thickness measured.

Frequencies are passed through
which generate ultrasonic waves in
the material. When they are in

PROBE CSC

OWE FP I.._
C APAC TOR

AMP

ITt CA OR

FIG. 1-Block diagram shows functional
relationship of circuits in instrument

time phase with the crystal vibra-
tions, the crystal impedance changes
causing the oscillator to generate
a series of pulses. The pulses are
filtered, amplified and appear as
flashes on a neon lamp attached to
a rotating disk in the indicator
assembly. Since the disk is driven
in synchronism with the sweep ca-
pacitor, a light pattern is produced
which is directly related to thick-
ness. Special indicator dials con-
vert the pattern to dimensional
terms that enable the operator to
read thickness directly.

Functional Description
In operation, the probe shown in

Fig. 2. is placed on the material
to be measured and the crystal is
loaded at a specific fundamental
frequency, or at harmonics of this
frequency, by the oscillator. The
fundamental frequency is continu-
ously varied by motor -driven sweep -
capacitor C1. The mechanical vi-
bration of the crystal resulting
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FIG. 2-Instrument employs a tuned -plate oscillator with sweep capacitor to generate the
spectrum of frequencies that drive quartz crystal in probe

from the oscillator driving voltage
sets up longitudinal waves within
the material as shown in Fig. 3.

At some fundamental frequency,
or at one of its harmonics, the ul-
trasonic wave is brought into time
phase with the crystal vibrations.
The particular fundamental fre-
quency at which resonance occurs
is determined by the thickness of
the material being measured. When
a resonant point is reached, the
change in impedance
crystal alters the plate current
drawn by V, which results in a

voltage variation across plate load
resistor R,.

Since the oscillator is swept over
a broad frequency range and since
the resonant frequency spread is
relatively narrow, the voltage vari-
ation across R, appears as a pulse
each time a resonant point is
passed. The number of pulses gen-
erated and their occurance relative
to the rotational position of the
sweep capacitor are both a func-

of the mate-
rial being measured.

The signal developed across R,

is passed through a band-pass filter
to eliminate the high -frequency
oscillator and the low -frequency
sweep components. Therefore, only
the pulses developed as a result of
sweeping across a resonant fre-
quency are applied to V, in the am-
plifier.

After passing through amplifiers
V, and V3, the positive pulses at
the output of V.. are applied to the
grid of V,. Since V, is normally cut
off by the bias voltages of battery
B,, no voltage drop appears across
R.;; however, when a pulse is intro-
duced, V, conducts. The resulting
increase in voltage drop across Ra
adds to the bias voltage of B, ion-
izing the neon lamp.

Since the sweep capacitor and
neon lamp are both driven by the
same shaft, the disk and capacitor
are always synchronized. An arc -
shaped window, located immediately
in front of the rotating neon lamp
shown in Fig. 4 limits the view so
-that the lamp can be seen only
while the sweep capacitor plates
are meshing.

As the disk rotates, the lamp
flashes at the same points along its
line of travel for each revolution of
the drive -motor shaft. Since the

ROSE

F.104MENT4_ 1st HAR!'.20,.

3T

2,c! HARMONIC

3,4 HARMONIC

.RceE

PROBE

FIG. 3-Cross section of a tank wall show-
ing resonant conditions for a fundamental
frequency and for three of its harmonics

Operator uses ultrasonic instrument to
measure thickness of storage tank wall
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FIG. 4-Mechanical arrangement of indi-
cator assembly. Arced slot in panel sub-
tends an angle of 108 degrees

disk rotates at approximately 800
rpm, stroboscopic action takes place
and the flashes are seen as a light
pattern of individual bright spots.
The number and spacing of the
lights in the pattern relate directly
to the thickness of the material.

Indicator Design
When the crystal vibrations and

longitudinal waves within the ma-
terial are in time phase, a condi-
tion exists which is analogous to
the current along a short circuited
transmission line of half wave
length. The resonant conditions
within the material for the funda-
mental and for its first three har-
monics are shown in Fig. 3. It can
be seen that the thickness, T, is re-
lated to the wave length as follows :

T = A/2 = V/2F

where V equals velocity of ultra-
sonic propagation in ips, F equals
fundamental frequency in cps, T
equals thickness in inches and A
equals wave length in inches.

The fundamental frequency is ex-
pressed in terms of harmonics as

F = f/n
where f equals the harmonic fre-
quency and n equals the order of
the harmonic frequency. The har-

monic frequency is expressed in
terms of thickness as

f=V/2t
where to equals harmonic of funda-
mental thickness. These equations
can be combined as

1/T = (1/n)/t = 1/t, =
(1/2)/t2

Therefore, if any harmonic fre-
quency and its order are known or
if any harmonic thickness and its
order are known, the fundamental
thickness can be calculated. In
most cases the harmonic frequency
and, consequently, the harmonic
thickness are known, but the order
of the corresponding harmonics are
not. The fundamental thickness
can be determined however, by two
or more adjacent harmonic thick-
nesses regardless of their respec-
tive positions in the spectrum.

If we know t is and t the three
adjacent orders of their harmonics
can be matched to each correspond-
ing harmonic thickness using a
standard slide rule. By placing the
C, scale graduation which corres-
ponds to the order of the harmonic
opposite the D scale graduation
which corresponds to harmonic
thickness, the fundamental thick-
ness is read out under the index of
the C, scale. This procedure may be
used with any resonance type ultra-
sonic thickness instrument that is
frequency calibrated in terms of
thickness; however, the operation
is cumbersome and conducive to
errors.

Simplification of the calculation
procedure can be effected by super-
imposing the harmonic indications
directly on the C, scale. This was
accomplished by converting the C,
and D scales into circular scales as
shown in Fig. 5. The scale on the
large dial has all the standard
numerical divisions of a D scale
and is referred to as the thickness
scale. The scale on the small dial
has whole number divisions 1

through 30 of a C, scale and is re-
ferred to as the harmonic scale.

Operating Conditions
If the scales are made of trans-

parent material and assembled as
shown in Fig. 4, the divisions on the
harmonic scale will lay directly
over the electrodes in the neon bulb

as it passes across the arc -shaped
window. For the light pattern to
coincide with the logarithmically
spaced marks on the harmonic
scale, the position of each succes-
sive flash must vary as a logarith-
mic function of disk rotation. This
was accomplished by shaping the
sweep capacitor plates to give oscil-
lator frequencies which vary as a
log function of rotation.

In use, the operator selects one
of three frequency ranges, desig-

SO1412011
iWZU 90 -XX)

FIG. 5-Readout dials of indicator as-
sembly. Harmonic scale is on small dial;
thickness scale is on large dial

nated W, G and Y, and sets the ap-
propriate letter on the thickness
scale opposite the index mark on
the panel. With the probe on the
material to be measured, the in-
strument is turned on and the
sensitivity control advanced until
a clear light pattern appears. The
small dial is then rotated until the
division marks on the harmonic
scale are aligned with the light pat-
tern beneath. Thickness is deter-
mined by reading the indication on
the thickness scale opposite the
pointer on the harmonic scale.

Applications
Thickness measurements can be

made on practically all substances
that will support ultrasonic trans-
mission such as most metals, glass,
hard insulating materials, and the
like. The instrument can also be
used to locate lack of bond areas
between two metals, or between a
metal and a non-metal without
damaging material or adhesive.

The author thanks J. Farembski
for his assistance on this project.
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Beam -rider antiaircraft guided missiles are prepared for launching into radar beam on
test range. Conditions simulate those as on board one of U. S. Navy's missile ships

Mobile version of equipment can be used
with a single mobile radar

Target Simulator Tests
By G. E. HENDRIX Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California

NTIAIRCRAFT MISSILES are usu-
ally fired at a test range dur-

ing their development and evalua-
tion. Normally, the targets are ob-
solete drone aircraft. Furthermore,
the maintenance of drones is diffi-
cult, reliability is low and, if the
missile is reasonably successful,
the attrition rate is high. It is
therefore desirable to be able to
simulate reasonably realistic tacti-
cal conditions for antiaircraft mis-
siles.

The simulator to be described
was built for testing beam -rider
missiles. In this guidance system
the target is tracked by a radar in
a normal fashion. A missile is
launched into the beam, and guid-
ance is accomplished by servo sys-
tems within the missile which try
to keep the missile centered within
the beam. The missile flies up the
beam until it intercepts the target.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic sys-
tem.

To eliminate the target drone,
the system must look the same to
the missile with the exception of

fuze action. This is accomplished
if the radar beam moves exactly as
it would if tracking a real target.
The radar antenna must be slaved
to a ground -based function genera-
tor. Then the simulator is con-
cerned primarily with the drive
servos.

One basic requirement of a mis-
sile system is closed -loop operation.
When tracking a real target, loop
closure is effected through the
target, radar return and receiver.
Since there is no r -f return path
for the simulator, artificial loop
closure is accomplished by mount-
ing position sensing elements on the
antenna to feed back antenna posi-
tion to the function generator.

Noise Sources

Another system requirement is
realistic simulation of tracking
noise which consists of internally
generated receiver and servo noise
in the radar, target -scintillation
angle noise and amplitude noise.
Target scintillation and variations
in the transmission path together

cause amplitude noise.
For simplicity, it is desirable to

work with the servos only and by-
pass the r -f sections of the radar in
the simulator.

Since the servos are used in a
normal fashion, their noise is pres-
ent as usual. Receiver noise is as-
sumed to be either negligible at
the ranges of interest or lumped
with one or the other noise sources.
It was assumed that the major
component of noise was target
scintillation. It was further as-
sumed that the scintillation noise
could be described by band -limited
white noise with a Gaussian ampli-
tude distribution. Therefore, low -
frequency random noise was in-
jected into the system to cause an-
tenna movement simulating the in-
fluence of target scintillation.

Simulator
The function generator consists

of a pair of linear -motion poten-
tiometers, which are moved directly
by a pair of precision interchange-
able cams. The cams are designed
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zx_L_RADAR

TARGET

FIG. I-Ground-based radar tracks target
and beam rider missile is launched into
and maintains itself in beam center

LINEAR
MOTION
10K

I

T
270V

10K

ERROR SIGNAL
TO ANTENNA
DRIVE SERVOS

ANT
POSITION
FEEDBACK

FIG. 2-Simulator uses bridge circuit to
replace angle error detector to provide
d -c output for antenna drive servos

FIG. 3-Noise generator and operational
amplifier are added in series with basic
simulator bridge

UMMARY System that eliminates expensive test drones in evaluating

missile performance uses cam -actuated linear potentiometers and noise gen-

e erators to provide azimuth and elevation drive signals for missile radar

that approximate actual tracking conditions. Missile in beam is photographed

by boresight camera and its instantaneous position with respect to beam cen-

ter can be determined. System adds reliability, flexibility and economy to

operational testing of antiaircraft missles

Beam -Rider Missiles

to represent the azimuth and eleva-
tion motions for a given target tra-
jectory and can be changed in a
few seconds.

Feedback of antenna position
was accomplished by adding feed-
back potentiometers to the antenna.
The feedback potentiometers are
driven by rubber -tired wheels
which roll on a convenient cylindri-
cal surface on the antenna mount.

Since the available radars have
d -c input to the antenna drive
servos the output of the simulator
is d -c.

Voltage sensitivities of the vari-
ous radars were approximately one
v per milliradian. Consequently the
simulator, which replaces the angle
error detector, uses the simple d -c
bridge circuit of Fig. 2. Batteries
eliminate hum problems arising in
floating electronic power supplies.

To adjust voltage sensitivities
/for various radars, a feedback
stabilized operational amplifier is
inserted in series with an error sig-
nal. By varying the value of feed-
back resistor, the overall gain can

be set at any desired value, per-
mitting optimum adjustment of
voltage sensitivity. This adjust-
ment is essentially a control on the
gain of the tracking loop.

The noise generator, the opera-
tional amplifier, and the error sig-
nal are shown in Fig. 3.

Boresight Camera

In testing beam -riding missiles,
the performance of the beam and
the ability of the missile to ride the
beam must be monitored. For a
real target this information is ob-
tained with a boresight motion pic-
ture camera. The camera has a
long focal -length lens and is co -
linear with the radar beam. Photo-
graphs of the target and the mis-
sile in the beam are taken. From
the film, data can be extracted con-
cerning the quality of target track-
ing and missile beam riding. In-
formation concerning miss distance
can also be obtained.

Since there is no target image in
the boresight film for the simulator
a different system must be em-

ployed to obtain information about
the quality of tracking. Correlation
between beam motion and beam
riding can then be made.

Tracking Error

The elevation plane in the sketch
of a section of a boresight film is
shown in Fig. 4. Beam center posi-
tion with respect to some arbitrary
reference is B. Target position is
T. Then the tracking error is given
simply by E. = T - B.

A sketch of the basic simulator
bridge with added instrumentation
is shown in Fig. 5. The target posi-
tion T is derived from the cam and
an electrical input is added to T
through the noise generator. An-
tenna position B controls the feed-
back potentiometer. Since the
bridge circuit is a subtractor, its
electrical output is given simply by
E= (T + N) -B = E. + N. If
N is subtracted from servo error,
the resulting electrical signal is the
tracking error E. which is entered
on a strip chart recorder.

When the input cam is motion -
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FIG. 4-Sketch of boresight-camera film
frame illustrates method of computing
tracting error Ea without using missile

less T is a constant. To insure per-
fect tracking the antenna and its
drive motors are motionless so that
T = B. Then, the output of a per-
fectly balanced bridge is only the
noise generator output E = N. If N
is subtracted from the generator
output the desired boresight error

= 0. This method is used to
check the balance of the analog sub-
tractor.

To eliminate noise inherent in
the cam surfaces and in the input
and feedback potentiometers great
care was taken in machining cams
and in choice of potentiometers. In-
finite resolution type potentiom-
eters are used with conductive
plastic as are also carbon film and
slide -wire potentiometers. Linear
motion potentiometers using con-
ductive plastic elements were spe-
cially built for this application.

RECORDER

NOISE
GEN

NL

ANALOG
SUBTRACT.

1 10K

I K 270
Er(T+N)-B

T f,
1 B I

CAM _LT IMECHANICAL
c, FEEDBACK 1- -.---a

FIG. 5-Addition of instrumentation to
simulator bridge circuit permis recording
of tracking error on strip chart

A computer program takes the
desired target trajectory, computes
azimuth and elevation angle as a
function of time and from them cal-
culates the corresponding cam
radii.

The computer then prints a table
of offsets specifying cam radius at
each degree around the cam. Ma-
chining proceeds using this table,
but final finishing of cams is a
hand -honing operation.

Random Noise Generator

Figure 6 shows a block diagram
of a random noise generator with a
thyratron in a magnetic field as a
basic noise source. The wide -band
output is put through a narrow -
band tuned filter with center fre-
quency at 500 cps. Filter output is
a 500 -cps wave with a low-fre-

THYRATRON
NOISE
GEN

NARROW -
BAND

TUNED
FILTER

fo= 500 cps

PEAK
DET

BAND.
ADJ

I

CATH
FOLL

FIG. 6-Thyratron in a magnetic field is
basic noise source of random -noise
generator used in simulator

quency random modulation. The
modulation envelope has a Rayleigh
distribution which is a fairly good
approximation to the desired Gaus-
sian distribution. Bandwidth of the
modulation envelope is half the
bandwidth of the tuned filter. A
peak detector extracts the envelope
and further bandwidth reduction
can be obtained by low-pass filter.
The unfiltered bandwidth is about
20 cps for the equipment.

Identical elevation and azimuth
channels are used in the equipment.
The elevation channel circuit sche-
matic of the d -c amplifier and noise
generator is shown in Fig 7.

Practical Circuits

The generated noise output
of thyratron V. is amplified and
narrow -band filtered in stages V,
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FIG. 7-Schematic of noise generator and dc amplifier chassis. Noise components down to 0.1 cps are passed by coupling network
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FIG. 8-Monitoring switches ground input
in positions 1 and 2 while cathode fol-
lower and operational amplifier are zero
adjusted. Position 3 is normal

and V, which have resonant plate
loads tuned to 500 cps. High -Q in-
ductors are used to restrict the
bandwidth to 20 to 30 cps. Filter
output is coupled through a cathode
follower to a peak detector V.R.
The peak detector recovers the en-
velope of the randomly modulated
sine wave that appears at the out-
put of the narrow -band filter.

The envelope detector is followed
by a low-pass filter in which the
R -C product can be varied, provid-
ing further bandwidth reduction of
the low -frequency signal. The
filtered signal is amplified in
and coupled to output cathode fol-
lower V,B. The time constant of the
coupling network passes noise com-
ponents down to 0.1 cps. In a 30 -
sec missile flight noise components
with lower frequencies show up as
bias variations and have little ef-
fect on the overall system perform-
ance.

Cathode follower 1/41, has its cath-
ode returned to - 250 v, so the
noise output can be adjusted to
swing around ground level.

D -C Amplifier

The d -c amplifier portion of the
circuit is built around a commercial
operational amplifier. Resistive
feedback is employed and overall
gain is adjusted by the feedback re-
sistor. Gain can be set to any value
between 1 and 100. Because the
gain of the operational amplifier is
a function of the output impedance
of its driving circuit, the amplifier
can not be connected directly to the
feedback bridge circuit, as indi-
cated in Fig. 3. Consequently, a

FIG. 9-- Simulator consile has d -c amplifier and noise generator unit (left), control unit
(center) and power unit (right). Controls are within easy reach of operator

Feedback potentiometer is mounted on
radar. Rubber -tired wheel rolls on
cylindrical surface and turns pot

cathode follower is interposed be-
tween bridge and operational am-
plifier.

Since the bridge output may be
amplified 100 times, the use of con-
stant current tube V:, provides bet-
ter stability for the cathode fol-
lower.

Monitoring

Provision is made for adjusting
the output to swing around ground
and for adjusting the zero level of
the operational amplifier. Adjust-
ments are made with monitoring
meters that can be switched to look
at the feedback -bridge output,
cathode -follower output or opera-
tional - amplifier output. These
meters also obtain an initial bridge
balance between cam and antenna
before the radar is switched to the
automatic track mode. Figure 8
shows how the meter switching
arrangement permits the cathode -
follower input to be grounded while
the zero adjustments are made.

Figure 9 shows the completed

Cams must be precision machined to

0.001 in around periphery to provide
accuracy required for system

simulator which was designed to
control either of two radars inter-
changeably. The noise generators
and operational amplifiers are in
the left-hand chassis, a switching
panel in the center and the cam
unit on the right.

Flush mounted in the desk top
is the boresight error recorder.

Meters in the center panel indi-
cate bridge balance. Manual ad-
justment of the radar antenna and
the cams to the proper initial co-
ordinates prepare the simulator for
automatic tracking. Antenna feed-
back pots are disengaged and
turned until the meters indicate a
bridge balance. The pots are en-
gaged and the radar switched to
the track condition. It then follows
the cams.

This equipment has been in use
at the Naval Ordnance Test Station
for nearly three years. A total of
six different service radar types in
as many fire control systems have
(been operated using simulated
targets.
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Detector Plots
5UMMARY Sensitive measuring equipment detects 10 to 40 ilv poten-

tial difference between front and rear of eyeball to indicate change of eye
position while subject is reading. Scan data is recorded photographically
from cathode-ray tube display and by pen on strip -chart recorder

By B. SHACKEL, R. C. SLOAN and H. J. J. WARR
EMI Electronics Ltd., Hayes, Middlesex, England

vARIOUS TECHNIQUES have been
studied for recording eye

movements and the points on which
the eyes are fixating. One of the
more recent and promising tech-
niques is electro-oculography
(eog).' The basis of eog is a
standing potential difference be-

tween the front and back of the
eyeball. The field from this dipole
moves as the eye rotates. Elec-
trodes placed on the skin surface
near the eye socket along the plane
of rotation will detect the resulting
change in d -c potential as shown in
Fig. 1. These voltage changes have

FIG. 1-Typical pen recordings obtained as eyes are moved left and right
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BACK- OFF
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AMP A

RELAY

OSC

AMP B

AMP A

PEN

RECORDER

CRT DISPLAY

HOR

AMP B

CRT

VERT

PULSE

UNIT

FIG. 2-Eye movement recorder uses two separate channels to indicate vertical and
lateral motion of eye as it scans a sample of reading matter

been found to be linearly related
to the angle of eye rotation.

A problem in employing this
technique is the smallness of the
eog potentials. With the average
person we tested, a change of about
20 Ay is detected for each degree of
eye movement. Range for different
people appears to be from about 10
iLv to about 40 Kv per deg.

For easy analysis of where the
eyes are looking at any instant it is
necessary to register the position
component of the signal. A d -c
amplifier and recording system are
therefore essential.

There are two other major ob-
stacles to successful eog recording,
as listed in Table I. The skin itself
may generate potentials within the
same general frequency band but
of considerably greater amplitude
than the eog potentials. These
skin potentials are also transmitted
to the recording system by the elec-
trodes.

Current Transition
At the contact electrodes a

transition must occur from ionic
current flow in the body to elec-
tronic current flow in the amplifier
input leads. The electrolyte/metal-
salt/metal electrode, which must be
used, is an active electro-chemical
system and may produce noise, in
the form of slow drift potentials,
again of similar general character-
istics to the eog signal.

The result is that the recording
pen may drift off the edge of the
chart unpredictably after 20 or 30
seconds and an accurate zero level
cannot be maintained.

To overcome these problems and
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Eye Movements

(1 71

Test subject with electrodes in place for eye motion recording
is ready to make scanning test

make eog a more reliable, routine
technique, a complete eye movement
measuring apparatus has been built
and methods have been developed to
diminish noise potentials from skin
and electrodes.

Electronic System

A block diagram of the electronic
system is shown in Fig. 2. Two
identical channels amplify and re-
cord eye movements separately in
the horizontal and vertical planes of
rotation.

The backing -off circuits allow
the residual standing potential dif-
ference between the pair of elec-
trodes to be nulled to the arbitrary
zero level. A zero -correcting servo'
can also be used to do this auto-
matically under pushbutton control.
The amplifiers, with a maximum
voltage gain of about 12,000, raise
the signal level to that required to
drive a standard pen recorder. Ac-
curate recording for subsequent
precise analysis can thus be made.

By feeding the horizontal and
vertical signals separately onto the
two deflection axes of a crt, suc-
cessive eye movements and fixation
pauses can more readily be deter-
mined as the subject views any
given scene.

This may be done by placing a
transparency of the subject's field
of view in front of the cathode-ray
tube, and by suitable initial adjust-
ment of zero and gain, the succes-
sive items fixated can easily be

Motion picture frames showing motion of eye in scanning
magazine cover. While spot indicates point of focus in each

seen on the screen.
Because interest here is pri-

marily in where the eyes are look-
ing, a rise time of 100 millisec for
a step -function input signal is
satisfactory. For physiological
studies of the actual rapid eye
movement itself a faster system
response would be needed.

The advantage of the system's
lower frequency response is the
virtual elimination of hum and
noise pick-up problems. No shield-
ing of the subject is necessary and
unshielded power leads an appa-
ratus can be as close as five feet
from the subject without causing
difficulty. A single electrode be-
hind one ear, giving rough balanc-
ing of each pair of inputs, relative
to ground, has been found sufficient.

Amplifier
In the amplifier, shown in Fig.

3, the input signal is converted to
100 -cps square wave by a chopper
relay. Three conventional R -C cou-
pled sections with stage by stage
negative feedback form the main
amplifier chain. A phase splitter

enables full -wave demodulation by
another relay to provide a single -
ended output without loss of gain.

A low-pass feedback filter elimi-
nates 50 -cps line and 100 -cps chop-
per frequency ripple with the mini-
mum deterioration in rise -time re-
sponse. The cathode follower pro-
vides an output impedance of 440
ohms with the signal going positive
and negative about virtual ground.

Apart from a nonmicrophonic
holder and shielded leads in the
input stage no special precautions
nor special ageing or selection of
input tubes has been found neces-
sary.

However selection of the ECC 91
for reasonable equality between the
two halves is advisable to ensure
linearity.

The relay drive oscillator is locked
to the line frequency whenever the
unit is operated from or near a
power line. If this is not done, the
oscillator will tend to beat with the
line ripple picked up in the oscil-
lator grid or heater leads and will
produce a 0.5 to 2 -cps beat at the
amplifier output. The performance

Table I-Potentials Present at Pick-up Electrode

Eyeball Potential Skin Electrode

Amplitude... 20 tiv per deg average Up to 1µv Up to 1µv or more

Rise Time. .. 20 tiv per sec (slow)
100 or to 500 Av in

0.1 sec (fast)

usually between 10 #.4v
per sec and 1µv per

sec

0 to 1µv per sec
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FIG. 3 Oscillator driven relays chop input and output of recorder amplifier. Drive oscillator is locked to line frequency to eliminate
possible 0.5- to 2 -cps beat at amplifier output. Filler stage may be replaced by R -C network

obtained from this unit may be sum-
marized as follows: gain, maximum
at least 10,000; maximum linear
output at any gain setting, ±15 v;
nonlinearity, less than ±3 ,uv per
100 µv of input signal being meas-
ured ; noise and hum combined, less
than 10 /iv peak to peak with input
shorted by a 10,000 -ohm resistor;
drift, less than ±20 kw in 30 min-
utes with input similarly shorted;

rise time to step function signal,
100 millisec; input impedance, 1

megohm.
The input impedance may be

raised to 5 or 10 megohms by re-
moving the 200 plif Miller capac-
itor and increasing the value of the
grid leak. For applications where a
longer response time is acceptable,
the filter stage may be replaced by
a simple R -C network, or by an
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100K 430K

100K 430K 100K
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FIG. 4 Drive amplifier for crt magnetic deflection coils

equivalent parallel T network.
Network rise time then is about

500 or 300 milisec respectively, with
networks attenuating chopper fre-
quency ripple to below 10 /Iv re-
ferred to the amplifier input.

CRT Display

To use a fairly large screen crt,
magnetic deflection was chosen.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 4. To
minimize possible drift sources, a
long-tailed pair combined amplifier
and phase splitter is used to drive
a push-pull cathode follower output
stage.

A permanent magnet is used
for coarse focusing with a small
coil wound inside it for fine adjust-
ment.

No time base is used. The crt
is operated as a simple two-dimen-
sional display for what is essen-
tially a two-dimensional input func-
tion.

To avoid burning the screen
and to provide time scale for film
recording, the electron beam is
pulsed at 100 cps or 1 kc using the
circuit shown in Fig. 5.
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The cathode-ray tube high -volt-
age supply and the regulated posi-
tive high -voltage supply are ob-
tained from standard units. Neon
regulation is adequate for the nega-
tive bias supply. Drift of this crt
unit has been found to be not more
than 1 -mm total spot displacement
in 30 minutes. Input sensitivity at
full gain is 10 my per mm.

Skin and Electrodes
Ways have been found of dimin-

ishing the drift voltages from these
two sources. With a round, dia-
mond, dental drill the horny layer
of the skin can be eroded without
drawing blood and without any pain
at all to the subject. This reduces
the skin voltage to one twentieth or
less.'

Simple, easily attached, rubber
suction cup electrodes are used
(now available elsewhere'). Good
zero stability is achieved by ex-
treme care in preparation of the
silver/silver-chloride contact pole.

Test Results

Using these techniques, recording
in one minute periods, and with an
average subject producing 20 tkv

per deg in the horizontal plane and
about 1507 per deg in the vertical,
records accurate to ±1.5 deg hori-
zontal at ±2 deg vertical can be
made for 70 percent of the testing
time.

These accuracy figures assume an
arbitrary zero level, but the drifts
are often almost linear. Therefore,
by interpolating between zero
points at start and end, the record
can be analyzed to better than ±1
deg for a greater percentage of the
total recording time. Moreover by
selecting subjects with larger eog
voltage, accuracy is greatly in-
creased.

Two examples are shown of the
sort of record now obtained. Fig.
6 is a record of horizontal eye move-
ments for 62 seconds with a total
zero drift of 70 p.v. The subject
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FIG. 5 Pulse unit changes spot intensity at 100 cps or 1 kc to permit time measurements
on photographs

first fixated a series of dots 5 -deg
apart up to a distance of 30 deg
to left and right of center, then
he read 14 lines from a newspaper
column and finally again fixated the
5 -deg dots. A photo shows enlarge-
ments of single frames of a motion
picture film taken when a cover
page was first exposed to the sub-
ject's view. These pictures show
some of the areas on which the
subject fixed his eyes.

A definite limitation in any eye
movement recording technique at
present is how to bridge the gap
between analyzing the eye move-
ments with respect to the head and
referring the successive eye posi-
tions correctly to the scene viewed
by the subject. To do this success-
fully requires either rigid fixing
of the head with respect to the
visual scene or complex recording
and analysis of head movements.
The ideal answer to this problem
in the future would seem to be a
transistorized tv camera' fixed to
the subject's head, showing his
field of view wherever he moves,
with his eye positioning seen as a
bright spot or ring on the monitor
screen onto which the field of view
is transmitted.

3-- ETC,

PEEOINU NEWELMI'ER COLUMN

The present applications of this
technique are mainly in research
studies, to help discover more about
the patterns of eye movements used
by people when carrying out vari-
ous tasks.

There is another possible type of
application of particular interest
in the field of electronics. Certain
types of high-speed tracking tasks
are difficult for the operator to ac-
complish with any kind of control
mechanism. It has been suggested"
that the eye itself might provide
the output signal which forms the
primary input to the tracking sys-
tem.

We thank the directors of E.M.I.
Electronics Ltd for permission to
publish.
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FIG. 1-Block diagram of transistorized
strain -gage oscillator

Complete strain gage oscillator weighs
only 8 oz and occupies space of 6 cu in.
Units have been constructed with band-
widths of 80 percent (± 40 percent fre-
quency and an output of 5-v p -p across
a 2.500 -ohm load

Strain Gage Oscillator
SUMMARY Completely strain -gage oscillator for resis-

tive -type gages produces frequency -modulated signal output that is directly
proportional to applied force such as stress or pressure. Though intended
for aircraft and missile flight testing, unit also has applications in spectro-
scopy, thermodynamics and mechanics

By WILLIAM H. FOSTER
Research Engineer, Electronic Engineering Company of California, Los Angeles, California

ONE PROBLEM associated with
flight testing of aircraft and

missiles is the telemetering and/or
recording of stress, pressure and
other information. During flight
testing such data is sometimes
gathered by resistive -type strain
bridge transducers that convert
stress variations to voltage level
changes.

Varying voltage levels are not
directly compatible with f -m tele-
metering or magnetic tape record-
ing. Accordingly, it is necessary to
employ a converter for changing
such amplitude -varying voltages to
frequency -varying signals. The
strain -gage oscillator to be de-

scribed accomplishes this conver-
sion with low power consumption
and maximum space utilization.

System Description

The strain -gage oscillator is
essentially a phase -shift oscillator
used in conjunction with a four-
arm resistance bridge. Unbalance
of the bridge causes the oscillator
frequency to vary, thus generating
an f -m signal which is directly pro-
portional to bridge unbalance or
strain.

Transistors are used exclusively
as the amplifying elements through-
out the circuit.

Heart of the oscillator, shown in

Fig. 1 and 2 is a stable high -gain a -c
amplifier that operates in conjunc-
tion with the phase shifter and
phase corrector to comprise a form
of phase -shift oscillator when the
bridge is balanced. The amplifier
output signal is applied directly to
the phase shifter where it under-
goes 90 -deg phase shift and at-
tenuation. The phase shifter output
signal is then fed through the
mixer to the input of the phase
corrector, the bridge being balanced
and furnishing zero signal for
mixing. The phase corrector shifts
the signal another 90 -deg and at-
tenuates it, making the signal of
the proper phase and amplitude to
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FIG 2 Operating and band -edge frequencies of strain gage oscillator are determined by values of R, L and C

for Flight Testing
satisfy the Nyquist criterion for
oscillation (Kp = 1).

When the resistance bridge is
unbalanced, as a result of applied
stress or pressure for instance, the
resulting bridge output voltage is
resistively mixed with the local
feedback signal (from the phase
shifter) in the mixer. The sum of
the two signals yields a voltage
of the same relative amplitude as
in the case of the balanced bridge,
but of differing phase; this new
signal is then applied to the phase
corrector.

FIG. 3-Basic transistor amplifier pair
used in amplifier portion of oscillator for
best a -c and d -c stability

Consequently, the Nyquist crite-
rion for oscillation is satisfied at a
different frequency which is di-
rectly related to the new mixer out-
put signal. The mixer output signal
is in turn proportional to the bridge
output voltage which is a direct
function of the applied excitation
phenomenon such as stress or pres-
sure.

Amplifier

Referring to Fig. 2, the amplifier
consists of eight transistor stages
connected in the common -emitter
configuration to provide a minimum
open -loop gain of 10° and 180 -deg
phase reversal of the input signal
at low frequencies.

The transistor amplifier pair
shown in Fig. 3 was employed as
the most satisfactory compromise
between a -c and d -c stability. It
tends to be self -compensating for
d -c drift due to ambient tempera-
ture variations. Additional d -c

temperature stability is obtained
by supplying the first transistor
bias current from the second tran-
sistor emitter circuit.

This configuration has practically
no loss in theoretical gain and has

the additional advantages of offer-
ing good operation with transistors
of widely differing parameters and
being practically unaffected by re-
placement of transistors.

For a -c temperature stability and
high input impedance, negative
feedback is applied around the com-
mon -emitter -pair amplifier.

From Fig. 2, it is seen that the
first four transistors comprise
two common -emitter -pair amplifiers
The fifth and sixth transistors com-
prise a third common -emitter -pair
amplifier with the sixth transistor
connected as a paraphase amplifier
capable of driving a push-pull pair
of class AB common -emitter output
transistors.

In addition to the extreme a -c and
d -c temperature stability character-
istics, the amplifier exhibits specific
low and high -frequency roll -off and
linear phase response as a function
of frequency.

Low- and high -frequency roll -off
are essential to avoid undesirable
oscillations which normally occur as
a result of reactive effects inherent
in multiple transistor feedback am-
plifiers.

Linear phase response is desir-
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able to ensure linear deviation of
frequency above and below the
nominal or center frequency.

Phase Shifter

When the oscillator is operating
at nominal or center frequency, the
output signal from the amplifier is
phase shifted by 90 -deg, attenuated
somewhat and applied to one of the
mixer input terminals.

The phase shifter shown in Fig.
2 does an efficient job. The sec-
ondary of the transformer, together
with a resistance and capacitance
comprise a bridge network. If a
signal is applied through the trans-
former and the output is taken, as
shown in Fig. 2, from the common
point of the R -C network to the
grounded center tap of the trans-
former, this output signal may be
adjusted for any phase from about
0 to 180 deg with respect to the in-
put, depending upon the ratio of
resistance and capacitance. How-
ever, once adjusted in a given strain
gage oscillator, the phase shift
variation is approximately ±5 deg
throughout a bandwidth of ±7.5
percent.

Mixer

The mixer circuit receives the
phase shifter and bridge output
signals and resistively mixes them,
yielding a simple vector sum which
is applied to the phase corrector.

Both the function and design of
the mixer are simple. Presenting a
high input impedance to the re-
sistance bridge and the phase
shifter, the mixer does not load the
bridge unduly and it does not enter
into the 90 -deg phase shifting ad-
justment. Presenting a low im-
pedance to the phase corrector cir-
cuit, it is not loaded by the phase
corrector and the reactance of the
phase corrector is not reflected
back to the bridge or phase shifter
circuit.

The phase corrector circuit is a
simple low-pass L -C filter. This
filter provides the additional 90 -deg
phase shift and attenuation neces-
sary to sustain oscillations of the
phase -shift oscillator. Since the
circuit is correctly terminated and
driven from the proper effective
generator impedance, it provides
the ideal linear phase shift versus
frequency characteristic desired
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FIG. 4-Comparison of theoretical and
experimental performances of oscillator

throughout the operating range of
frequencies.

Calibrator

Included within the strain gage
oscillator are relays and appropriate
calibration resistors such that, upon
demand, the oscillator presents a
center -frequency signal correspond-
ing to a balanced -bridge condition
and then a band -edge frequency cor-
responding to a full-scale unbal-
anced bridge. The obvious value of
these signals is in the playback
system, where the calibration fre-
quencies may be compared to stand-
ards and appropriate corrections
for center -frequency drift and/or
sensitivity change can be applied,
if needed, to the actual data ob-
tained from the oscillator.

During the center -frequency cali-
bration period a precision resistor
is placed between the mixer bridge
input and ground, replacing the
bridge output. This causes the
amplifier input to be solely a local
feedback signal which in turn
causes the oscillator to operate at
its center frequency.

During the band -edge or full-
scale frequency calibration period,
a precise fraction of the bridge
excitation signal is placed at the
mixer bridge input, replacing the
bridge output as in the case of
center frequency calibration. This
is made to correspond to a full
scale unbalanced bridge output
signal and causes the oscillator to
oscillate at a band -edge frequency.

The oscillator is capable of pre-

cise self -calibration because the
ratio, not the absolute value, of the
local feedback and the bridge output
signals causes the frequency of
oscillation to deviate. The oscillator
offers an advantage over voltage -
controlled oscillators in that it re-
quires no external transducer exci-
tation voltages.

Performance

Laboratory models and proto-
types of the transistorized oscillator
have been constructed and subjected
to extensive temperature testing.
The test results are shown in Fig.
4. The individual units shown in
the block diagram have also been
tested independently of the oscil-
lator and are now operating satis-
factorily in the field.

Applications

Because of its small size and low
power requirement, the transist-
orized strain -gage oscillator finds
major application in the fields of
telemetry and remote control, par-
ticularly in the flight testing of
aircraft and missiles. However,
other applications are numerous.

For example, the oscillator may
be used in conjunction with therm-
istors or hot wires to yield a good
instrumentation device in the field
of thermodynamics. A simple modi-
fication of the oscillator, in conjunc-
tion with photo diodes or photo
transistors, yields a valuable in-
strument in spectroscopy.

In conjunction with pressure
transducers or accelerometers utiliz-
ing resistance bridge principles, the
oscillator yields simple measure-
ment of mechanical phenomena.

Variations of the oscillator have
been constructed for use as low-
level voltage -controlled oscillators.
Measurements of d -c levels in the
millivolt range are readily and ac-
curately obtainable.

The strain -gage oscillator may
be used in conjunction with re-
sistance -bridge transducers rang-
ing in resistance from 100 ohms
to 1,000 ohms. Total power required
is less than 500 mw, including the
necessary resistance bridge trans-
ducer excitation voltage of 2 v rms.

Units have been constructed that
operate efficiently on 50 mw. This
unit was developed under USAF
contract No. AF04 (611)-683.
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Transistor Oscillator
Supplies Stable Signal

UMMAR Y - Colpitts circuit, employing one germanium transistor and

one Zener diode, operates from a laboratory regulated power supply to main-

tain a sine -wave voltage of precise amplitude

By Leon H. Dulberger
Project Engineer, Fischer & Porter Co., Hatboro, Pa.

OPERATING AT A FREQUENCY of
10 kc, the sine -wave oscillator

to be described provides 0.5-rms
output at 15 -ohms impedance. Am-
plitude stability is 0.1 percent over
the temperature range of 30 C to 50
C. Checks indicate a drift of fre-
quency under 0.25 percent.

Circuit

The Colpitts configuration, Fig.
1, operates from a 1N429 Zener
reference diode rated at 0.01 per-
cent per degree C temperature co-
efficient. A laboratory power sup-
ply, regulated to 0.25 percent for
line and load, provides preliminary
voltage control. This can be re-
placed by a semiconductor regulator.

The adjustable tank coil is coarse -
tuned by C, and C, which also pro-
vide impedance match to the emit-
ter. Fine frequency adjustment is
obtained by the position of the core
within the coil. A low L -C ratio,
which allows high emitter current,
provides a large voltage across R3.

FIG. 1-Constant amplitude transistor os-
cillator, used as a stable amplitude car-
rier for a data -reduction system, replaces
equipment using several electron tubes
operated from a regulated power supply

Some distortion is generated in
the collector circuit, in addition to
the desired positive peak clipping
when providing a high signal level
to the load. The output signal,
taken from the emitter, is an un-
distorted sine wave as shown in
the photograph. For a fixed sup-
ply voltage, R, and R, are adjusted
for peak -to -peak collector swing just
under twice the supply voltage.
The final base -to -emitter bias cur-
rent produces about 2 percent
limiting of the peak collector
swing. Final adjustment produces
the collector waveform shown.

Capacitor C, grounds the base at
the operating frequency. Under
these conditions, the collector to
base voltage varies directly with
the collector supply voltage.

Transistor Operation

The 2N270 transistor operates at
7.6 -ma collector current and 6.3-v
d c supply. Best amplitude stabil-
ity is obtained with 11.6 v peak -to -
peak measured at the collector. At
this point, output impedance is high
and unsuited to driving a load.
However, a 10,000 -ohm load is eas-
ily driven from the emitter at 0.5-v
rms without sacrificing perform-
ance.

Current -adjustment resistor R,
with R sets the idling current
through the diode. For the 1N429
used, optimum regulation is ob-
tained at 7.5 ma. Capacitor C, by-
passes the a -c signal around the
diode to provide low signal im-
pedance.

Emitter waveform (A) vertical scale:
per cm; horizontal scale: 20-Asec per cm
and Collector waveform (B) vertical scale:
2-v per cm; horizontal scale; 20 -µsec per
cm. Output is undistorted

0.5-v

Compact design of packaged oscillator is
suited for minimum -space requirements
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Bearing Memory
SUMMARY Four independent receiver -bearing indicator units operate

from single antenna array in Doppler system. Memory fills in time space
between code pulses and presents continuous bearing at all code speeds.
Bearings are retained after transmitter leaves air and system is insensitive to
antenna array misadjustments

By ROY E. ANDERSON General Engineering Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New York

ROTATING ANTENNA SYSTEMS of
idealized Doppler direction

finders would have to travel impos-
sibly fast to generate sinusoidal
f -m signals. But a Doppler direc-
tion finder system has been devel-
oped in which the action of a ro-
tating antenna is simulated by a
150 -ft diameter circular array of
31 antennas, scanned 42 times each
second by a capacitively coupled
rotating scanner. A block diagram
of the system is shown in Fig. 1.

A unique memory unit presents
continuous bearings. A bearing in-
dicator compares the envelope
phase with a reference phase and
presents the bearing indication on
a crt.

Choice of Antenna Array
Although large antenna -array

diameters reduce bearing errors
from propagation disturbances and
reradiation from objects near the
array, economic and scanner design
considerations limit the number of
antennas to about 30. An upper

design frequency of 30 me requires
that the spacing between adjacent
antennas be no greater than 15 ft.
Therefore the antenna array has
31 antennas in a circle 150 ft in
diam. An odd number of antennas
is required for the double takeoff
system used in the scanner.

A signal from a distant trans-
mitter induces equal voltages in
all antennas of the array. The
phase difference between the sig-
nals in adjacent antennas is a func-
tion of the frequency and the direc-
tion of signal arrival. For example,
if the frequency were 7 me and the
direction of arrival were approxi-
mately 5 deg east of north, the sig-
nals in the various antennas of the
150 -ft diam array would have the
instantaneous phase relationship
shown in Fig. 1.

Antenna Phasing
The vectors shown in Fig. 1 are

each revolving at the frequency of
the distant transmitter. However,
at any one instant, the relative

Direction finder equipment, mounted in transportable housing, is comparatively
insentive to misadjustment of antenna array or to site errors

phase relationships between the
signals in the various antennas are
as shown, where the numbered
vectors represent the signals in the
corresponding antennas. The mag-
nitudes of the phase differences
are determined by the physical
spacing of the antennas in the di-
rection of wave travel. The rela-
tive phase relationship between the
various antennas remains as shown
regardless of viewing moment,
motion of the scanner, or any other
time event.

Antennas are scanned in se-
quence so that signals from ad-
jacent antennas are combined dur-
ing the scan to produce an f -m
signal. Instantaneous frequency
deviation is proportional to the
phase step between adjacent anten-
nas. The envelope phase of the f -m
modulation produced during a com-
plete scan cycle is dependent only
upon the arrival direction of the
signal.

Blended Switching
Signals are combined during the

scan by linear -blended switching.
A single signal E is incident on the
doppler system antennas. The slope
magnitude of the amplitude change
as one antenna is scanned is rep-
resented by S and therefore, e. =
(E - St) Lo-i, for t, < t < t'.

Simultaneously, the adjacent an-
tenna is also scanned so that
= St Z. 0-2, for t. < t < t'.

The voltage induced in each an-
tenna has an amplitude of E and
the difference in phase between the
voltages in adjacent antennas is
= -
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Improves Direction Finder
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FIG. 1-Antenna scanner feeds single receiver -indicator cabinet of AN/TRD-8 (XE-2). System bearing memory permits sampling of

fading or swinging bearings. Numbered vectors in phase diagram indicate phase difference variation between antennas

The vector diagram of Fig. 2A
represents the voltage induced in
two adjacent antennas when a-, =
0. Sum of voltages e,  and e,, com-
bined in polar form is a L 0. Phase
angle 0 = tan' (St sin 41)/(E -
MSt) when M = 1 -cos tfr.

The rate of change of phase,
which is the frequency deviation
considered during any scanning in-
terval between two adjacent an-
tennas, may be expressed as dO/dt

= t' sin 41/ (2Mt2 - 2 mtt' -I- V')
in the interval t. < t < t' where
t' equals E/S. To convert dO/dt into

cps it must be divided by 27.
Frequency deviation is plotted

in Fig. 2B for a single signal at 15
me arriving along a line of an-
tenna -array symmetry. Phase dif-
ference ip is a different constant for
each segment of the curve.

Phase Steps

Large phase steps are undesir-
able for then the spikes in Fig. 2B
become large. A phase step of 180
deg gives an infinite frequency
deviation and an instantaneous re-
duction of amplitude to zero.

Figure 3 illustrates the method
by which the scanner accomplishes
the linear blended switching. The
antennas are numbered consecu-
tively around the array, but they
are connected to conducting seg-
ments on the stator in the order
shown in Fig. 3A. When rotor
1, is fully coupled to stator plate 1,
rotor plate 1, is between stator
plates 31 and 2.

As the rotor of the scanner turns
at constant speed, plate 1, is de -
coupled from 1, while 1,, couples to
plate 2 with both changes in coup -
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ling taking place linearly with time.
When the shaft has completed one-
half a revolution, rotor 1A has
scanned from stator 1 through 31,
and 1,, has scanned from 2 through
30 so that two scans of the antenna
array are accomplished for one ro-
tation of the shaft.

Rotor plates 1A and 1,, are con-
nected to a conducting coating on
the outer surface of a drum at-
tached to the scanner shaft for
signal output coupling as shown in
Fig. 3B. The drum is capacitively
coupled to a conducting coating on
the inside surface of a stationary
cylinder. The vector sum of signals
on rotor plates 1, and 1,, thus ap-
pears on the output coupling cylin-
der. The cylinder is connected to
the receiver through an appropri-
ate impedance matching trans-
former.

Since the action of the other
pairs of rotor plates is the same as
that of plates 1, and 1, four inde-
pendent outputs from the scanner
provide four independent direction
finders operating from one antenna
array and scanner.

Noise
Peak f -m deviation of the bear-

ing waveform increases linearly
with scanning rate. A large devia-
tion reduces the effects of f -m noise
on the transmitted carrier or re-
ceiver local oscillator, but all im-
portant frequency components of
the signal must be within three

(A) en

400
cf,

ZS 300

z 200

100

0

-100 4
y *1/4..1

2
L7
48

-200
SCANNING ANGLE IN RADIANS

-300

B)

FIG. 2-Linear-blended switching uses vec-
tor voltage relationships of adjacent anten-
nas (A). Frequency deviation derived from
relationship (A) is plotted in graph (B) for
single 15-mc signal

FIG. 3-For linear blending the antennas are connected to the stator conducting seg
ments in (A). Rotor plates 14 and 1B are connected to conducting coating on drum
surf ace attached to scanner shaft in (B)

kc to avoid interference from ad-
jacent communication channels. A
scanning rate of 42 cps is a good
compromise.

The equipment operates well up
to 30 mc where the spacing between
antennas is one-half wavelength
and the phase -step 180 deg, but its
performance falls off rapidly above
this frequency.

The only degradation in observed
performance is in the 25 to 30-mc
range where tuning is critical.

Large peaks of frequency devia-
tion caused by large phase steps in
this region require the full band-
width of the receiver i-f stages for
passage without distortion. There-
fore the wave must be accurately
centered in the i-f pass band.

The signal into the receiver con-
tains its original modulation as im-
posed at the transmitter plus the
f -m shown in Fig. 2B. The fre-
quency deviation of the funda-
mental component of f -m resulting
from the scanning action ranges
from 20 cps at 1 mc to 600 cps at
30 mc. Amplitude modulation
ranges from negligible at 1 mc to
nearly 100 percent at 30 mc.

Receiver

A Hammarlund SP-600JX re-
ceiver converts the received signal
to 455 kc while preserving both
the amplitude and frequency modu-
lations. When the direction of ar-
rival is not along a line of antenna -
array symmetry the spikes contain
bearing information. The funda-
mental component of the spikes
on the f -m envelope must be passed
through the system. Consequently,
the receiver is always operated in
its 3-kc bandwidth position.

The 455-kc i-f output of the re-
ceiver is applied to a series of cath-
ode -coupled limiter stages that re-
move all amplitude modulation and
then to a Foster -Seely discrimi-
nator.

The discriminator output is an
a -f signal having a waveform sim-
ilar to the spiked pattern of fre-
quency deviation shown in Fig. 2B.
The fundamental component equals
the scan rate of 42 cps and has an
amplitude and phase dependent
upon the frequency of the received
signal and the direction of arrival
respectively.

Low -frequency circuits amplify
and filter the 42 -cps signal and re-
move its harmonics. It is converted
to a cusp -shaped wave by a full -
wave rectifier.

Bearing Indicator
The cusp -shaped wave modulates

a 60-kc carrier in the bearing indi-
cator. Two equal amplitude 42 -cps
voltages, 90 -deg apart in phase,
are derived from a small generator
on the scanner shaft. These refer-
ence voltages also modulate the 60-
kc carrier.

When the resulting modulated
carrier is applied to a 7 -in. crt,
a propeller -shaped pattern appears.
The pattern direction is dependent
upon the relative phases of the
bearing and reference signals. A
direct reading of the bearing may
be obtained by aligning a hairline
with the propeller axis and reading
the bearing on an azimuth scale.
The sense ambiguity of the propel-
ler pattern is resolved by blanking
one-half of the pattern each time
a bearing is taken.

The bearing signal from the dis-
46
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criminator is filtered to remove the
spikes. These harmonics distort
the bearing indicator pattern and
make it unreadable.

When the system is operating,
the reception of code transmissions
requires that the output of the
filter attain the correct phase in
the short period of a dot or dash.
Therefore the bandwidth of the
filter should be relatively broad.
On the other hand, the filter band-
width must be so narrow that har-
monics of the 42 -cps scanning rate
are reduced below the level at
which they cause bearing errors.
The best compromise limits the
transmitted Morse code rate to

about 25 words pe: minute.

Bearing Memory Circuit
The bearing memory overcomes

the code reception difficulty by fill-
ing in the code gaps with previ-
ously recorded signals so that bear-
ing information is supplied con
tinuously to the filter even though
the received signal is broken up
into dots and dashes.

The circuit diagram of Fig. 4

indicates the way in which the
bearing memory operates. The 455
kc signal obtained from the output
of the third limiter on the detector
chassis is applied to the input of
the memory system. It is frequency
modulated with the bearing in-
formation introduced by the action
of the scanner.

The input signal to the memory
system is simultaneously applied to
a gate -pulse generating channel
and a recording channel. The first
tube in the gate -pulse channel is
V, while the first tube in the re-
cording channel is V,. During sig-
nal receipt, mixer V, converts its
center frequency to 20 kc. It is
then passed through the diode gate
consisting of V5, V9, and V, and
then to V8 which drives the record-
ing head.

When no signal is received, the
diode -gate circuit is in the not -
pass condition and prevents noise
from reaching the record head.
The noise amplitude at the input to
the memory must not exceed ap-
proximately 0.5 that of the signal.
Otherwise noise will trigger the
gate and be recorded during the
signal receipt time.

Signals are recorded on the

drum as they are received and are
reproduced from the drum when no
signals are received. The record-
ing signal records to saturation
so that during receiving and re-
cording any signals previously re-
corded on that segment of the
drum are erased. Only one head is
used for recording and reproduc-
tion. When a received signal stops,
the head no longer causes erasure
but reproduces the recorded sig-
nals to fill in code -transmission
gaps.

One scan of the antenna array
produces one cycle of f -m receiver
signal. Two scans of the array are
accomplished during one scanner
shaft rotation. Since the magnetic
recording drum is attached to the

scanner shaft, exactly two f -m

cycles are recorded on the drum.
The f -m envelope has a coherent
phase since its phase with respect
to a reference is determined by
the signal arrival direction. Key-

ing has no effect on the phase of
the bearing signal modulation.
There is no coherence between
angular position of the drum and
the start and conclusion of code
pulses. Therefore, any informa-
tion on the drum may be replaced
by new information as it is re-

ceived.
The fundamental phase of the

recorded modulation envelope is
determined by the direction of ar-
rival. The time for one rotation
of the drum, 0.05 second, equals
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the duration of a dash at 100 wpm.
The drum is filled with informa-
tion after the first dash even at
code speeds as high as 100 wpm.

During the signal receipt time
the signal is applied to the record
head, diode limiter V. and cath-
ode -coupled limiters V., and
V. Its center frequency is then
converted back to 455 kc by mixer

It is then applied to the fourth
limiter on the detector chassis
through cathode follower V,. as
shown on the block diagram of Fig.
1. During the time no signal is re-
ceived, the reproduced signal is ap-
plied to the limiter and mixer
chain starting with V,.

Continuous Indication

Although the signal at V, is sev-
eral hundred times larger during
recording than during reproduc-
ing, the limiter action maintains
a constant -amplitude mixer out-
put. Consequently the fourth
limiter on the detector chassis re-
ceives the same continuous bear-
ing signal for a code station as for
a station that transmits continu-
ously. Audio filters located beyond
the limiters and discriminators re-
ject switching transients caused
by the scanner and receive a con-
tinuous signal.

Single -Head Design
One head of the recording sys-

tem provides the record, reproduce
and erase functions. This design
eliminates gaps in the record in-
formation and the effects of varia-
tions in drum rotation rate. Each
point on the drum passes under the
head during reproduction at the
same linear speed as during record.
Although the recorded wavelengths
vary with the drum -surface speed,
the reproduced frequency from
each drum segment is the same as
the frequency recorded on that
segment.

Signal receipt to signal repro-
duction ratio of 500 at the memory -
system limiter is a single -head sys-
tem disadvantage. This fact
imposes stringent design require-
ments on the gating circuit. To
prevent noise pulse passage
through the gate the attenuation
of the gate must be at least 1,000
to 1 in the stop condition. If noise
pulses pass through the gate, bear-

ing indication jitter occurs during
the reproduce period.

Performance Limitation

The major factor limiting the
performance of the memory sys-
tem is a discontinuity pulse caused
by abrupt phase changes at the
boundaries between recorded and
newly received signals. Bearing
errors, produced by discontinuity

D.DISCONTINUITY IN PHASE

(A)

CLIPPING
LEVEL I BASE OF PULSE

CLIPPING LEVEL

(B)

FIG. 5-Discontinuity pulse (A) caused
by phase d;scontinuity in 20-kc carrier
eliminated by biased diode clippers (B)

pulses during reproduction time
do not exceed ± 3 deg with an aver-
age deviation of a fraction of a
deg and zero average value.

During code reception discon-
tinuity pulses cause jitter at the
keying rate. Since high -frequency
pulse components are in the audio -
filter output, large discontinuity
pulses usually cause bearing pat-
tern distortion.

Phase discontinuity in the 20-
kc recorded carrier at the record-
ing point causes the discontinuity
pulse shown in Fig. 5A. The re-
corded frequency near the discon-
tinuity pulse is the 20-kc carrier
plus or minus the deviation appro-
priate for the particular portion
of the scan cycle. The phase dis-
continuity has any random value
between zero and ± 180 deg. The
large rate of phase change during
the period of discontinuity is
equivalent to a large frequency
deviation.

Discontinuity Pulse Duration
During the recording process the

minimum discontinuity pulse time
is determined by the maximum fre-
quency that can be recorded to
saturation with the head and drum

design used. With the 0.001 -in.
spacing, the head design and the
plated magnetic medium used on
the drum, the upper frequency
limit is approximately 80 kc.

The recording system will there-
fore set a lower limit of approxi-
mately 12 psec on the duration of
the discontinuity pulse.

The 12-kc bandwidth of the
tuned filter which separates the
455-kc and 475-kc signals at the
output of the memory -system
limiters determines the 80 -µsec
minimum duration of the discon-
tinuity pulse. Oscillographic meas-
urements of the discontinuity -
pulse base indicate a duration of
less than 100 tksec.

Peak deviation of the discontinu-
ity pulse is determined by the filter
bandwidth and the phase discon-
tinuity magnitude in the 20-kc car-
rier. It may be several thousand
cps.

Pulse Error

Since a dot at speeds below 30
words per min. has a duration
sufficient to fill the drum there is
never more than one discontinu-
ity pulse per drum rotation at that
speed. A single dash at 100 wpm
fills the drum. With a single pulse
on the drum the maximum pulse
error could be great. The second
harmonic component of a 100-Fsec
pulse is large compared to the
deviation of the bearing signal and
could occur at any phase relative
to the bearing signal. In fact, the
second harmonic component of the
pulse waveform is equivalent to a
deviation of approximately 20 cps.
Since the deviation of the bearing
signal ranges from approximately
30 to 600 cps the discontinuity
pulse could introduce serious bear-
ing errors.

Biased diode clippers and audio
filters can greatly reduce the un-
desired effects of discontinuity
pulse. The clipping levels are
shown in Fig. 5B. The excursion of
the unclipped pulse can be in
either direction, of any magnitude
up to approximately 200 times e,
and at any phase with respect to
bearing signal. The pulse duration
is kept below 100 izsec by maintain-
ing a bandwidth greater than 12
kc for all circuits from the record
head through the discriminator.
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Arrangement of the monitoring circuit on printed board emphasizes compactness

Monitor Displays
Radar Noise Figures

--- and continuous measurement of radar receiver

figure is provided by comparing, in a difference amplifier, d -c signals propor-

tional to gated monitor pulse and noise generated during receiver dead time.

Since pulse and noise have passed through a logarithmic receiver, their

difference represents the logarithm of their ratio. Device does not affect radar

performance and a sensitivity up to 5µa per db is obtainable

By LEO YOUNG Fellow Engineer, Radar Equipment Engineering, Electronics Division,

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland

ACURATE MEASUREMENT of the
noise figure of a radar re-

ceiver is essential. The equipment
currently in use, however, neces-1
sitates radar shutdown during
measurement or else causes a de-
terioration in receiver noise figure.

Direct Measurement

A simple, compact circuit for
measuring radar noise figure is de-
scribed here which is based upon
existing monitoring equipment.
The unit, plugged into any one of
several channels, reads the channel
noise figure directly and continu-
ously. Additional monitoring cir-

cuitry requires only six miniature
tubes and a meter which is cali-
brated to read noise figure.

A 10 -µsec r -f monitor pulse gen-
erated by a low -power oscillator
occurs between the end of the

00µ SEC

TRANSMITTER
PULSE MONITOR PULSE

MAX I MUM RADAR
RANGE

MONITOR
PERIOD

FIG. 1-Monitor pulse appears between
end of maximum range time and follow.
ing transmitter pulse

maximum range time and the next
transmitter pulse of the 100 -µsec
radar dead time. Relative position
of the transmitter and monitor
pulses is shown in Fig. 1. The r -f
monitor pulse is coupled through
30-db directional couplers into each
receiving channel.

Signal -to -Noise Ratio

Since the receiver i-f amplifiers
are logarithmic down to noise level,
both the logarithm of the signal
and the logarithm of receiver
noise are directly available for
monitoring. The signal-to-noise
ratio is measured by gating moni-
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Zero -center meter is mounted in panel for convenience of adjustments. Meter is calibrated
in db usinc a known receiver noise figure as reference

PULSE
GEN

A

I TRIGGER
INPUT

INPUT
AMP

FROM LOG,
RECEIVER

R-C
PEAKING

NET

NOISE
FIGURE
METER

PULSE
GEN
B

GATE
A

PULSE
STRETCHER
AND RIFF

AMP

GATE
B

FIG. 2-Noise-figure circuit shown in
block diagram uses only six tubes

tor pulse and noise signals into
separate circuits, stretching each
signal and comparing them in a
difference amplifier. The amplifier
output is proportional to the noise
figure and can be calibrated
against a known noise source.

Circuit Description

Operation of the two gates of
the noise -figure circuit shown in
Fig. 2 is initiated by a trigger
pulse which determines the start of
the monitor period.

The gating pulse A which is
not much longer than the monitor
pulse, permits the monitor pulse to
enter one side of a difference am-
plifier after pulse stretching. It is
thus turned into a d -c level propor-
tional to the pulse voltage.

The trailing edge of the pulse A,
differentiated by passing through
an R -C peaking circuit, triggers
pulse generator B. Gating -pulse B
starts at the end of pulse A as
shown in the timing sequence of
Fig. 3 and opens a second gate.
Noise between the monitor pulse
and the following transmitter pulse
passes into another stretching cir-
cuit and a d -c potential propor-

tional to the noise level is therefore
applied to the other input of the
difference amplifier.

Since the monitor pulse and the
noise pass through the same loga-
rithmic receiver, the difference -am-
plifier output is proportional to
their difference or the logarithm of
their ratio. As both gated inputs
are stretched before feeding into
the difference amplifier, this ratio
is displayed on a microammeter
whose reading is proportional to)
the noise figure in db.

If a linear receiver had been
used, a ratio meter could have re-
placed the difference amplifier.

Gating Circuits

Pulse generator A, the one-shot
multivibrator V, shown in the sche-
matic diagram of Fig. 4, is trig-
gered by a short positive trigger
pulse following the termination of
maximum range time. The output,
- 60-v gating puls2 A is negative
going. Pulse generator /3 is simi-
lar to multivibrator V, except that
the pulse produced is several times
longer than pulse A.

Gating pulse A feeds into a gat-
ing circuit consisting of triodes
V..., and Although their cath-
odes are strapped together triode
178, is normally conducting, while
V6., is cutoff. This is achieved by
returning the grid of to ground,
while the grid resistor of V,, goes
to a + 30-v point.

When the - 60-v gating pulse is
applied directly to the grid of
the tube is cutoff while V,,A con-
ducts. Gate Vm now becomes a
cathode follower preceded by a
video amplifier V,. Adjustable
negative feedback provides the
gain control. The output of V, is
also connected to V B which acts as

a cathode follower for the duration
of gating pulse B.

Gate B consisting of 173,, and V.,
operates similarly to gate A.

Pulse Stretch Circuits

Cathode -follower outputs from
VIA and 17,, are connected to two
pulse -stretching circuits. Their
operation depends on diodes and
charging capacitors with short
time constants during the charging
period and long time constants
during the discharge interval. Low
output impedance of the cathode
followers allow the charging con-
stant to be only a few µsec, while
the discharge time is several milli -
sec. Thus two nearly d -c potentials
proportional to the log of monitor-
pulse voltage and noise level respec-
tively are applied to grids 1 and 2
of the difference amplifier

Difference Amplifier

Difference amplifier inputs, pro-
portional to the logarithm of the
signal or monitor pulse and the
logarithm of the noise level respec-
tively, may differ by 40 to 60 db.
To increase meter sensitivity the
larger input originating on the sig-
nal side is reduced. Reduction
must, because of the logarithmic
amplifiers, be effected by subtrac-
tion and not division.

A 3-v d -c source in series with
the difference output is adjusted
to read center of the zero -center
meter scale when the noise figure
of the channel is equal to the nor-
mal average value. Changes of plus
or minus only a few db can be
made to give full-scale deflection.

To set up the circuit the differ-
ence amplifier is zeroed with no

,Nsw.../wo

MONITOR
PULSE

GATING
PULSE A

GATING
PULSE B

TRANSMITTER
PULSE

FIG. 3-Timing sequence of the two
gating pulses shows relationship to the
logarithmic input
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Noise figure monitor is second printed board from right in the
Equipment drawer

input by adjusting the potentiom-
eter center -tap position which goes
to - 150 v. Input to amplifier V, is
then connected to a receiver whose
noise figure has been calibrated
against a known standard.
"rhe pulse input is removed by
shorting switch S,. Gain of V, is
adjusted so that the noise input
of the difference amplifier produces
10 µa when 470,000 ohms is
switched in series with it by S',.
This current ensures linear opera-
tion of the diodes in the stretching
circuits. Switch S, is now opened,
and pulse and noise from the re-
ceiver are passed through. Switch-
ing only the 4,700 -ohm resistor in
series with the meter gives maxi-
mum sensitivity.

Since the receiver noise figure
is` known, the potentiometer con-
trolling the voltage from the d -c
source in the difference amplifier
circuit is adjusted until the micro -
ammeter db scale reads the correct
noise figure.

Characteristics

Sensitivity of the instrument is
5 µa/db on the most sensitive scale.
A ± 25 µa zero -center meter is
used giving a 10-db range on the
most sensitive scale. The main
error source over large dynamic
ranges is the nonlinearity in the
stretching circuits.

Accuracy over small ranges de-
pends on the smoothness of the
logarithmic characteristic and is

Engineer adjusts monitor gain control at front of radar cabinet
during calibration check of equipment
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FIG. 4-Operation of the stretching circuits
depends upon charge and discharge time of

limited by the short sampling time
of the video noise in the 100 -µsec
monitor period. Brief sampling
time causes fluctuations of the
meter pointer amounting to about
±-1.5 µa, on the most sensitive scale.
Overall accuracy on this scale is
estimated to be about 0.75 db.

Performance

The instrument provides a con-
tinuous direct reading of the noise
figure of a radar receiver without
interrupting or interfering with
the radar operation. It is especially
useful where the noise figure to be
monitored does not normally vary
more than a few decibels from

at the inputs to the difference amplifier
the R -C networks

an anticipated mean value.
It is also useful where more than

one receiver has to be monitored.
By providing a jack or switch, the
noise -figure monitor can be con-
nected to any receiver to immedi-
ately give a direct reading.

This project was part of a pro-
gram sponsored by ARDC's Rome
Air Development Center.
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FIG. I-Circuit of r -f amplifier and mixer. Grounded -grid ampli
fier stages provide low noise figure in uhf band of 400 to 500 mc
Second r -f stage further reduces noise figure
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FIG. 2-Circuit of crystal oscillator and multiplier. Highly selec
tive cavity and minimum coupling between multiplier stages
prevent generation of undesirable harmonics

SUMMARY Converter with voltage gain of 36 db, bandwidth of 4 mc
and noise figure of 2.5 db consists of two grounded -grid 416B r -f stages,
417A grounded -grid mixer, crystal oscillator and multiplier. Equipment is
applicable for meteor, aurora and forward scatter propagration studies

Low Noise Converter for
By LEONARD F. GARRETT Linfield Research Institute, McMinnville, Oregon

EED FOR LOW -NOISE receiving
equipment to aid propagation

studies in the 400-mc range during
IGY resulted in the development of
the 400-mc low -noise uhf converter
described here. Since tropospheric
scatter communication is mostly
used in the 400-mc to 1,000-mc
range, low -noise receiving equip-
ment operating within this range
is necessary for proper evaluation
of signal path conditions.

The equipment is used in con-
junction with the Propagation Re-
search Project of the ARRL and
the Geophysics Research Director-
ate, Air Force Cambridge Research
Center.

Converter

Figure 1 shows the r -f amplifier
and mixer stages of the converter,
while Fig. 2 shows the crystal oscil-
lator and multiplier. Employed in
the amplifier are two 416B stages

ahead of the 417A mixer. The 416B
was chosen for the r -f stages be-
cause of its performance at vhf
and uhf. It is highly suitable for
grounded -grid operation in vari-
ous types of coaxial structures. The
second r -f stage allows a signifi-
cant reduction in overall noise fig-
ure.

The converter was designed for
use with a 50 -ohm antenna trans-
mission line. Frequency range of
the r -f stages is 400 to 500 mc with
an i-f of 30 to 35 mc. Stability is
assured by the use of a 6U8 crystal
oscillator and 6J6 multiplier stages.

The uhf converter was designed
after tests revealed the improved
performance provided by the 416B
in a 144-mc vhf converter. This
converter has been in use two years
in meteor propagation studies. It
has a measured noise figure of 1.6
db and has made possible daily
meteor reception of signals over

airline distances exceeding 500
miles.

4168 Plate Cavities

Both r -f cavities employ 0.25 -
wavelength modified coaxial cavi-
ties with a high ratio outer -con-
ductor to inner -conductor diameter.
This ratio is 8 to 1, which gives a
surge impedance of 135 ohms and
an unloaded Q of approximately
13,000. The 8 -to -1 ratio was chosen
to give the highest practical gain-
bandwidth product.

One of the limiting factors is
total circuit capacitance. A modi-
fied coaxial cavity and box con-
struction were selected to provide
compactness and ease of construc-
tion. The performance is compar-
able to that of the full coaxial type,
providing care is used in securing
a tight fit and in silver soldering
of joints.

The mixer is a grounded -grid
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Antenna used in conjunction with ARRL IGY Propagation Research
Project. Antenna is shown tilted for meteor scatter signals from
station 500 miles distant

Operator is shown adjusting plate current of uhf converter r-f

amplifier to optimum level. Front panel contains 0-50 ma meter
and switch that provides check for each 416B r -f amplifier

IGY Propagation Study
417A, chosen for its high g. and
low noise characteristics. This
tube is superior to crystal mixers
in the 400-mc range and provides
additional gain, thus eliminating
the need for an additional i-f stage.
Oscillator injection is accomplished
by a matched 50 -ohm link to the
cathode inductance of the 417A.

The low input impedance of the
mixer provides stable loading of
the second r -f stage over the de-
sired bandwidth. A low -impedance
link is inserted in the second r -f
plate cavity near the cold end for
coupling to the mixer. Coil L, and
the 2- to 6-14 variable capacitor in
parallel form a trap to prevent the

z 36
34

wm32
a 30
t-28

26

L HALF POWER
BANDWIDTH

431 432 433 434 435 436 437 438
FREQUENCY IN MC

FIG. 3-Overall frequency response of
uhf converter. Peak voltage gain is 36

db at 433 mc. Half -power bandwidth
is 4 mc

oscillator injection frequency from
reaching the output of the con-
verter.

Oscillator and Multiplier

A conventional overtone crystal
oscillator and suitable multiplier
stages provide required stability
and the necessary frequency multi-
plication. By reducing to a
minimum the coupling between
multiplier stages, and using a
highly -selective cavity, unwanted
harmonics of the crystal oscillator
are prevented from reaching the
mixer.

Construction Notes

Physical layout of the converter
is shown in a photograph. The
416B's are mounted with the grid
rings screwed into the partition
between the input and output cir-
cuit. This partition not only serves
as a mounting for the tubes, but
also provides a low -impedance
ground for the grid circuit of these
coaxial r -f amplifiers.

Cathode inductance of the input

Rear view of complete converter showing
power supply -oscillator -multiplier chassis,
left, and r -f chassis, right. Visible are
power cable to r -f chassis and coaxial
cable between mixer and oscillator -mul-
tiplier chassis

416B is made from 0.02 -in. copper
and is silver plated. One end is
secured to the partition between
cavities and the other end makes
contact with the tube body (r -f

cathode) through silver-plated
finger stock mounted on a small
standoff insulator under the tube
body.

The 416B plate cavities are 2 in.
high, 2.6 in. wide and 2.5 in. long,
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with the center conductor 0.25 -in.
in diameter and 2.5 in. long. The
tube end of the center conductor
is slotted to form contact fingers
to accept the 416B anode. Anode
supply bypass capacitor is an in-
tegral part of the chassis, being
formed by one side of the chassis
and a H -in. silver-plated brass
plate. The dielectric is 0.005 -in.
Mylar.

Plate Circuit
The r -f plate cavities are so ar-

ranged that the plate circuit of the
first stage is opposite the input of
the second, thus facilitating coup-
ling. Perforated side covers pro-
vide necessary shielding of tube
connections and protection for the
exposed vacuum seal off of the
416B.

Filament and d -c cathode r -f
chokes and decoupling filter net-
work are also mounted along the
side under the perforated covers.
The 416B's are readily removed by
lifting the socket and unscrewing
the tube.

Fabricated from 0.4 -in. brass
plate, the r -f chassis is silver plated
after all partitions are silver -
soldered in place. Adequate cooling
of the 416B stages is provided by
two small blade -fans. Air is di-
rected across the cavity center
conductor and tube anode, as well
as the tube body and glass seal, and
is then exhausted through ventilat-
ing holes on the opposite side of the
cavity.

Mounted on a chassis that also
contains the crystal oscillator and
multiplier stages is the power sup-
ply. This is mounted beside the r -f
chassis on supporting pillars be-
hind the front panel. A panel
meter monitors the plate current
of each 416B stage. Individual
plate current controls and a meter
switch are also on the front panel
for easy access.

Measurements and Adjustments
Figure 3 is a curve of the over-

all frequency response of the con-
verter at the half -power points.
Noise -figure measurements were
made with an electron tube diode
noise generator, which was checked
with a 50 -ohm slotted line and ad-
justed for minimum vswr. A maxi-
mum vswr of 1.06 was obtained

10
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2

I.VHF CONVERTER
2.11 -NF CONVERTER

3.1,000 -MC R -F AMP

CALCULATED

3

100 2 3 4 5 6
FEOUENCY IN MC

7 8 9
1, 0

FIG. 4-Comparison of noise figure for a
single 416B r -f stage (calculated), and
measured values for uhf and vhf con-
verters and 1,000-mc amplifier stage

over the 400 to 500-mc range.
In conjunction with the noise

generator, a 3-db pad and 30- to
35-mc i-f amplifier followed by a de-
tector were used in standard meas-
urement procedure. Proper adjust-
ment of load admittance is of
prime importance in obtaining the
optimum value of input impedance.
It is adjusted by varying the coup-
ling to the plate cavity of the 416B
stage until minimum noise figure
is obtained.

Adjusting Inductance
Value of L, is another important

consideration in obtaining a low
noise figure and can best be deter-
mined experimentally. It should
be adjusted for minimum noise
figure.

Figure 4 shows a curve of the
calculated noise figure for a single
416B r -f stage and the measured
values of the noise figure for the
uhf. converter described, a single
stage vhf converer and a 1,000-mc
amplifier stage.

Noise Figure

The following equation' yields the
overall noise figure F,3, of a circuit
consisting of three networks in
cascade:

F122 = F± F2 - 1 F3 - 1
G1G2

where F F2 and F3 are the noise
figures of networks 7., 2 and 3 re-
spectively, and G, and G1 are the
available power gains of networks
1 and 2.

This expression shows that,
while the main contribution to the
overall noise figure comes from the
first network, the contribution of
the second stage is also significant
for usual values of G,.

This second -stage effect demon-
strates the desirability of using a
second low noise r -f stage ahead of
the mixer to minimize the contribu-
tion of the latter to the noise fig-
ure.

More specifically, the use of two
416B r -f stages and 417A mixer
reduces the noise figure by about
one db over that obtained with a
single 416B r -f stage and conven-
tional crystal mixer and by several
db over that yielded by other disk-
seal tube r -f amplifiers and crystal
mixer combinations.

Input Circuit Design

To examine the input impedance
of the 416B in grounded grid serv-
ice with modified coaxial cavity
plate circuitry, consider the equa-
tion for the input admittance Y,
of a grounded -grid triode:

Y: = yl g'm YL

gP YL

where (J = +-1 g,3, ij - 1r,

and YL = 1

Q-YL

Substituting the values, g,,, =
0.05 mhos, µ = 350, Loaded Q =
300, X, = 80 and r, = 7,000 ohms
into the above equation, the follow-
ing is obtained :
g, = 500 x 10-' mhos, g9 = 1.43
x 10-1 and YL = 0.417 x 10' mhos
Since Yi is approximately equal to
2.5 x 10', the input admittance
of the 416B stage becomes 115 x
10-' mhos and the input impedance
Z, is 88 ohms. This value is quite
close to the optimum input imped-
ance R, for minimum noise figure
in such circuits.'

The author thanks H. M. Swarm
for encouragement and suggestions
and D. Janzen for photography.

REFERENCES
(1) A. van der Ziel, "Noise", Prentice

Hall.
(2) S. N. Van Voorhis, "Microwave

Receivers", MIT Road Lab Series, 23 (Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1948.

(3) A. C. Hudson, Low Noise Input
Circuits Rep. No. ERB-346 ; NRC 3662,
National Research Council, Ottawa, Can-ada.
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50M24054
(With Cutaway
View of Hood)
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CINCH
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(With Hood)

Send forfor 24 page catalog; "CINCH com-
ponents for printed circuitry."

are especially suitable for commercial applica-
tions. Offer unique design in printed circuit con-

nectors . . . for use with 1/16" two sided
copper clad boards. Available in 12 or 36

contact assemblies. Contacts are phosphor

bronze with .0003 silver plate plus water
lacquer dip. Insulator body is DuPont Zytel
No. 101. Contacts are spaced on .250"

centers. Molded covers are available for
these connectors when they are to be

used externally. They provide insula-
tion at the cable end, prevent short-

ing of the contacts in case the con-
nector is withdrawn and

a conducting surface, and pro -7 7 7 7`. vide a convenient handle.
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CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
1026 South Homan Ave., Chicago 24, Illinois

Subsidiary of United -Carr Fastener Corporation, Cambridge, Mass.

Nominal Electrical Ratings:
Contact rating 5 amps

Operating Voltage Ratings:
between adjacent contacts 800 VAC RMS

between opposite contacts 800 VAC RMS

between diagonal contacts 1200 VAC RMS

between extreme ends 1800 VAC RMS

Insulation resistance 2,000 megohms minimum.

Centrally located plants at Chicago, Illinois,
Shelbyville, Indiana, LaPuente, California
and St. Louis, Missouri.
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t
SIG 1 SWR

GEN ! INDICATOR

Pi

SLOTTED
LINE

PR

LOSSY

STRUCTURE

LOAD

FIG. 1-System used for measuring swr
shows the incident power P , load -reflect-
ed power Pi. and slotted -line reflected
power P.'

FIG. 2-Standing-wave ratio is plotted as
a function of true swr. Insertion loss has
been calculated in db of the lossy
structure
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Standing-Wave Ratio
Conversion Chart

UMMARY Chart provides true swr when the insertion loss of the line
between the measuring point and the load together with the measured swr are
known. Necessary equations for computing true swr are also presented.

By JOHN LORY Sperry Gyroscope Co., Division of Sperry Rand Corp., Great Neck, New York

T N MEASURING the standing-
', wave ratio of a microwave
structure the length of tansmis-
sion line or waveguide connect-
ing the structure under test and
the point at which swr is meas-
ured must be lossless.

When the line is not lossless,
an optimistic swr p' is measured.
If the total loss in the lossy
structure is known or can be
measured, p' can be measured
and corrected to true swr p.

If the losses are negligible,

P = (Pi + PR)/ (P. - PR) (1)

where P, is the incident power;
PR power reflected at the load.

If a loss occurs in the struc-

ture connecting the load and
slotted line, reflected power is

PR' = PR - KPR (2)

where K is the fraction of power
absorbed in the lossy structure.

The swr measured at the in-
put is

, Pi+PRi Pi+ PR(1-K)
.(3)P = P:-PR' = P.- PR(1-K)

Solving for PR from Eq. 1
PR = P. (p - 1)l (P 1). (4)

Substituting Eq. 4 in Eq. 3
p'= [p(2 - K) -FIC]/[K(p-1) +2]. (5)

Figure 2 is a plot of measured
swr as a function of true swr.

The swr of an antenna located
on top of a high pole, is to be

measured. There are 31.6 ft of
RG55/U cable between the an-
tenna and slotted line. The op-
erating frequency is 400 mc,
measured swr p' is 1.4/1.

What is the true swr of the
antenna? The cable has an at-
tenuation at 400 mc of 9.5 dli
per 100 ft. Therefore, the atten-
uation of 31.6 ft of cable is 9.5
(31.6)/100 = 3db. Connector
losses are neglected. On the swr
chart a line is drawn through
the 1.4/1 point, parallel to the
abscissa, until it intersects the
L = 3-db line. From the in-
tersection a perpendicular is
dropped to the abscissa, and the
true swr of two -to -one is found.
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Indusrial Tube Sales

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

2 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.
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in the new
Du Mont

potted-
circui

MULTIPLIER
PHOTOTUBES

Another way to do it-with Du Mont !
Du Mont potted circuit multiplier phototubes
require only three connections instead of
the usual twelve, thus minimizing chances of
leaky or noisy connections, as well as
pickup between long leads. The resistor
network for the bleeder system is
encapsulated within the base of the tube
eliminating the need for this associated
circuitry in an external unit.

Do it the better way-do it with
Du Mont. Send for complete
details on Du Mont potted
circuit multiplier phototubes.
Available in a wide range
of sizes and characteristics...
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

Pulsed X-ray May Aid Cancer Fight
By R. W. TIM! ERNE, C. R. NOSIKER, CHARLES E. JOHNSON

ring Foundation, Yellow Springs, Ohio

X-RAY radiation is one of the potent system to obtain voltage put ;:s a.
therapeutic weapons used by medi- high as 20,000 volts. These are ap-
cal researchers in the battle against plied across a dental type x-ray
cancer. At the present time, how- tube. Voltage to the auto ignition
ever, x-rays sometimes harm nor- transformer primary is set by a
mal cell tissue in the attempt to continuously variable 0 to 20 -volt
destroy cancerous cells. d -c magnetic -amplifier type regu-

X-ray therapy is normally done lated power supply. Current to the
with continuous x-ray radiation. wit° ignition coil primary is inter -
The pulsed x-ray machine described rupted to produce the high second -

here has been constructed to study ary voltage pulses by auto ignition
the effect of x-ray bursts of radia- breaker points driven by a vari-
tion on normal and cancerous tis- able speed d -c motor.
sue. It is hoped that an optimum A cadmium sulphide crystal de -
x -ray pulse repetition frequency tector probe is used to detect the
can be found that will be most de- x-ray output. This type of probe
structive to cancer cells and least when calibrated against a conven-
destructive to normal cells. Other tional roentgen meter makes an ex-
variables will be investigated to cellent continuous -reading type of
determine best exposure time, fre- x-ray detector. Cadmium sulphide
quency and intensity. when exposed to an x-ray beam ex -

The x-rav pulse generator used hibits a marked decrease in resist -
for biological studies on normal and ance that is linear over a wide
malignant cell tissue culture is roentgen range. In this particular.
shown in the photograph. An auto application, the cadmium sulphide
ignition transformer is used in the probe was placed in series with a

Electronics Speeds Exposures

Photographs of three aluminum
wires one -thousandth inch in diam-
eter and one -quarter inch long were
taken during electrical disintegra-
tion with a new high-speed camera.
Photos were taken at three phases
in exploding process : 20, 30 and 40

billionths of a second after the dis-
charge was started. Effective ex-
posure time for each photograph
was 5 billionths of a second. The
camera was developed by Electro-
Optical Systems under contract
with U. S. Army Ordnance.

Optimum cancer -killing pulse rate, in-
tensity, exposure time and frequency are
sought for pulsed x-ray generator

200 -ohm, 50 -microampere meter
and a 41 -volt battery. The probe
was shunted by a variable resist-
ance so that the meter could be cali-
brated to indicate directly roent-
gens per minute.

At present, the investigation of
pulsed x-ray has been confined to
the study of effects upon normal
and malignant tissue culture grown
in an incubator.

One of the numerous variables
which must be investigated is the
effect of x-ray spectrum. An air-
cooled x-ray tube with a beryllium
window is presently being used at
relatively low voltage for x-ray
work. The spectrum consequently
is in the soft x-ray range. Even
here, however, definite x-ray injury
to exposed cells can be observed.

The x-ray exposure range being
investigated is from 50 to 500
roentgens per minute. The pulse
width is about 70 microseconds and
the pulse repetition frequency can
be varied from 0 to 180 per second.

Total exposure time is still an-
other variable to be investigated.
X-ray injury often can be observed
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

Here's how magnetic amplifier design will be
affected by tape wound core standardization

If you design and manufacture magnetic amplifiers,
you'll welcome news that standard sizes for tape wound
cores have been proposed by the A.LE.E.* You are
going to benefit from a high in consistency of core per-
formance, brought about by our being able to concen-
trate on your most important sizes. Here's how . . .

Magnetics, Inc. is now stocking all of the proposed
standard core sizes in both aluminum and phenolic
core boxes for immediate delivery. Consistency of core
performance is increased because each size is made
in large lots taken from the same alloy batch and
dry hydrogen anneal. They all bear our exclusive
Performance -Guarantee.

We shall be happy to send size, construction and
magnetic material data upon request. Please write to
Magnetics, Inc., Dept. E-44, Butler, Pa.

MI/017E71GS inc.

Paper 37.206, Proposed Size Standards for Toroidal Magnetic
Tape Wound Cores. Re -port of the Magnetic Amplifiers Material
Sub -Committee, at the 19.57 Winter General Meeting, AJE.E.
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Easy as
a -b -c

oil$11ffi

FLEXIBLE
SHAFTS

' \

Nkt'#)041/4414

simplify
control

Both manufacturers and designers find
that with S. S. WHITE Flexible Shafts,
power sources ... driven members ...
controlled parts and their controls can
be positioned better. Assembly cost are
greatly reduced, alignment problems
eliminated.

In your own product, S. S. WHITE
Flexible Shafts may be the simple solu-
tion to your power drive and remote
control problems. These quality shafts
incorporate the latest engineering and
technical advancements in both design
and manufacture. For more informa-
tion and expert assistance in selecting
and applying S. S. WHITE Flexible
Shafts to your product, just write to

F IRST NAME

AIME112=F
S. S. WHITE INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

Dept. E, 10 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.

Western Office:
1839 West Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 6, Calif.

USEFUL DATA on how to select and
apply flexible shafts! Write for Bul-
letin 5601.

after only a few minutes exposure.
Safety features are provided to

prevent accidental irradiation of
the operators. A safety interlock
on a lead cover plate covering the
biological specimen holder prevents
high voltage from being applied to
the x-ray tube until the cover is

closed. Adequate shielding is pro-
vided on all sides. A lead shutter
placed above the cadmium sulphide
detector probe and x-ray tube and
just below the specimen holder pre-
mits adjustment of the x-ray expos-
ure level prior to exposure of the
specimen.

Measuring Nonlinear Resistors
By STANLEY I. KRAMER Section Head

WILLIAM FIELDS, JR, Engineer
Fairchild Guided Missile Division, Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corporation,Wyandanch, N. Y.

ONE of the main problems in the
use of nonlinear resistors is their
classification and matching. A
method used in the past consists
of measuring the current flowing
through the nonlinear resistor with
the application of discrete poten-
tials. The results are then plotted
in the form of a curve or are merely
tabulated. Alternately a suitable

FIG. 1-Differentiating waveform through
nonlinear resistor from sawtooth generator
with respect to time provides oscilloscope
trace of conductance as a function of volt-
age

repetitive waveform may be applied
and the resulting current waveform
observed on an oscilloscope.

The disadvantages of the former
technique are that the measure-
ments are not continuous and are
time consuming. The latter pro-
cedure is qualitative unless the ap-
plied waveform is selected very
carefully.

Current Differentiation

If a linear sawtooth waveform
is used as a voltage source and the
current is observed on an oscillo-
scope, the resultant waveform can

be used for selection and matching,
but this technique is not sensitive.
However, if the current waveform
is differentiated with respect to
time before it is observed, a plot
is obtained of conductance as a
function of voltage.

The dynamic conductance of a
nonlinear resistance can be ex-
pressed as g, = di/de, where g. is

..
r!A.

UN

=II NI mimum" AN amouring AIMS VIM
MINIM_esmnampa

FIG. 2-Conductance curve is superim-
posed on calibration line produced by
known linear resistor. Height of horizontal
line above axis corresponds to conductance
of known resistance

the conductance at a potential of e
volts and i is the current through
the resistor. If the applied po-
tential, e, is a linear sawtooth or
ramp function, then during the in-
terval of linear rise e = kt and g.
= (1/k) (di/dt).

A resistance -voltage plot can be
obtained if a sawtooth current
waveform is used in place of the
voltage waveform.

The complete system is shown in
Fig. 1. The current is picked off
from resistor R1. This resistance
must be small in comparison with
the nonlinear resistor being meas-
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To keep 75,000 -wait Kiystron tubes operating efficiently,
Eitel-McCullough specifies Monsanto's OS -45

coolant -dielectric, pumpable from -65° to 400° F.

The extreme operating, conditions
encountered in advanced tropo-
scatter communications systems,
such as DEW Line and White Alice,
often require special materials for
cooling the Nlystron transmit ting
tubes. A recent application of the
Eimar amplifier Klystrons specified
Monsanto OS -45 as the coolant -
dielectric for use in these tubes.

Engineers at Eitel-\ IcCullough,
Inc., manufacturer of Eininc power
Klystrons, found tha.! OS -15 has
excellent dielectric pr.tperties and
that it is one of the few dielectric
that would do the job required.

When you design or miniaturize ful facts from Technical Bulletin
electronic equipmeLt, consider 0-123. Write for it or mail in the
Monsant.o ():-;-45. You can get help- coupon below, today.

u.s. ()!r.

WHEN YOU NEED A SYNTHETIC FLUID, COME TO MONSANTO

Mere Creative Dernistiy Works Wonders rot You

Creator of Fluids for the Future

Organic Chemicals Division, Monsanto Chemical Co.,
Aviation Fluids Dept. OS -45A, St. Louis 24, Missouri

Please send me information on 0S--tri coolant -
ilieleet

\ ante T ille.

( fill

.1(1,11, ,5

a!, State
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HIGH
POWER

at TRANSISTOR
VOLTAGES

Model DV 60-2

POWERTralslrSUPPLY

Ow,

'110

§
Thorough and versatile! Efficiently
powers all transistor circuits. Lnpar-
alleled performance and prim
 AC OPERATED, delivers 0-60 volts
DC at currents up to ICOO milli-
amperes.
 SUPERIOR to costietitional DC
power supplies specified for vacuum
tube high voltage range and offering
erratic reactions when used at low
transistor voltages.
 CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE,
equivalent to a battery. Nig, power.
 RIPPLE SUPPRESSION below .05%
at rated current, by ?via section
choke input filter.
a COMPLETE CONTROLS, front
panel switch -type magnetic circuit
breaker, neon pilot light, Powerstat
output control. multirange voltmeter
aind milliameter and output binding
posts. Meters accurate to 2%, read-
alble at distance. Height 101/1", Width
7", Depth 91/4", 21 lbs.

WRITE FOR CATALOG
OF ENTIRE LINE

MODEL RECTIFIER
CORPORATION

1065 Utica Ave.
Brooklyn, hew York

ured for proper circuit operation.
Calibration is accomplished by

substituting a known linear resist-
ance for the unknown nonlinear re-
sistance. The height above the axis
of the resulting horizontal line will
then correspond to the conductance
of the known resistance and can be
used to calibrate the oscilloscope.
This is illustrated in the oscillo-
gram of Fig. 2.

The conductance curve of a non-
linear resistor is superimposed
upon a calibration line correspond-
ing to a known linear resistor in
the test circuit.

Conductance as a function of voltage
shown directly on oscilloscope permits fast
matching of nonlinear resistors

Circuit Times Operation of Portable Tools
By RONALD L. IVES Palo Calif.

CONVENTIONAL running -time meters
have drawbacks for operations tim-
ing and life testing of integrally
switched devices, such as soldering
guns, electric drills and hand -grind-
ers. Special wiring between opera.
tions timer and device under test is
usually necessary, unless a special
auxiliary switch is used. The added
wires and controls not only require
a technician for their installation
but have a bad effect on the opera-
tion being timed. They tend to up-
set the conditioned reflexes of the
highly skilled workers and have an
undesirable psychological effect on
those less skilled. In consequence,
time figures obtained with most
conventional operations timers are
of questionable value:

A plug-in operations timer, which
times only when the device under
test is operated by its own switch
has been developed for this situa-
tion. It introduces no distracting

from
loads over 1,500 watts and loads with
large starting surges

FIG. 1- Loads from 25 to 1,000 watts
energize timing relay

special wires, controls or noises into
the working environment. Load
capacity is from about 25 watts to
about 1,000 watts and response
time is somewhat less than one
second. The timer is simple enough
so that semi -skilled personnel can
connect, set, operate, read and dis-
connect it.

The series timer consists of a
current transformer, amplifier, re-
lay and running time meter. Ex-
cept for some of the constants the
circuit is not unconventional. All
parts are standard except for the
current transformer. This is made
by removing the 4 -ohm secondary
from a Stancor A-3879 output trans-
former (10,000 -ohm plate to 4 -ohm
voice coil). The winding is replaced
with four turns of No. 14 insulated
stranded hookup wire, firmly tied
and cemented in place.

The four -turn coil becomes the
primary of the current transformer

CIRCLE 27 READERS SERVICE CAF :D
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Tra n5itron

Silicon
Transistors

DESIGNED FOR HIGH RELIABILITY
MILITARY SYSTEMS

A new family of Silicon Transistors, the 2N471A, 2N474A and 2N479A
are now available for use in the most critical military applications.
Complete specifications in MIL -T -19500A format include rigid life,
environmental, electrical and mechanical tests to assure
high performance reliability.
Through close process cont-ol, these units have exceptionally low It.,,
up to their maximum voltage and temperature ratings. They can be used
with confidence even with tie simultaneous application of maximum ratings.

Features:Common Maximum Mc ximum
Emitter Collector Collector
Cerrent Cutoff V3Itage
G3ln, Current V. Max

At Vc Max (Volts)  Low loo up to
Type lu Rated Vc maximum.
2N479A 40 to 100 0.5 30

2N474A 20 to 50 0.5 30  Operation to 175° C
2N471A 10 to 25 0.5 30

 200 mw power rating

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS INCLUDE  JETEC 30 Package
Operating Life Test

Storage Life Test

Moisture Resistance

Lead Fatigue

Soldering

Tra n5itron
electronic corporation

Temperature Cycling

Vibration Fatigue

Vibration Noise

Shock

Centrifuge

 Excellent high
temperature stability

 Welded Hermetic seal

Send for Bulletin TE-1353

wakefield, massachusetts

p
Rectifiers

T.
Transistors Diodes Regulators



STROMBERG CARLSON

"BB" Series

Relays

For your automation
... computing... control
circuit applications...
"Telephone Quality"
at an ordinary price

To meet your needs for preci-
sion and durability in automa-
tion, computing and control cir-
cuitry, this relay provides tele-
phone quality at an ordinary
price.

The "BB" Series Relay ac-
commodates up to 100 Form A
spring combinations. It incor-
porates such important advan-
tages as twin contacts, knife-edge
pivot and special frame -armature
construction. Like all Stromberg-
Carlson relays, it is built to op-
erate under extreme ranges of
temperature and humidity.
Prompt delivery is available on
all orders.

This catalogue will
give you complete
technical details and
specifications. We will
gladly send you a free
copy on request.
Please ask for Cata-
logue T -5000R.

S;F
O

aCHG LP

STROMBERG - CARLSON
A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

TELECOMMUNICATION INDUSTRIAL SALES
I 14 CARLSON ROAD, ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

CIRCLE 29 READERS SERVICE CARD

and the 10,000 -ohm winding acts
as the secondary.

Amplification of the amplifier at
60 cycles is theoretically bad. The
constants used were determined by
experiment, the requisite condition
being a constant rectified output
through as wide a range of inputs
as possible. Actual measured range
shows that output is substantially
constant with inputs ranging from
a 15 -watt to a 1,500 -watt series
load. To obtain this range, small
coupling capacitors and low value
grid resistors were found essential.
If conventional coupling values are
used, useful operating range is
variable through a ratio of only
10 to 1.

Output waveform is nonsinusoi-
dal, and is a series of spikes, alter-
nately positive and negative. This
is because one or more of the ampli-
fiers are driven from saturation to
cutoff on each cycle. For this rea-
son, direct drive of the counting
meter from the amplifier output is
not feasible, even with clean loads.
With noisy loads, such as series -
motor electric drills, it would give
highly spurious loads.

Initial adjustment is quite simple.
When the power has been turned
on, the amplifier is permitted to
warm up for about half a minute.
Then the sensitivity control is ad-
justed so that the relay will pull in
and drop out cleanly as a 15 -watt
resistive load is alternately con-
nected and disconnected.

Operation is equally simple. The
power cord is connected, the am-
plifier is turned on, the counter re-
set to zero, and the load plugged in.
Thereafter, whenever the load is
turned on by its own switch, the
timer counts up minutes and tenths
until the switch is released.

Sensitivity of the timer can be
increased so that it will work de-
pendably with loads of as little as
three watts. To do this a Faraday
shield is added to the current trans-
former, and a noise -bypass capac-
itor is shunted across the line im-
mediately before it. Dependable
operation with loads of less than
three watts was not found prac-
ticable with this assembly.

When loads larger than 1,500
watts or loads with heavy starting
surges, such as geared -down electric
drills, are to be timed, input pro -

Tool is plugged into timer and no extra
leads or switches are required that might
bother user

tection in the form of a grid -drop-
ping resistor and a neon flashover
preventer as shown in Fig. 2 was
found desirable. If such protection
is not provided for highly variable
loads, life of the 12AX7 will be
short because of grid -cathode
arcover.

Operation of the timer from a
conventional clip -on current trans-
former is entirely feasible. The
core of the transformer is clipped
over one lead of the load circuit or
passed through the eye of a hole -in-
one connector. Coil of the clip -on
transformer is connected from grid
of the first amplifier tube to ground.

High -Dynamic -Range
Differential Amplifier
By D. D. DAVIS

High Voltage Research
Power Transformer Department
General Electric Co. Pittsfield. Mass.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS and con-
trol devices often require that a
small difference between two large
voltages be amplified, with the am-
plifier not responding to the aver-
age level of the input signals above
ground.

A differential d -c amplifier is
shown in Fig. 1 that amplifies the
difference between two voltages
that may be as much as 100 volts
above ground. Amplification of the
difference voltage is 250, but am-
plification of the common -mode sig-
nal (the average of the input sig-
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Range resistors are easily in-
stalled in ElectroniK measuring
circuits, for conversion to prac-
tically any scale.

I L LI 11i1d
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

the .._e_trumbrrecorder
or indicator is a
thousand instruments in one

An ElectroniK instrument adapts easily to your
changing needs, never becomes obsolete. Its remark-
able versatility is made possible by the many measur-
ing circuits . . . many types of records or indications
. . . many pen or print wheel speeds . . . and the wide
variety of functions that can be incorporated in
the instrument.

You can convert most ElectroniK instruments to
practically any scale, simply by soldering appropriate
kit -supplied range resistors into the measuring cir-
cuits. And you have a choice of more than 575
standard charts and scales in strip chart instruments
(similar large choice in indicators and circular chart
models). You can change chart speeds from one half
to four times the basic speed, with a simple gear
change.

Use ElectroniK instruments to measure temperature,

pressure, flow, pH, chemical concentration, voltage,
speed-any variable that's translatable into a d -c
signal.

Unitized construction lets you transfer complete con-
trol units from one ElectroniK instrument to another.
Cases are designed for both surface and flush panel -
board mounting. With auxiliary switches, the instru-
ment works in conjunction with audible or visual
alarms and safety cutouts.

Your nearby Honeywell sales engineer can help you
gain the advantages of ElectroniK versatility in
specific applications. Call him today. He's as near
as your phone.

MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL REGULATOR CO., Indus-
trial Division, Wayne and Windrim Avenues, Phila-
delphia 44, Pa.

H
110/41,111ILL

MINNEAPOLISoneywe
BROWN INSTRUMENTS

--+-7tht iktd
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FIRST PUSH-PULL

POWER TRANSISTORS

ANNOUNCED BY BENDIX

More big news from Bendix in the
power transistor field!

Here-in the new Bendix models
2N399 and 2N401-are the first power
transistors specially designed for such push-
pull applications as push-pull amplifiers
and servo -amplifiers.

Both Bendix transistor types are
supplied in matched pairs for high
efficiency, low distortion, high -power
output (up to 25 watts), low battery
drain, low idling current, and low
heat production.

Both are in volume production and

BENDIX

PUSH-PULL
TRANSISTOR

PERFORMANCE

CHARACTERISTICS

ready for your application.
In fact, whatever your need, the

complete Bendix power transistor
line is designed to provide extra
quality at no extra cost on a wide
variety of applications. For full
details, or for help with circuitry
problems, write SEMICONDUCTOR
PRODUCTS, BENDIX AVIATION CORPORA-
TION, LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY.

West Coast Office:117 E. Providencia Ave., Burbank, Calif.
Export Sales & Service

Bendix International, 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Canadian Affiliate: Computing Devices of Canada, Ltd.,

P. 0. Box 508, Ottawa 4, Ont.

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS
Vc Ic Pc Ib T storage
Vdc Adc W mAdc cc

-40 3.0 25 -150 -60 to +90
TYPICAL APPLICATION
(Supply Voltage: 14 Vdc-Quiescent Supply Current: 120 mAdcl

Load Imped'ce
Collector -to- Source Imped'ce Power Output

Collector Base -to -Base (No Clipping) Circuit Gain Efficiency

2N399 40 0 40 si 8 W 36 db 55%
2N401 48 0 40 0 5 W 33 db 55%

Red Bank Division willtactiA/
AVIATION CORPORATION

+90

INPUT

22 K

4300 V

1

OUTPUT

10K, MINIMUM

12AT7, V2

A.,

119
56K
8-164 V

/125K

-300 V
+300 V

10K

12107, V,

100 01 -NT RI

/107 I<

-300 V

56 K
198-164 V

2 k

INPUT

FIG. I-Common cathode resistor keeps
both cathodes at common -mode voltage

nals with respect to ground) is only
0.061.

Maximum output is 25 -volts
peak, and frequency response is
within 3 db from d -c to 250 kc.

One input signal is applied be-
tween each grid of V, and ground.
Because of the common cathode re-
sistor, the cathodes of V, will fol-
low the average of the two signals
(the common -mode voltage) and
keep V, in its operating range. This
results in the two cathode potentials
becoming almost equal. The half of
V, with the larger input will con-
duct more. This raises cathode po-
tential and causes the opposite half
to conduct correspondingly less.

The amplified difference signal
appears between the two plates.
The common mode signal is at-
tenuated because of the symmetry
of the circuit and by the ratio of
twice the plate resistance to the
cathode resistance.

The second stage is similar to
the first, providing further amplifi-
cation of the differential signal and
attenuation of the common mode
signal.

Potentiometer R, is used to
balance the circuit. It is set for an
a -c null using an oscilloscope across
the output when a test signal is
applied to both inputs simultane-
ously.

The plate control is set for a d -c
null using a voltmeter across the
output with no signal applied.
Tubes selected for symmetry may
be required.
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Fidelity of 404 push-button
attenuation is shown in the

multiple exposure of a 1 usec
pulse. The db levels shown are
1/2, 112, 312, 512, 71,2 and 912

0.018 usec
RISE TIME

100,000 pps
REP. RATE

Du Mont

Pulse
Generator

4

Repetition rates up to 100,000 pps, manual trigger

for single pulse

0.018 usec maximum pulse rise and fall time

Pulse width continuously adjastable from 0.05 to

100 usec

50 volts maximum output into 50 ohm impedance

59.5 db of attenuation in 0.5 rib steps with no pulse

degradation

Hard tube circuitry eliminates jitter due to hydro-
gen thyratron erratic firing.

The Du Mont 404 Pulse Generator sets new standards
for stability and versatility, outmoding pulse genera-
tors employing hydrogen thyratrons. The performance
of the 404 reflects the entirely new Thard-tube"
circuitry concept employed.

The capabilities of the 404 provide excellent facili-
ties for ultra -high frequency studies at mod?rate cost.
Its hair -line firing of sharp -edged pulses, push-button
stepped attenuation, high rep rate, minimum jitter,
easy -to -use front panel and control layout, internal
delay from 2 usec before trigger to 100 usec after-
all add up to a multiple use instrument that's good for
years of dependable performance.

Rack -mounting model $690

Write For Complete Technical Details .

DU MON TSCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT SALES DEPARTMENT, ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC.

OK 614 RI .C7e/ 4-
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Transfer Molding Encapsulates Tube Leads
TRANSFER MOLDING quickly bonds
silicone rubber to glass and metal.
Encapsulating tube connections by
this method, however, requires a
delicate balance between forming
pressure and the limiting strength
of tube parts.

Techniques and molds developed
at Varian Associates, Palo Alto,
Calif., enable transfer molding to
produce a hermetic seal on a
ruggedized, moistureproof radar
local oscillator klystron tube. The
tube withstands extremes of tem-
perature and high altitude without
pressurization.

Single cavity transfer molds hold
tubes by non -critical parts. Molds
have 3 sections, to split along leads,
and a plunger. Two sprue holes
are at each end. Three outsized
relief holes aid in reaching proper
pressure. Spring loaded Teflon plug,
activated by rubber from 2 of the
relief holes, releases the instant the
cavity is filled, maintaining min-
imum pressure on the tube itself.

Prepacking insures good adhe-
sion and centers leads, keeping
them from being forced together
in the mold. Cutouts of Silastic 80,

Single cavity transfer mold holds klystron by non -critical parts. White Teflon plug blocks
two relief holes until cavity is filled with silicone rubber, protecting tube against
presure damage

the silicone rubber used, enable pre-
cise control over quantity of pre-
pack.

Cutouts are made with push -out
"cookie cutters". The rubber is
plasticized and rolled to § inch

DESIGNS TRENDS: Solderless multi -lead connector

MASTER
PLUG

MASTER
RECEPTACLE

Solderless multi -lead plug and receptacle connector speeds wiring
and wiring changes in harnesses. Designed by Burndy Corp.,
Norwalk, Conn., units have four basic parts: pins, sockets, master
plugs and master receptacles. Pins and sockets are crimped to
stripped wire ends by hand or automatic tools. Pins and sockets
are snap -locked in master plugs and receptacles which may be
rrated as gang connects or disconnects. Individual circuits may be

11

-PIN CRIMPED
TO WIRE

PIN MATES
WITH SOCKET

SOCKET CRIMPED
TO WIRE

added or removed after harness is in place. Pins or sockets may
be inserted by hand. Tubular hand tool shown at right depresses
locking latches for withdrawal of single circuits. Cable sizes ac-
commodated range from number 26 to 10 AWG. Pins and sockets
are precious metal plated copper alloys. Thermosetting plastic
plugs and receptacles are made in a variety of sizes and will mate
with existing disconnects.
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Weather links
Flying has been made safer and flights more regular by the weather information

service which the Civil Aeronautics Administration is continually expanding

and improving to keep pace with the growth of aviation.

An area of great meteorological importance is Alaska. Detailed observations there

are of incalculable value in helping predict weather in much of the United States.

To link its weather stations throughout Alaska, the CAA has commissioned REL

to develop an ultra -reliable VHF communication system. It is to connect with

White Alice, the giant military and civil Alaska communication system, whose

tropo scatter radio equipment was also designed and manufactured by REL.

To meet --and exceed-the special requirements, REL has drawn upon its

unparalleled experience in developing tropo scatter equipment. Improvements

newly devised by REL for White Alice and other scatter systems are now being

applied for the first time to line -of -sight communication.

The same imagination and resources which are setting new standards in this field

are also available for the solution of your specialized radio problems.
1

Radio Engineering LaboratoriesInc.
A subsidiary of Dynamics Corporation of America

29-01 Borden Ave  Long Island City 1, N Y
STillwell 6-2100  Teletype: NY 4-2816
Canadian representative: AHEARN & SOPER CO  384 BANK ST OTTAWA
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Precision Quality
FUSED

QUARTZ

Clear Fused Quartz
Custom Fabricated

in Commercial
or Optical Grades

Fused Quartz provides high
transparency, high transmis-
sion of ultra -violet and thermal
properties particularly adapt-
able for special light sources in
therapeutic and photochemical
equipment. Resists scratching
and weathering; has excellent
mechanical strength.

Let Dell supply
Fused Quartz for -

Absorption Cell Plates
 Windows  Electrical Insulators
 Plungers  Microscope Slides
 Cover Slips  Cell Spacers
 Phase Shifters  Delay Lines

Complete Optical Service
on Precision Glass

Fabrication including -
 IR Domes  Filters  Prisms
 Lenses  Optical Flats
 Mirrors  Commercial Flats
 Windows  Attenuator Blanks

Precision drilling a specialty-
tolerances held to specifica-
tions. Technical assistance is
available to help solve your
problems. Send for brochure.

DELL OPTICS
CO. LIMITED
327 55th ST., WEST NEW YORK
NEW JERSEY-Tel. UNion 7-1599

Rubber is plasticized and rolled into sheet
on two -roll mill

thickness in a two roll mill made
by Varian. It employs a A hp motor
and chrome -plated steel rollers 13
inches long and 6 -inches in diam-
eter. One roll is movable to adjust
tension.

Finger cots and spatulas are used
to prevent hand oils from contami-
nating the Silastic.

Three-ply lead wire insulation
compensates for Silastic's suscepti-
bility to abrasion. The inner layer
of Silastic is covered with fiberglass
overbraid which in turn is pro-
tected from fraying by color -coded
Silastic.

Production Steps

The tube is sandblasted, washed
with acetone and painted with Dow
Corning 796 primer. A base coat of
Silastic adhesive thinned with ben-
zol is brushed on. The tube is then
prepacked and the mold loaded.

In Preco hydraulic press with
4 -inch ram and 40,000 -pound platen
pressure, the plunger forces rubber
from transfer pod into mold at
about 5,000 psi. Tubes are loaded
in 15 -minute cycles : 10 minutes in
the press at a temperature of 250-
260 F, 3 minutes loading and 2 min-

Prepacker uses cutouts stamped from
rubber sheet with "cookie cutters"

Tube is removed from mold. Weights at
upper left, placed over tubes, preserve
bond cs cooling rubber shrinks

utes unloading. During cooling,
weights prevent shrinking from
breaking the bond between the rub-
ber and glass or metal.

Nail clipper and manicure scis-
sors are used for trimming. The
curing oven is brought to 350 F
over a period of 6 hours to prevent
bubbles. The tubes are held at
350 F for another 6 hours and
cooled for 3 hours.

Radioactive Gas Tests Components
RADIOACTIVE TRACER GAS is em-
ployed in a leak tester made by
Reed -Curtis Nuclear Division of
American Electronics, Culver City,
Calif. The tester is designed for
use by manufacturers of tran-
sistors and other sealed compo-
nents.

Equipment includes pressure ves-
sel, radioactive gas, radiation
counting and monitoring equip-
ment. Leakages as small as 10-"
cc. of air a second can be detected.
The manufacturer estimates a test
set-up will handle 3,000 transistors
in 7.8 hours at labor and gas cost

CIRCLE 52 READERS SERVICE CARD
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The Customer is Always Right!

Whether you're one of the more than 50,000
radio -electronics engineers who will attend this year's

con,..ertion and show or one of the 800 -plus

exiibitors, you mode this what it is today. It's big ...
bu- just big enough to bring you all that's new in

radio-Edect-onics researc'l and development!

MARCH 24-27

THE IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION

Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
arid The Radio Engineering Show

Coliseum

New York City

REGISTRATION: IRE Members $LOO
Non-members $100

THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS 1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N.Y.
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miniature

encapsulated

licULsE

TRANSFORMERS
by TECHNITROL

Wound on ferrite cores, the Type M series is available in a variety of
windings to cover pulse widths from 2 microseconds down to .05 micro-
second, wound inverting or non -inverting.

While the M series is particularly adapted to subminiature and transistor
circuits, we design and build pulse transformers to fit specific circuits or
to meet definite mechanical or thermal requirements, including MIL -T -27A.

Additionally, Technitrol makes a complete line of lumped and distributed
parameter Delay Lines and a variety of electronic test equipment.

For additional

information,

write today for

our bulletin
ECHNITROIL

ENGINEERING COMPANY

// 1952 E. Allegheny Ave., Phila. 34, Pa.

Radiation count of component is made
manually, as shown, or on conveyor to
determine rate at which tracer gas leaks
into component

of 0.68 cents a transistor.
Components are placed in a lead

shielded pressure vessel and its lid
is locked. The tank is evacuated.
Radioactive gas is pumped into the
vessel and enters any leaks in the
components. Gas removal and air
wash follows, generally after sev-
eral hours.

Components are removed and
passed before a scintillation
counter. Leaky units will emit
gamma radiation. The amount of
radiation, when related to soak
time, exposure pressure, the com-
ponent's internal pressure and con-
centration of the gas, yields the
leak rate.

Epoxy Shells Simplify
Potting of Resistors
13' I% %HI "11)(:K Chief Engineer

Resi,tallee Products Co.
Harrisburg, Pa.

POTTING PRECISION RESISTORS with
epoxy resins in molded epoxy shells
eliminates the production problems
associated with permanent molds.
Good adhesion between potting
compound and shell ensures a firmly
encased resistor. The shell becomes
an integral part of the resistor.
No special jigs are needed.

Initially, shells were machined
from epoxy rods, but wasted ma-
terial made this expensive. Pre -
molded shells were developed in co-
operation with Epoxy Products,
Irvington, N. J. The shells have
become available for subassemblies
and other electronic components.

The filling resin, Epon 828, made
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Get out your pencil and .. .
Help yourself to
electronics' READER SERVICE
it's free -it's easy-ifs for your convenience

NOW!
All Advertisements

New Products, and

New literature are

numbered for your

convenience.

Each Advertisement, New Product, and New Literature item is

For more information simply . .

(1) Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds
the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item. Follow
cedure if you desire New Literature.

(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully.
sible to process cards that are not readable.

numbered.

to number at
the same pro -

It is impos-

Correct additional postage MUST be added to cards for all FOREIGN MAILING

Some Advertise-

ments which cannot

be numbered for the

READER SERVICE

CARD due to lack of
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Nickelonic News
DEVELOPMENTS IN NICKEL AND NICKEL ALLOYS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

New ultrasonic welder solves heat
problem in thin gauge welding

Magnetostrictive "A" Nickel transducer
provides the vibratory energy

A new welding process has caught
the ear of the electronics industry:
"Sonoweld", developed by Aeroproj-
ects, Inc., West Chester, Pa. By
means of high -frequency mechanical.

Purity of Inco Nickel
helps Raytheon stabilize
emission characteristics

in magnetron
The vitality of a radar set is centered
in its magnetron oscillator. This is why
Raytheon chose their RK2J42 fixed -
frequency magnetron to pulse their
Mariners Pathfinder Radar Model 1500.
This tube is designed for long -life
operation at 7kw and 1500 pps.

One reason for the tube's top per-
formance is the use of Electronic Grade
"A" Nickel in the cathode. This com-
mercially pure; wrought nickel is non -
contaminating, and thus helps main -
thin optimum emission characteristics.

Raytheon engineers also report that
it stands up against high ambient tem-
peratures, and has good machinability.

vibrations, it produces a metallurgi-
cally sound weld - and without the
application of heat.

Thin gauge forms of metals like
copper and aluminum are now being
welded ultrasonically without melt-
ing and with little deformation.
Photo shows "Sonoweld" unit being
used to weld aluminum and copper
foil conductors in American Machine
& Foundry Co.'s wafer transformer
project.

To maintain its high power levels,
"Sonoweld" relies on a laminated
stack transducer made from Elec-
tronic Grade "A" Nickel, a rugged
magnetostrictive material. In a pe-
riodic electro-magnetic field, nickel
undergoes alternating length -
changes to vibrate at the field's fre-
quency.

This magnetostrictive effect of "A"
Nickel is relatively large, and is use-
ful over a wide frequency range. "A"
Nickel also has high resistance to
fatigue, heat and corrosion, and is
easily fabricated.

G. E. builds rugged PNP triode for computer use
NICKEL CRADLE

GERMANIUM
PELLET

NICKEL TAB

KOVAR ALLOY

DUMET ALLOY

Photo 3 times
actual size

Even the testing treatment (being
shot out of mortars) doesn't harm
the 2N123 transistor. G. E. (Syra-
cuse) engineers build it with rugged,
99%+ pure nickel.

Non -contaminating, corrosion re-
sistant Electronic Grade "A" Nickel
has the strength to withstand shock
and vibration. It also holds its shape
at processing temperatures, and
forms, welds and solders easily.

For sure glass -to -metal seals, G. E.
uses the special purpose alloys
Kovar® (29% Ni) and Dumet
(42% Ni).

®Trademark, Westinghouse Electric Corp.

Reprints of useful booklet on
"Inco Nickel Alloys for

Electronic Uses" now available
This booklet describes the compositions
and special properties of the various
grades and alloys of
nickel which are widely
used in the industry. It
also lists many important ace

electronic applications of NICOL A111111

lotthe Inco Nickel Alloys. MINK
For your copy, fill out the
Reader Service Card, or
write to The International
Nickel Company, Inc., 67
Wall St.,New York 5,N Y.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC.  67 Wan Street  New York 5, N. Y.
\NCO

For more information on nickel alloys for electronic uses, send reader service card or write.
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precision
CAM minnumuninmiiimmminnimind

TOROIDAL
COMPONENTS

A:47),

Whether it's a complex 10 winding magnetic
amplifier or a simple choke . .. at Celco each toroid
is precision -made. New core materials are used in
Toroidal magnetic amplifiers, reactors and trans-
formers to achieve maximum performance.

At Celco, the proper matching of cores, winding,
handling, impregnation, encapsulation and electrical
history of the final assembly is carefully controlled
to maintain the original design characteristics.

Our years of design, development, and produc-
tion know-how are available for application to your
specific TOROIDAL problems.

* For immediate attention,
call DAvis 7-1123
- or write today.

MAHWAH, NEW JERSEY

by Shell Chemical Corp., is prepared
and held at a temperature of 50 F to
60 F in small ovens. This tempera-
ture provides even flow around the
resistor without formation of air
spaces. Because of its hour pot
life, the formulation is mixed in
25 and 50 grams lots. Paper cups
are used for mixing and pouring.

Masking compound is placed around wire
and bottom hole to prevent resin frcm
leaking

The resistor is placed part way
into the epoxy shell with one wire
lead extending through the bottom
hole. The bottom hole is sealed with
a masking compound to prevent
resin leaking along the lead. Resin
is poured into the shell until it is'
A loaded. The resistor is pushed all
the way into the shell. Additional
resin is poured in until the shell is
full.

Filled resistors are arranged
on trays and placed in a five -
drawer oven. Curing is done at

74 CIRCLE 54 READERS SERVICE CARD January 31, 1958-ELECTRONICS engineering edition



185 F for 1i to 2 hours. After cur-
ing has begun, resin settling is
checked and additional resin added
where needed. After curing, mask-
ing compound is removed and re-
sistors are checked for surface im-
perfections.

Bobbins on which resistance wire
is wound are machined from rods
of the jacket material. Porcelain

Shell is filled ,/3 with resin, then resistor
is fully insert and shell is filled

Additional resin is added where needed
after resistors are in curing oven

bobbins cannot be used with epoxy
encapsulation because its different
coefficient of expansion results in
cracking or electrical failure in
thermal cycling tests.

Resistors made by the shell
method withstand thermal cycling
of - 72 C to 200 C. Protection
from moisture, vibration and drop
damage is increased. Savings in
labor and rejects more than repay
cost of the shells. Less potting
compound is used in each resistor.

LIFE IS NO PROBLEM
WITH PRECISION

POTENTIOMETERS

BEFORE

1111=EZ-----nd====z-nm
mmimmonor7- VIENEZINIEN

111111
" .

=;;;;
.1j111:::::EMEMMMOMMZ
1E= 1111UIi=ii1D-11=&FRRMEllMq
--EIMM=MMEM==EMMMMMMe

======= wrr

AFTER

Take for instance a recent test report on the
TIC Type ST20, a 2 -inch, low -torque, ball -
bearing precision potentiometer. The life
test was conducted on a standard 6500 ohm
unit. At 30RPM the ST20 was subjected to
700,000 cycles, reversing direction every 30
minutes. The linearity graphs shown above
show the before and after of the ST20's
independent linearity. As can be seen, the
linearity change is imperceptible.

=LW'

Some of the change in linearity after the life cycling can
be attributed to change in effective resolution due to
contact wear. Other results from the life test indicate less
than 100 ohm equivalent noise resistance except for one
spot, where it was less than 1000 ohms. The 1000 ohm spot
was off such short duration that the linearity recording
did not pick it up. Test Summary: The ST20 will
perform with only Infinitesimal degradation
for over 700,000 cycles. If it's long life at full
precision performance, that you want, specify precision
potentiometers by TIC.

TECHNOLOGY INSTRUMENT CORP.
569 Main Street. Acton. Mass. COlonial 3-7711

West Coast Mail Address. Box 3941. No. Hollywood, Calif. POplar 5-8620
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NEW PRODUCTS

Boost Rectifier Output

SARKES TARZIAN

161

Silicon Types Predominate
ON DISPLAY are a few of a wide variety of silicon rectifiers now being
offered by manufacturers. All are especially designed for military
applications where extreme operating conditions must be met.

Five types of high current silicon rectifiers are being produced by
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., 415 N. College Ave., Bloomington, Ind., (275), for
high temperature, high efficiency applications. Current ratings range
from 20 to 200 amperes d -c with piv range from 50 to 300. Features
include compactness, ruggedness and positive or negative base polarity.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. 0. Box 2099, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.,
(276) announces three new silicon power rectifier diodes. Particularly
designed for all types of power applications, the hermetically sealed
silicon rectifying cells provide d -c forward currents up to 1.6 amperes
with a maximum peak inverse voltage up to 800 v. Operating junction
temperature is 175C.

Three USAF types of silicon rectifiers are now available from
General Instrument Corp., 65 Gouverneur St., Newark 4, N. J., (277).
Covering the range of 200 to 600 v peak inverse, they are rated at d -c
output currents of 750 ma at 25 C ambients and 250 ma at 150 C
ambients. Operating temperature is -55 C to +165C. These recti-
fiers are of alloyed junction construction, with all -welded hermetic seal.

Microwave Associates, Inc., Burlington, Mass. (278), has developed
four new silicon power rectifiers for use in fairly high power supply and
magnetic amplifier applications. Operating temperature for the stud-

mounted devices is -65 C to 150 C. The rugged new rectifiers are
produced to MIL -E -1/1024A, 989B, 990B and 991B specifications.
The glass -metal hermetically sealed package with a solid copper base
combines a high thermal conductivity with small size.

For more information use READER SERVICE CARD

Coil Bobbins
molded of Alkyd
BOOKER & WALLES1AD, INC., 3336
Gorham Ave., Minneapolis 26,
Minn. Inexpensive custom -molded
coil forms for transformers, flash
free and ready to use, are molded
of Plaskon Alkyd for the electronics
industry. The company molds its
thermosetting forms from single
cavity tooling utilizing transfer
presses of its own design-now mak-
ing it possible for manufacture's to
incorporate coil bobbins tailored to
their precise specifications into
their transformers.

The use of Plaskon Alkyd en-
ables the molder to easily produce
coil forms with walls as thin as
0.018. In addition to its high
strength, the alkyd possesses su-
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Our reputation as the world's most Consistently Dependable
producer of capacitors has been maintained for over 46
years. But any reputation can be lost overnight. That's why
we resist the temptation to gain temporary advantage
through methods that risk our reputation or yours. C -D's
Consistently Dependable products can mean PLUS dollars
to you,

Widest Choice of Impregnants and Dielectrics to meet your needs:
More than a score of liquid and solid impregnating media

and dielectrics, including Polystyrene, Mylar', Teflon, met-
allized paper and metallized Mylar, are readily available to
meet your temperature, size and other circuit requirements.
Operating temperature ranges from -40°C to +85°C and
-60°C to +200°C. Whatever your capacitor problems, de-
pend on Cornell-Dubilier to fulfill your needs most promptly,
most economically and most satisfactorily.

Write for catalog to Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corporation,
South Plainfield, New Jersey.

CAPACITORS
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N. J.; NEW BEDFORD. WORCESTER a CAMBRIDGE. MASS.; PROVIDENCE & HOPE
VALLEY. R. 'NOIANAPOLIS. IND.; SANFORD. FUOUAY SPRINGS a VARINA. N. C.; VENICE. CALIF.;
a SUB.: THE RADIART CORP., CLEVELAND. OHIO; CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL. N.Y.

'DUPONT TM)
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SPECIALISTS IN

MICROWAVE

ANTENNAS
and Antenna Systems

Designers and manufacturers of:

antennas,

antenna systems,

HELIAX coaxial

cable, rigid

transmission

lines, tower

lighting

equipment

Accurate, reliable antenna
performance is vital to every
microwave system. Andrew
engineers are specialists in the
design and manufacture of
parabolic antennas for micro-
wave ... experienced in plan-
ning complete systems for
commercial and military use.

Andrew produces over 30
standard models of parabolic
antennas. Special models or
adaptions made to order.

Let us help you plan your
new antenna system or im-
prove your present one. Our
engineers will make a
complete study of your re-
quirements and submit rec-
ommendations.

ilhe")CORPOR ATION
363 EAST 75th STREET  CHICAGO 19

 Boston
 Los Angeles

 New York
 Toronto

ANTENNAS  ANTENNA SYSTEMS
TRANSMISSION LINES

.

perior arc resistance and is self ex-
tinguishing. Circle 279 on Reader
Service Card.

Multipoint Scanner
temperature protector
TIPPTRONIC, INC., Chagrin Falls,
Ohio. This versatile multipoint
temperature scanner provides over -
temperature or under -temperature
protection for systems where it is
mechanically or economically de-
sirable to provide one temperature
alarm instrument capable of sens-
ing several control points and pro-
viding alarm if one of these temper-
atures exceeds or fails to reach a
preset limit.

Thermocouples, which may
range from 4 to 56, are connected
to a specially built stepping switch,
which samples the output of each
thermocouple. This signal is then
delivered to the signal terminals of
a contact meter.

As long as each of the tempera-
tures is below (or above) the pre-
set limit established on the contact
meter, no alarm is sounded. If any
of the points scanned should hap-
pen to be beyond the set -point, an
alarm is sounded and a light cor-
responding to the offending thermo-
couple is caused to remain lit and
the scanner is stopped at that par-
ticular point.

The alarm mechanism can be
located close to the points to be
monitored, or can be placed at a
more remote central location.

The scanning rate can be as
rapid as sec per point, but it is
generally found to be more prac-
tical to use scanning rates which
provide from 5 to 60 sec of dwell -
time on each thermocouple. Each
lamp is lit separately as its corres-
ponding thermocouple is scanned.
Circle 280 on Reader Service Card.

Multivibrator
collector coupled
DYNALYSIS DEVELOP-N11:NT LABORA-
TORIES, INC., 11941 ilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles 25, Calif. Model
7-1201 is a collector coupled one
shot multivibrator utilizing 3 npn
transistors. The pulse width is
determined by the charging of a
capacitor. Positive output pulses
are produced for driving flip-flops,
gates and so on. Fine control of
the pulse duration is controlled by
a trimpot included in the package.
Circle 281 on Reader Service Card.

Phase Shifter
for precision measurement
ADVANCE ELECTRONICS LAB., INC.,
249 Terhune Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Type 208 precision phase shifter
consists of resistance -capacitance
phase shifter networks, an electron -

tube phase inverter, and an output
cathode follower. The phase angle
lag between E,,, and Eorr can be
read directly on the dials of the
front panel at 400 cps.

In conjunction with a phase
detector and a standard frequency
signal generator, the instrument is
well adapted for precision measure-
ment of phase angle between the
output and input of an amplifier,
filter, transformer, servo system,
and any other four -terminal net-
works.

Phase range is 0 to 360 deg,
LOUT lag E1,. Maximum error Is'
less than 0.1 deg at 400 cps. Maxi-
mum input signal is 25 v rms.

.The impedance looking into the
output terminals is 300 ohms nom-
inal shunting resistance, and 2µf
series capacitor for d -c blocking.

CIRCLE 33 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Input impedance is about 100 K in
series with 2,000 µpi to ground..
Circle 282 on Reader Service Card.

Multiconnector
features self -anchoring
AMP INc., Harrisburg 20, Pa., in-
troduces a new type multiple
connector for through -panel applica-
tions. The AMP-lok is self -anchor-
ing and eliminates the need for
supplementary mounting devices.
The contacts with the mountable
and disconnect units are identical,
self-cleaning, and recessed for
safety. The connector is polarized
to eliminate circuit error. It is de-
signed to accommodate a wide
spread of panel thicknesses; one
simple mounting hole in the panel
is required. It permits finger -grip
engagement and disengagement of
mountable and disconnect units.
Circle 283 on Reader Service Card.

Epoxide Shells
for encapsulation
NORRICH PLASTICS CORP., 107
West 18th St., New York 11,
N. Y., announces exopide resin
encapsulation shells and capsules
for the encasing of various elec-
tronic components. These shells
are machined from filled and un-

look what $2450 buys

in test equipment!

HEATHKITS
GIVE YOU
TWICE AS MUCH
equipment for
every dollar
invested
The famous model V -7A Vacuum -
Tube -Voltmeter is a perfect
example of the high -quality
Instruments available from Heath
at'/, the price you would expect
to pay! Complete

only $245°

Get the most out of your test equipment budget by utilizing HEATHKIT
instruments in your laboratory or on your production line. Get high
quality equipment, without paying the usual premium price, by dealing
directly with the manufacturer, and by letting engineers or technicians
assemble Heathkits between rush periods. Comprehensive instructions
insure minimum construction time. You'll get more equipment for the
same investment, and be able to fill your needs by choosing from the
more than 100 different electronic kits by Heath. These are the most
popular "do-it-yourself" kits in the world, so why not investigate their
possibilities in your particular area of activity! Write for the free
Heathkit catalog now!

Contains detailed descriptions
of Heathkit models available,
including VTVM's, scopes,
generators, testers, bridges,
power supplies, etc.

Also describes Heathkit ham
gear and hi-fi equipment in
kit form. 100 interesting and
profitable "do-it-yourself"
projects!

FREE catalog
Mail coupon below for

your copy-Now!

HEATH COMPANY
A SUBSIDIARY OF DAYSTROM, INC,
BENTON HARBOR 14, MICHIGAN

Name

Address

City 4 Zone

State
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IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY!

ON W AND 1/2 O. D.

Non-Nagnetic
18-8 TYPE 303 STAINLESS

UNIVERSAL JOINTS
Manufacturers of electronic
equipment have come to de-
pend on Curtis for precision -
made non-magnetic universal
joints of 18-8 Type 303 stainless
steel, in the sizes most fre-
quently used in the industry.
Other sizes are also readily avail-
able; also bronze joints.

Curtis joints benefit by a
rigid insistence on uncom-
promising inspection and qual-
ity control at every stage of
manufacture, insuring mini-
mum backlash.

Curtis torque and load rat-
ings are entirely dependable,
since they are based on con-
tinuous testing under actual
operating conditions.

Not sold through distribu-
tors. It will be to your ad-
vantage to write or phone
(REpublic 7-0281) for free
engineering data and price list.

CURTIS
TRADE

MARK

UNIVERSAL JOINT CO., INC.
19 Birnie Avenue, Springfield, Mass.

As near to you as your telephone

A MANUFACTURER OF

UNIVERSAL JOINTS SINCE 1919

filled thermosetting epoxide resin
rods. This resin has been selected
because of its exceptional electrical
and mechanical properties.

The plotting compound used for
the encapsulation of a component
is composed of the same resin as
the shell form. This technique in-
sures the hermetically sealed con-
dition of the component at extreme
temperature, since the shell and
encapsulation compound contract
and expand to the same degree.

Precision resistors, transformers,
capacitors and inductors are a few
of the many components which are
being epoxy encased. There are no
molds or expensive tools necessary
for this process. Circle 284 on
Reader Service Card.

P -M Motors
miniature in size

SERVO-TEK PRODUCTS Co., 1086
Goffle Road, Hawthorne, N. J.
Series B permanent -magnet motors
feature increased torque ratings
although they continue to measure
only slightly over one inch in
diameter. Stock models are avail-
able in popular voltages up to and
including 115 v d -c. The new
motors are of a precision con-
struction incorporating a balanced
armature revolving on shielded ball
bearings. Circle 285 on Reader
Service Card.

Vibrators
are moisture proof
JAMES VIBRAPOWR Co., 4038 N.
Rockwell St., Chicago, Ill., has an-
nounced a line of moisture -proof
vibrators. To solve the "no -start"
problem, the company inserts a
dehydrator disk into the top of the
vibrator can, where it is held in

place by the rubber liner that sur-
rounds and protects the operating
assembly. The can is then sealed.
The dehydrator disk absorbs the
moisture present and contact -cor-
rosion failures are virtually elimi-
nated. Circle 286 on Reader Serv
ice Card.

Battery Substitutes
for aircraft use
OPAD ELECTRIC CO., 69 Murray
St., New York 7, N. Y. The d -c
output voltage range of models KM
75 and KM 81 aircraft batten/
substitutes has been extended to
cover 0-32 v d -c at 5 and 10 am-
peres respectively. Maximum rms
ripple for both ratings has been
reduced to of one percent at full
load.

This extended output voltage
range now permits marginal check-
ing of airborne equipment as well
as normal operation at 28 v. The
revised designs are also available for
portable or bench use and in this
form are designated as model KM
75 B and KM 81 B. Circle 287 on
Reader Service Card.

Connectors
for cable assemblies
H. H. BUCCIE, INc., Box 817,
Toledo 1, Ohio. A new series of
connectors for coaxial cable as-
semblies are now available. De-
signed for a wide variety of elec-
tronic, industrial and military
applications, these h -v coax con-
nectors have a rated corona level
exceeding 15 kv a -c. Size -for -size
they also have higher voltage

CIRCLE 35 READERS SERVICE CARD
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handling capacities than compara-
ble designs.

All electrical connections are
accomplished by molded -on pig-
tails that may be ordered in varying
lengths to suit assembly require-
ments. Thus, no soldering cup is
required. Another cost -saving fac-
tor is the elimination of the usually -
required potting operation. Con-
nectors not only have higher
voltage efficiency than potted types
but noise radiation also has been
reduced to a minimum. Each has
an anti -fouling bayonet -type en-
gagement for quick manual con-
nect or disconnect.

Connectors will function with-
out impairment at -55 C under
humidity and salt spray conditions
and under vibration and shock
conditions. The d -c breakdown
level of the connectors greatly ex-
ceeds 50,000 v. Circle 288 on
Reader Service Card.

R -F Chokes
epoxy encapsulated
NYT ELECTRONICS, INC., 2979
North Ontario St., Burbank, Calif.
A complete new line of Class B
(125 C) epoxy encapsulated r -f

chokes meeting performance re-
quirements of MIL -C-15305 A,
Grade 1, Class B, has been de-
veloped.

Available from stock, units are
offered in subminiature to minia-
ture sizes, series S, M and L, with
inductance values ranging from 0.1
ph to 10 mh. These are high re-
liability chokes, designed to con-
serve space (a 100 kth unit measures
only 0.0122 cu in.), and provide
excellent moisture and immersion
resistance characteristics over the
operating temperature range from
-55 C to +125 C. Maximum cur-
rent ratings even at 125 C are con-
servative, units being rated at + w
for the S and M series and w

11111.11111.
Center Pivoted for Shock Resistance

;,n 30
;fw 20
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0 0 10
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Here is a Chopper that oper-
ates during shock and viOra-
tion. The moving armature ofAirpax Series 350 dower
pivots at its center or gyra-tion. This construction pre-vents external forces from
affecting the chopper's oper-ation-gives you per5orm-
ance where other choppersfail,

Double -Poke
Double -Throw

nor Synchronism

2

Dp C T CHOPPER

INPUT DRIVE

P

3

REFERENCE

AC
AMPLIFIER

OUTiITUT

For close tracking be-
iween two s of

chopper contacts, Air -

pax manufactures DPDT

choppers. The two sets,

of contacts track within'

5 degrees. Airpax also
supplies choppers in
matched pairs for modu-
lator -demodulator appli-

cations.
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High Temperature
for Remote
Location

00

Wg
wo

0-75 -25 4.25 1'5 *125
AMB,ENT TEMPERATURE (C)

Volatile materials are
avoided in Airpax chop-
pers. Operation to
+ 100C is standard for
most types. Airpax
Series 310 chopper
operates to 125C,
Units for higher tem-
peratures are also avail-
able.

U
S
E

7

DESIGNERS ENGINEERS

Airpax Prow& Company, Cambridge Division,
lacktowo load, Cambridge, Maryland

Hermetically Sealed for Long Life

L4375
250

V -

Airpax continues to lead

the way with hermetically

sealed choppers. A chop-

per that can be opened

for adjustment usually

comes to need adjust-

ment. A chopper that is
permanently adjusted and

sealed in the air-condi-

tioned Airpax factory is

safe from contamination

for life.

MUM
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Engineering Opportunity...

Research and
Development

Manager
for Precision Gaging

Link Aviation offers an out-
standing opportunity in its
research and development pro-
gram. If you have an advanced
degree in engineering physics,
with at least five years' experi-
ence in optics, electronics and
applied mechanics, you may
qualify for this unusual position,
which offers professional growth,

and a rewarding present and
future.

In your capacity as manager,
you would be responsible for
supervising and coordinating vir-
tually all phases of challenging
and diversified assignments in
the above areas.

Link Aviation offers ample re-
search and development facil-
ities, stimulating associations,

and friendly working atmos-
phere. Link is located in Bing-
hamton near the heart of upstate
New York's recreationland.
Only 180 miles from New York
City, Binghamton provides
"hometown" comfort with big -
city conveniences.

Liberal fringe benefit program
...company -sponsored graduate
program. For additional infor-
mation, or to arrange an inter-
view, submit resume to:

Kenneth T. Viall
Manager of
Engineering
Employment

LINK
LINK AVIATION, INC.

BINGHAMTON. NEW YORK

dissipation for the L series. Induc-
tance values are clearly and per-
manently marked on each unit.
Circle 289 on Reader Service Card.

Terminal Extensions
are front facing
AGA DIVISION of Elastic Stop Nut
Corp. of America, Elizabeth, N. J.
Front facing terminal extensions
for its line of Agastat time delay
relays have been announced. Use
of the extensions permits quicker
and easier installation in a panel.

There are eight terminal ex-
tensions and contact screws. When
installed on the contact points of
an Agastat time delay relay, the
spacing between the extensions
allows for maximum dielectric
protection.

The terminal extensions are
available in combination with Agas-
tat time delay relays or separately.
Circle 290 on Readei Service Card.

Rotor Balancer
direct reading instrument
M. TEN Boscu, INC., Pleasantville,
N. Y., offers a rotor balancer pro-
viding precise and direct reading

in micro oz -in. of both dynamic
and static unbalance in any prede-
termined correction plane.

Consisting of a compact, bench
mounted computer and rotor
mount, it permits rapid balancing
of various types of rotors for gyros,
motors, grinding heads, turbines,
impellers, spindles and the like.

Sensitive vacuum tube transduc-
ers detect the vibrations arising
from unbalance. Completely as-
sembled units can be balanced with
the spin axis in either the horizon-
tal or vertical plane.

Rotors are brought to speed by
self-contained means or accessory
drives. However, indications are
independent of speed from 1,000
to 200,000 rpm. Circle 291 on
Reader Service Card.

Silicon Rectifiers
high power devices
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., Au-
tomatic Mfg. Division, 65 Gouver-
neur St.. Newark 4, N. J. Silicon
power rectifiers capable of handling
up to 20 amperes at case tempera-
tures of 135 C are now in large
scale production. The rectifiers,
which cover the range of 50 to 350
v peak inverse, are of a new type
of diffused junction construction,
developed for use in all types of
military and commercial equip-
ment where the basic limitations
of other types of rectifiers must be
overcome.

These units are designed for
high reliability under the most
severe environmental condition of
moisture and vibration, fatigue,
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high acceleration vibration, cen-
trifuging, shock and temperature
cycling. They have been success-
fully operated at ambient tempera-
tures ranging from - 50 C to
+ 165 C, and they can be stored
at temperatures ranging from - 65
C to + 180 C. The units are
available in current ratings of 5, 10,
and 20 amperes, with peak inverse
voltages of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300 and 350. Circle 292 on Reader
Service Card.

Socket -Shield
totally enclosed unit
NIETHODE \IFG. CORP., 7447 W.
Wilson Ave., Chicago 31, Ill. A
new line of tube socket and shield

features telescoping
slide construction. Since the shield
is not removable from the base,
hazards of shock displacement or
failures to replace shields during
servicing operations are eliminated.

Absolutely vibration proof and
totally enclosed to reduce r -f radia-
tion effects, variations are fur-
nished for both conventional and
printed wiring applications in seven
and nine pin sizes. The units are
available in usual socket materials
and finishes. Circle 293 on Reader
Service Card.

Capacitors
metallized Mylar
ASTRON CORP., 255 Grant Ave.,
East Newark, N. J. A new capacitor
style-metallized Mylar, type RLR

"Termaline"
50 ohm
coaxial line
Load Resistor

"Thruline"
Directional
RF Wattmeter

"Termaline"
RF Absorption
Wattmeter

...a need filled

Coaxial
RF Switches

Coaxial
RF Filters

Since 1942 the Bird Electronic Corporation has
met the challenge of a constantly growing electronic
industry. Today, enlarged engineering facilities
demonstrate our intention to maintain leadership in
our field. A wide range of coaxial line instruments
and accessories are being designed to meet a
variety of specifications; and new applications
are continuously being sought.

In addition to experience and established leadership,
Bird has the physical facilities to produce and
dependably deliver coaxial line instruments and accessories
meeting your hig,h1:y exacting taquiYaments:

0
EXpress 1-3535

1800 E. 38 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Western Representative:

VAN GROSS COMPANY Woodland Hills, California

ELECTRONIC CORP.
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Cenai[ab® PS Ser
Sub -Miniature
Ceramic Insulated
Rotary Switches

In Stock
0-_

for Immediate Delivery
Your electronic parts distributor has these CENTRALAB units in stock
for immediate delivery. Equal in electrical ratings to much larger and
heavier switches, these PS Series switches are your best choice for high
reliability applications where space is limited.
MILITARY SPECIFICATION MIL -S-3786 and other MIL specifications can
be met by the PS Series switches on special order. Contact your dis-
tributor for details.

Weight: Less than one ounce.
Rating: 0.5 amp. at 6 V. D.C., 100 ma.

at 110 V. A. C. (make and break,
resistive load). Current carrying
capacity, 5 amp.

Insulation Resistance: Exceeds 10,000 megohms.

SPECIFICATIONS

Insulation: CENTRALAB Grade L -5A
steatite, silicone treated to prevent
accumulation of surface moisture.

Rotational Life:10,000cycles minimum.

FR E E-CENTRALAB Catalog 30 listing the PS Series switches and hundreds
of other switches, controls, ceramic capacitors and PEC couplates-all
immediately available from your industrial electronics parts distributor.

Cen
P-5811

VARIABLE RESISTORS PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES
CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS

A DIVISION OF GLOBE-UN:ON, INC.
914A E. KEEFE AVE.  MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.

In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Rd.  Toronto, Ontario

-is announced. Type RLR has a
protective Mylar wrap and epoxy
end seal for humidity protection.
Said to be ideal for potted as-
semblies, military and commercial
applications, type RLR provides
reliable operation in spite of smaller
size and lower cost. They are avail-
able in standard and continuous
voltage rating at 200 wvdc, with
temperature range of -55 C to
+125 C. Circle 294 on Reader
Service Card.

Differential
hollow shaft design
REEVES INSTRUMENT CORP., 207
E. 91st St., New York 28, N. Y.,
is producing a double pinion hol-
low shaft differential. The units
can operate at speeds as high as
2,500 rpm with up to 32 oz in. of
torque inputs.

AGMA precision class II gearing
is used throughout, in conjunction
with precision, shielded ball bear-
ings. These features, augmenting
the double pinion design, assure
highest accuracy. Backlash at no
load is under one minute, with
starting and running friction
torques held to extremely low val-
ues.

Rapid installation of these units
in extremely confined spaces or be-
tween cast -in supports is made pos-
sible by the hollow shaft design
which accommodates -k in. and ?,
in. shafting and permits permanent
or temporary pinning to an existing
shaft. Great flexibility is provided
by completely interchangeable end
gears which may be easily installed
in the field. The end gears are
available in wide tooth ranges for
48, 64, 96 and 120 diametral
pitch. Circle 295 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.
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New Literature of the Week
MATERIALS

Ceramic Materials. Duramic
Products Div., Technion Design &
Mfg. Co., Inc., 262 Mott St., New
York 12, N. Y. Bulletin 109 is a
one -page summary of available
high temperature ceramic mate-
rials. Typical uses are described.
Circle 351 on Reader Service Card.

Plastics and Fibre. Taylor Fibre
Co., Norristown, Pa. A detailed
summary of application and engi-
neering data on laminated plastics
and vulcanized fibre is furnished in
a new 8 -page catalog. Circle 352
on Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS

Power Relay. Phillips Control
Corp., 59 Washington St., Joliet,
Ill. A new engineering data folder
provides a comprehensive report on
the type 33B general purpose power
relay. Detailed descriptions of
characteristics, features and techni-
cal data are included in the folder.
Circle 353 on Reader Service Card.

Selenium Rectifiers for Power
Supplies. Beta Electric Div., Soren-
sen & Co., Inc., 333 E. 103rd St.,
New York 29, N. Y., has offered a
12 -page illustrated bulletin discus-
sing the advantage of selenium
rectifiers for h -v d -c power supplies.
A bibliography is included. Circle
354 on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Manual. General
Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y., has
published the second edition of the
"Transistor Manual" containing
basic information on transistors and
their use in electronic circuits. It
contains 112 pages of informational
material. Price of the manual is
50 cents. Circle 355 on Reader
Service Card.

Toggle Switches. Micro Switch,
Freeport, Ill. Data sheet 142 de-
scribes a series of pull -to -unlock
toggle switches which incorporate
an integrally -designed lever lock and
require a definite pull of approxi-

mately 0.090 in. to change lever
positions. Circle 356 on Reader
Service Card.

Wire -Wound Resistors. RCL
Mfg. Co., New Jersey Ave., River-
side, N. J. Descriptions, specifica-
tions and ordering instructions for
a line of precision and power wire -
wound resistors are given in a 12 -
page booklet. Circle 357 on Reader
Service Card.

EQUIPMENT

Coil Winders. Geo. Stevens Mfg.
Co., Inc., Pulaski Road at Peter-
son, Chicago 30, Ill., has released
a 2 -page catalog sheet illustrating
and giving condensed descriptions
of 8 coil winding machines. Circle
358 on Reader Service Card.

Digital Recording Equipment.
Clary Corp., 408 Junipero St., San
Gabriel, Calif. Six -page brochure
SA -81 describes the company's
tape punch, print -punch, scanning
printer, printer -perforator combina-
tions, time data printer, printing
timer, printing input keyboard and
standard data printer machines. Cir-
cle 359 on Reader Service Card.

Thermocouple Signalling Con-
troller. Leeds & Northrup Co.,
4934 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia
44, Pa. Information about a new
thermocouple Electromax signal-
ling controller for two -position con-
trol is now available in a two -page
preliminary data sheet ND 47-33
(1). Circle 360 on Reader Service
Card.

FACILITIES

Plastics Manufacturing. The
Richardson Co., 2700 Lake St.,
Melrose Park, Ill. The company's
facilities for manufacturing plastics
for industry and defense are out-
lined in a new 12 -page booklet.
Shown are pictures and descrip-
tions of molded and laminated
applications. Circle 361 on Reader
Service Card.

the specs are the proof ...
the BEST BUYS are EICO
for COLOR a Monochrome TV servicing

-","TOLOR
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 Features DC Amplifiers!

and Monochrome
DC to 5 MC LAB & TV

5" OSCILLOSCOPE
= 460
Factory -wired

and tested $129"
Also available as kit $7995

Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc.
VERT. AMPL.: lens. 25 rms mv/in; input Z 3
mega; direct -coupled & push-pull thruout;
H -follower coupling bet, stages; 4 -step freq-
compensated attenuator up to 1000:1.
SWEEP: perfectly linear 10 cps -100 kc (ext.
cap. for range to 1 cps); pre-set TV V & H
positions auto. sync. ampl. & Lim. PLUS:
direct or cap. coupling; bal. or unbal. inputs;
edge -lit engraved Incite graph screen; dim-
mer; filter; bezel fits std. photo equipt. High
intensity trace CRT. 0.06 uses rise time. Push-
pull hor. ampl., flat to 400 kc, Bens. 0.6 rms
mv/in. Built-in volt. cant). Z-axis mod. Saw -
tooth & 60 cps outputs. Astig. control. Re-
trace blanking. Phasing control.

MEW TV -FMtr SWEEP GENERATOR
1. & MARKER

=368
Factory -wired $11995

and tested
Also available $6995

as kit

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mech-anical devices) with accurately -biased in-creduetor for excellent linearity. Extremely
flat RF output; new AOC circuit automatic-
ally adjusts osc. for max. output on each band
with min. ampl. variations. Exceptional tun-ing accuracy; edge -lit hairlines eliminateparallax. Swept Ose. Range 3-216 mc in 5
fund, bands. Variable Marker Range 2-76 mein 8 fund, bands; 60-225 mc on harmonic
band. 4.5 me Xtal Marker Ose., xtal supplied.
Ext. Marker provision. Sweep Width 0-3 mc
lowest max. deviation to 0-30 mc highest max.
dev. 2 -way blanking. Narrow range phasing.
Attenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine, RF Coarse
(4 -step decade). Cables: output. 'scope horiz.,
scope vertical.

444,-
O 10
S a 

NEW DYNAMIC

0041 CONDUCTANCE
sti 4. Tube &

".° ? Transistor Tester
* tittttfttfit 

wwwwwzowsz

=666
Factory -wired

and tested $109"
Also available

as kit 96995

COMPLETE with steel cover and handle.

SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy & thor-
oughness. Tests all receiving tubes (and
picture tubes with adapter). Composite Indi-
cation of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simulta-
neous se of any 1 of 4 combinations of 3 plate
voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 ranges of con-
tinuously variable grid voltage (with 6% ac-
curate pot). New series -string voltages: for
600, 450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 uameter. 5 ranges meter sensistivity (1% shunts
& 6% pot.) 10 SIX -position lever switches:
free point connection of each tube pin. 10push -buttons rapid insert of any tube ele-
ment in leakage test circuit & speedy Bel. of
individual sections of multi -section tubes In
merit tests. Direct -reading of inter -element
leakage In ohms. New gear -driven rollehart.
Checks n -p -n & p -n -p transistors: separate
meter readings of collector leakage current
& Beta using internal dc power supply. CRA
Adapter $4.50

See the 50 EICO models IN
STOCK at your neighbor- Prices 5%
hood distributor. Write for higher onFREE Catalog E_i West Coast

ITNI7 33-00 NORTHERN BLVD.,
LONG ISLAND CITY 7, N. Y.
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PLANTS AND PEOPLE

Wire Firm Spreads Out
\ THE SHORT SPAN of two years,

Amer ica n Super -Temperature
Wires, Inc., of Winooski, Vt., has
developed from a bright idea into
an industry with multi -million dol-
lar sales. After a modest start in
an old textile mill near the shores
of Lake Champlain, Super -Temp
now operates out of three large
plants and is still in the process of
expanding.

The story of Super -Temp goes
back to the Fall of 1955 when
Leroy Touryille, company presi-
dent (pictured seated at center
with part of the management
team ), predicted that the teflon
insulated wire business was on the
threshold of skyrocketing with the
entire missile and electronic indus-
tries. As quickly as possible a team
of teflon wire and cable experts was
assembled and American Super -
Temperature Wires, Inc., was or-
ganized. These men provided the
initial "know-how" and the leader-
ship so essential to rapid success.

Now Super -Temp's plants work
as many as three daily shifts in an
effort to keep ahead of the ever
increasing demand for its vital prod-
ucts. The company produces a
diversified line of wires and cables
in more than 1,000 gages, varieties,
conductors and colors.

The plant's quality control labor-
atory is equipped with the latest

scientific instruments and staffed
with a large group of inspection
technicians. Here, every foot of
Super -Temp wire and cable is sub-
jected to all conceivable physical
and environmental tests to insure
the necessary wide margins of de-
pendable performance under actual
operating conditions.

Next stop in a tour is the extru-
sion department which the com-
pany is constantly enlarging and
improving. Here teflon is extruded
onto wire and cable from miniature
to jumbo sizes amid a battery of
electronic panels that scientifically
supervise uniformity, concentricity
and other critical factors.

In the magnet wire department
more than twenty machines turn
out millions of feet of teflon and
silicone magnet wire every week
with sustained production quality.
using processes said to be known
only to Super -Temp engineers.

The new branch plant in Win-
ooski is devoted almost entirely to
the production of teflon tape, a
new venture for Super -Temp. A
section of the new plant will be
used for research and development
on improved methods for the pro-
duction of teflon insulated wires
and cables. New facilities there
make room for additional produc-
tion equipment in the original
plant.

IRE Names
Fellows
SEVENTY-FIVE leading radio engi-
neers and scientists from the U. S.
and other countries were recently
named Fellows of the IRE by the
board of directors. This is the
highest membership grade offered
by the IRE and is bestowed only
by invitation on those who have
made outstanding contributions to
radio engineering or allied fields.

Recognition of the awards will
be made by the president of the
Institute at the annual banquet on
March 26, 1958 at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel in New York City
during the 1958 IRE National Con-
vention.

Recipients of the award are as
follows: M. L. Almquist, of Bell
Labs, New York; I. L. Auerbach,
of Auerbach Electronic Corp.,
Narberth, Pa.; A. C. Beck, of Bell
Lab; A. B. Bereskin, of the U. of
Cincinnati; C. J. Breitwieser, of
Lear Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.;
F. E. Brooks, Jr., of Collins Radio
Co., Dallas, Texas; H. L. Brueck-
mann, of Signal Corps Engineering
Labs, Ft. Monmouth, N. J.; R. L.
Clark, Research Administrator,
U. S. Govt.; R. I. Cole of Melpar,
Inc., Falls Church, Va.; H. Costa
of the Brazilian Govt.; C. M. Crain,
of the U. of Texas, Austin, Texas;
W. B. Davenport, Jr., of MIT;
H. E. Dinger, of NRL, Washing-
ton, D. C.; M. J. Di Toro, of
PR&D Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. B.
Epperson, of Scripps -Howard Tele-
vision, Cleveland, Ohio; G. H.
Fett of the U. of Illinois, Urbana,
Ill.; R. L. Garman, of GPL, Inc.,
Pleasantville, N. Y.; E. A. Gerber,
of Signal Corps Engineering Labs,
Ft. Monmouth, N. J.; I. H. Gerks,
of Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; L. J. Giacoletto, of Ford Mo-
tor Co., Dearborn, Mich.; A. B.
Giordano, of Polytechnic Inst. of
Brooklyn, Bklvn., N. Y.; P. E. Hag-
gerty, of Texas Instruments, Inc.,
Dallas, Texas; A. C. Hall, of Ben-
dix Aviation Corp., Detroit, Mich.;
J. W. Herbstreit, of National Bu-
reau of Standards, Boulder, Colo.;
C. H. Hoeppner, of Radiation,
Inc., Melbourne, Fla.; Pierre M.
Honnell, of Washington U., St.
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littlE steps forward
in rectifier design by

Amperex®
designers and manufacturers of the world's most complete line of rectifiers

THE NEW 7136 single -anode, high -voltage mer-
cury-vapor rectifier. A plug-in replacement for the
575A, surpassing it in capacity and dependability, with
higher peak inverse voltage. Offers trouble -free opera-
tion in induction and dielectric heaters.

Peak Inverse Voltage : 15 kv
Average Anode Current : 3 amps

THE NEW 869 BL heavy-duty mercury-vapor rec-
tifier. Uses short, flexible filament leads to eliminate
possibility of high contact resistance. This prevents
under -emission and tube damage, and insures proper
voltage drop across the filament at all times. Preferred
by equipment manufacturers and users for broad-
casting, induction and dielectric heating equipment.

Peak Inverse Voltage : 15 kv
Average Anode Current : 5 amps

THE 6786 super -power, grid -controlled, mercury=
vapor rectifier. Guarantees precise electronic control
for industrial oscillators up to and in excess of 100 kw
output. Proven long life in actual field tests.

Peak Inverse Voltage : 15 kv
Average Anode Current : 10 amps continuous;

15 amps intermittent

ask Amperex about mercury-vapor, Merl
and grid -controlled rectift
for communications and is

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP., 230 DUFFY AVENUE, HICKSVILLE, LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

In Canada: Rogers Electronic Tubes & Components, 11.19 Brentcliffe Rood, teaside, Toronto 17, Ont.

At ach flexible leads
to connector screw.



LOOK TO TOBE FOR PROGRESS

pulse -

forming

networks

and pulse

capacitors

TOBE pulse -forming networks have
an excellent record of performance,
in radar, and in seasoning and test
equipment for magnetrons and hy-
drogen thyratrons. Our design ex-
perience and production facilities
assure deliveries to your schedule
requirements.

We invite inquiries on specfic ap-
plications. The services of our en-
gineers are always available. Write
Tobe Deutschmann Corporation,
Norwood, Massachusetts.

spe

ODUCTS

Tolle Exclusives:
All Tobe pulse forming networks
and pulse capacitors are operated
in our modulators under actual
working conditions. At conclusion
of these tests every unit is checked
to assure complete conformance to
customer specifications. This
guarantees higher reliability and
dependability of Tobe products.
Excellent thermal -stability and
minimum loss characteristics.
TOBE pulse -forming networks are
available in a wide range of rat-
ings and sizes ...TOBE pulse capac-
itors are recommended for net-
work applications above 26KV.

TOBE DEUTSCHNIANN CAPACITOR PIONEERS SINCE 1 9 2 2

Louis, Mo.; C. F. Horne, of Con-
vair, Pomona, Calif.; H. Jasik, of
Jasik Labs., Westbury, N. Y.; A. F.
Knoblaugh, of U. of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio; W. H. Kohl, of
Stanford U., Stanford, Calif.; H.
Lyons, of Hughes Aircraft Co., Cul-
ver City, Calif.; N. Marcuvitz, of
Polvtech Inst. of Brooklyn, Bklyn.,
N. Y.; W. A. Marrison, of Bell
Labs, N. Y.; S. E. Miller, of Bell
Labs, Red Bank, N. J.; J. Millman,
of Columbia U., New York, N. Y.;
H. R. Mimno of Harvard U., Cam-
bridge, Mass.; J. R. Moore, of
North American Aviation, Downey,
Calif.; H. V. Noble, of Wright -Air
Development Center, Wright -Pat-
terson AFB, Ohio; W. Y. Pan, of
RCA, Camden, N. J.; R. W. Peter,
of RCA Labs, Princeton, N. J.;
A. P. G. Peterson, of General Ra-
dio Co., Cambridge, Mass.; L. A.
Pipes, of U. of California, Los An-
geles, Calif.; R. A. Ramey, Jr., of
Westinghouse Electric Corp., East
Pittsburgh, Pa.; R. C. Raymond, of
General Electric Co., Santa Bar-
bara, Calif.; J. L. Reinartz, of Eitel-
McCullough, Inc., San Bruno,
Calif.; H. J. Riblet, of Microwave
Development Labs, Wellesley,
Mass.; N. Rochester, of IBNI.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; J. B. Russell,
of General Electric Co., Syracuse,
N. Y.; M. W. Scheldorf, of An-
drew Corp., Chicago, Ill.; E. H.
Schulz, of Armour Research Foun-
dation, Chicago, Ill.; J. C. Seddon,
of NRL, Washington, D. C.; H.
Selvidge, of Bendix Aviation Corp.,
N. Hollywood, Calif.; R. J. Shank,
of Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver
City, Calif.; W. M. Sharpless, of
Bell Labs, Red Bank, N. J.; J. A.
Smale, of Cable and Wireless Co.,
Victoria Embankment, England;
R. M. Soria, of Amphenol Elec-
tronics Corp., Chicago, Ill.; R. R.
Stoddart, of Stoddart Aircraft Ra-
dio, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.; P. G.
Sulzer, of National Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D. C.;
D. E. Sunstein, of General Atronics
Corp., Bala -Cynwyd, Pa.; R. H.
Tanner, of Northern Electric Co.,
Ltd., Ontario, Canada; E. Toth, of
NRL, Washington, D. C.; 0. W.
Towner, of WHAS, Inc., Louis-
ville, Ky., B. F. Tyson, of Sylvania
Electric Products, Bayside, N. Y.;
G. L. Van Deusen, Consultant, of
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Fair Haven, N. J.; D. L. Waidelich,
of the U. of Missouri, Columbia,
Mo.; D. A. Watkins, of Stanford
U., Stanford, Calif.; R. C. Webb,
of Colorado Research Corp., Den-
ver, Colo.; J. Weber, of U. of Mary-
land, College Park, Md.; V. I.
Weihe, of Melpar, Inc., Falls
Church, Va.; H. W. Welch, Jr.,
of Motorola, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.;
F. H. Wells, of Atomic Research
Establishment, Harwell, England;
A. F. Wilkins, of Radio Research
Station, Ditton Park, England;
D. F. Winter, of Moloney Electric,
St. Louis, Mo.; J. W. Wright, of
Radio Service Corp. of Utah, Salt
Lake City, Utah. L. A. Zadeh, of
Columbia U., New York, N. Y.

Autotronics
Expands
lissomu firm, Autotronics, Inc.,

manufacturer of miniature and sub-
miniature electromagnetic clutches
and brakes, has completed an ex-
pansion program that has more
than doubled its production
facilities and size of staff. Plant size
is increased from 3,600 to 9,600 sq
ft and new production machinery
units (picture) have been installed
and are now in operation.

Long range expansion plans in-
clude the construction of a large
new office and engineering build-
ing, scheduled to go into operation
in about two years.

VRL Moves
NEW home of Vibration Research
Laboratories, Inc., is a recently ac-
quired 6,000 sq ft building at 58
Marbledale Road, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

The enlarged facilities will be
used both for the manufacture of
a new line of transistorized power
conversion equipment including
the recently introduced Vibristor.

MARCONI
FM/AM SIGNAL GENERATOR

Model

9954/2

for both

r.f. and if,
testing

with c.w.,

f.m., a.m., or

simultaneous

f.m. and a.m.

The MARCONI Signal Generator Model
995A/2 is an accurate and dependable
instrument of broadest applicability. It
covers from 1.5 to 220 Mc in five bands
and there are facilities for crystal standard-
ization from 13.5 Mc upwards. A precision
slow-motion mechanism is employed for
the main tuning drive and, for making
bandwidth measurements, there is a separate
directly -calibrated incremental control.
The open -circuit output level is variable, in
1 -dB steps, from a minimum of 0.1 micro-
volt to a maximum of 100 millivolts at
52 ohms and 200 millivolts at 75 ohms.
The output may be continuous wave,
frequency modulated, amplitude modu-
lated, or simultaneously both frequency
and amplitude modulated. The modulation,
obtained either from an internal 1000 -cps
oscillator or from an external source, is
variable to maximum frequency deviations
ranging from 25 to 600 kc for f.m., and to
depths up to 50% for a.m. Send for leaflet
B/115A for full details.

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January
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Telephone:

LOwell 7-0607

CANADA: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY 6035 COTE DE LIESSE
MONTREAL 9
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stoddart
coaxial
attenuators
and

terminators
made with exclusive
Stoddart Filmistors
for highly accurate
and stable resistive values

6 position TURRET ATTENUATORS

with simple "pull -turn -push" operation
Extremely precise resistance values from dc to
3000 mc are maintained by Stoddart-developed
Filmistors-thin metallic films in ceramic forms

which are assembled in properly designed coaxial

sections. Turret units are small, and built for long
service.

VSWR: Better than 1.2 to 3000 mc.
Characteristic Impedance: 50 ohms
Attenuation Value: Any value from

0 db to 60 db
Accuracy: -±0.5 db
Power Rating: 1.0 watt sine wave
Connectors: Type N, female

ATTENUATOR PADS

Uniform size, many combinations

You can specify these small "in -the -line"
pads in any conceivable combination of
male and female Type C and Type N con-
nectors. Single pads with female connectors
can be provided with flange for panel mount-
ing. Convenient to use ... pads have maxi-
mum length of only 3" for any attenuation
value. Electrically, pads are the same as
those in turret model above.

COAXIAL TERMINATIONS

small, stable -50 or 70 ohm

1/2 -watt terminations -50 ohms impedance,
TNC or BNC connectors, to 3000 mc. Low
cost. VSWR less than 1.20.
1 -watt terminations -50 ohms, DC to 3000
mc or DC to 7000 mc. VSWR less than 1.20.
Type N or Type C connectors, male or
female. 70 -ohm, Type N, male or female ter-
minations available.
Platinum film resistors, gold-plated elec-
trical contacts, durable satin chrome exte-
rior finish. Wattages are continuous sine
wave ratings.

stoddartaircraft radio co., inc.
6644 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.  H0Uywood 4-9294

All items immediately available from stock
Send for Attenuator Catalog A-2

and for expanding production of
vibrators and vibrator power sup-
plies.

Packard -Bell
Hires Supervisor
CALIFORNIA firm, Packard -Bell
Electronics Corp., names Bernard
L. Goldwasser (picture) supervisor
of process engineering in the
printed circuit department.

Goldwasser's background in-
cludes experience as plant manager
for the Teleron Co., College Point,
N. Y.; general manager at LaPointe
Electronics, Rockville, Conn.; and
production superintendent, Elcctro-
lab, Inc., Needham Heights, Mass.

Executive Moves
FORMERLY president of Dvnalvsis
development Laboratories, Inc.,
Kenneth R. Jackson is named spe-
cial assistant to the president of
Waugh Engineering Co., Van
Nuys, Calif.

Murray C. Walker, Jr. leaves Ace
Electronics Associates to become
New England regional manager of
the military operations department
of Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Inc.

New president of Britain's Institu-
tion of Electrical Engineers is T. E.
Goldup, board member of Mullard
Ltd.

Former dean of engineering at
Texas Institute of Technology,

Of.

No.

w.
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Recent Achievements by Raytheon Scientists and Engineers

MODULATOR

COLLECTOR J.

THE S PAC ISTOR. In July 1957, Raytheon
scientists announced the "spacistor", a new semicon-
ductor device that combines the advantages of the
vacuum tube with those of the transistor. In the

diagram above, voltage is applied between the "base"
and "collector" so as to produce a high field and vir-
tually no current. As voltage is applied at the "injector",
electrons flow rapidly to the collector contact. The
injector current is modulated by applying to the

"modulator" a small signal which, since it draws

negligible current, is amplified.

Are you the ONE MAN IN THREE
who will become a Raytheon engineer?

As a well qualified engineer or scientist who enjoys working on
new electronic developments in small, versatile project groups -
you may be that man. At Raytheon, you're assured individual

recognition with the challenge of responsibility and ready oppor-
tunity for advancement. For more details, see the following pages.

RAYTHEON AREAS OPEN TO YOU include missiles, radar, sonar,
communications, semiconductors, microwave tubes and electron tubes. For full
information, please write to E. H. Herlin at the address below or directly to the
division of your choice as listed on the following pages.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Waltham 54, Massachusetts

Excellence in Electronics



It's just part f the Victoreen story...

an entirely new
concept in

power supply regulation with
CORONA TYPE
VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

Superior voltage regulation and
greatly extended current ranges-
that's part of the Victoreen story.
But it doesn't stop there. Use of
these new glass or metal corona
regulators means you can elimi-
nate complex circuitry regulators.
Fail-safe feature gives protection
not afforded by other forms of
regulators.

Improved Regulation results
from new electrode structures and
improved processing for greater

The

Get the full story
on the new
Victoreen voltage
regulators.

Write for your free
copy of Form
3003-7 today.

Vicforeen Corona Type
Voltage Regulators are
approved by the military.

dynamic resistance, greater pro-
tection, simplified circuits.

Improved Current Rating
increases scope of applications.

Improved Life Expectancy
results from even better process-
ing, even more rigid selection
of materials.

Improved Ruggedization
means these regulators withstand
more rigorous adverse environ-
ments longer.

AA -5421

CURRENT

wtoreen Instrument Company
Components Division

5806 Hough Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio

Floyd F. Lewis, Jr., moves to Shep-
ard Instrument Co., Phoenix, Ariz.,
to head up its special projects di-
vision.

Plant Briefs
DUE to product diversification,
Weksler Thermometer Corp., Free-
port, N. Y., changes its name to
Weksler Instruments Corp.

Apex Electronics, E. Paterson,
N. J., is a new firm set up to pro-
duce electron gun mounts. The
new company expects to relocate
in Passaic, N. J., early this year.

Consolidated Avionics Corp. moves
to a new 20,000-sq ft plant and
office facility on a 40,000-sq ft plot
in Westbury, Long Island.

Marconi Instruments moves from
New York City to larger quarters in
Englewood, N. J.

Pacific Scientific Co. has begun
construction of a two-story build-
ing in San Francisco, with com-
pletion slated for March.

News of Reps
HAMMER Electronics Co., Inc.,
Princeton, N. J., names Crossley
Associates, Inc., Chicago reps, to
handle its line of nuclear and elec-
tronic instruments. The Crossley
territory includes Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, southwest
Ohio and Wisconsin.

Jack Kaufman leaves Lewis and
Kaufman, Ltd., to set up an office
in San Mateo, Calif., as manufac-
turers' rep.

William Logan, Daly City, Calif.,
is new rep firm covering northern
California and northern Nevada.

Thomas L. Stevens Co., Burbank,
Calif., now handles Ralph S.
Thacker Co.'s line of connectors
and components in southern
California and Arizona.

New rep organization formed in
New England: Entis Associates,
Brookline, Mass.
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NEW BOOKS

Fundamentals of
Electron Devices
BY KARL R. SPANGENBERG
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.
New York, 1957, 505 p, $10.00.

IT is the purpose of this book to
present the basic principles under-
lying electron devices and their ap-
plications, with somewhat greater
emphasis on transistors than vac-
uum tube devices. Although
planned primarily as a text to in-
troduce undergraduate engineer-
ing students to electronic studies,
the book is also of value to prac-
ticing engineers wanting basic in-
formation on new electron devices,
particularly of the semiconductor
type. The author of this excellent
text is Professor of Electrical En-
gineering at Stanford University.
An expert in the field of electron
devices, Prof. Spangenberg has pre-
sented the text material with the
same excellence which character-
ized his earlier text, "Vacuum
Tubes."

Scope and Features-The text
starts with the fundamental prin-
ciples leading towards an under-
standing of the operation of the
device and the circuit. Emphasis
is placed on the similarities of tran-
sistors and vacuum tube devices
rather than their differences.

Following an interesting chap-
ter on the history of electron de-
vices are chapters on electrons and
ions, electric and magnetic fields,
and ion motion in vacuum in
which the author discusses the
fundamental charged particles used
in electron devices and their mo-
tion in electric and magnetic fields.

Important solid-state phenom-
ena are taken up next in the chap-
ters on the atom; conductors, in-
sulators and semiconductors; junc-
tion effects and electron emission.

The next four chapters are de-
voted to the important types of elec-
tron devices and their equivalent
circuits: vacuum and semiconduc-
tor diodes, control -type vacuum
tubes, transistors and equivalent
circuits of tubes and transistors.

Some circuit applications of

ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON

DOPPLER NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT is readied for flight testing under
operational conditions. Engineers at the Maynard Laboratory hold responsi-
bility for program from initial study phase through prototype production.

Newly formed project groups solve
complex airborne radar problems

Engineers like the project -type organization at Raytheon's
Maynard Laboratory. It gives them maximum diversification in
their work on the most advanced radar navigational and control
problems of the day.
At Maynard, you'll find projects involving many areas of aircraft
navigation and guidance systems ... doppler navigation, velocity
check systems, night -fighter operations systems, flight -control
systems, altimeters. There is also interesting new work on counter-
measures equipment.
Career opportunities for men at all levels now exist in the follow-
ing areas:

ADVANCED CIRCUIT DESIGN HEAT TRANSFER ENGINEERING
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING SPECIFICATIONS WRITING
ANTENNA DESIGN TECHNICAL WRITING
MICROWAVE COMPONENT SYSTEMS ANALYSIS &

DESIGN ENGINEERING

For complete details on engineering positions in any of Maynard's
project groups, please write John J. Oliver, P.O. Box 87E,
Raytheon Maynard Laboratory, Maynard, Mass.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Maynard, Massachusetts

Are you the
ONE MAN IN THREE?

RAYTHEON

Excellence in Electronics
MAYNARD LABORATORY

Continued
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DC - HOP

STE NOLD PIC-
T^ MAS*

pito

STEVENS
INCORPORATED

ARNOLD
7 ELKINS STREET

SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS.

NEWFREQUENCY

DOUBLERS. Double
the sampling

tate
 Double

the band
width

 Eliminate
zero

offsets

DC -AC

CHOPPERS
Twenty-two types,
both single and
double pole.

Long life.

Low noise level.

Extreme reliability.

Write for Catalog.

S/A-1 OC

CIRCLE 44 READERS SERVICE CARD

. Electrical Coil Windings
For 40 years . . . specializing in all types of coils to
customers' specifications. Design or engineering assist-
ance available on request.

COTO-COIL CO., INC.
SINCE 1917

65 Pavilion Avenue Providence 5, Rhode Island

CIRCLE 45 READERS SERVICE CARD

For Those Who Demand Service!

ELECTROLYTIC

8, PAPER

TUBULAR

COSMIC CONDENSER CO.
853 Whittier St., Bronx, N. Y.

PHONE

LUdlow 93360

electron devices are discussed in
the four chapters on small -signal
amplifiers, using electron devices,
small -signal oscillators, small -sig-
nal nonlinear effects in electron
devices and large -signal applica-
tions of electron devices.

There are two chapters covering
photoelectric devices and noise in
electron devices. Thirteen appen-
dices, a list of problems and a
bibliography arc also included.

The material on vacuum tubes
is excellent. Much of it has been
extracted from Professor Spangen-
berg's "Vacuum Tubes" and
brought up-to-date. Undoubtedly
this portion of the text will long
stand the test of time. The chap-
ter on electron emission is partic-
ularly interesting and includes ma-
terial on oxide cathodes and new
emitter materials, as well as pure
metallic emitters.

It is to be expected, on the other
hand that sonic of the material on
transistors will be obsolete in a few
\-ears since this is a rapidly chang-
ing field. It cannot be expected
that such a text could include the
latest work on high -frequency tran-
sistors, for example. However, the
fundamental principles discussed
are well established and the stu-
dent who masters them will have
no difficulty in following the new
developments. These principles in-
clude a detailed treatment of
energy levels in semiconductors
and the internal physics of the
devices.

Style-The book is written in a
clear, descriptive style at a level
suitable for the intended readers.
The use of mathematical analysis
is at a minimum although no sacri-
fice to rigor has been made. Excel-
lent use has been made of the
appendix to discuss such important
topics as the diffusion equation, the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function,
Richardson - Dushman emission
equation, noise in resistances and
several others. The development of
the text is logical and appears to
have been carefully prepared, con-
taining a large number of clear illus-
trations, an excellent biblography
and over 200 illustrative problems.

The student will find that this is
an excellent text from which to
learn the fundamentals of electron
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devices and their application. The
practicing engineer will find the
text helpful in getting up-to-date
on the fundamental principles of
electron devices and their applica-
tions, particularly semiconductor
type. Instead of increasing the gap
between transistor and vacuum
tube devices, the author has suc-
ceeded in closing it by presenting a
unified treatment, uniquely stress-
ing their similar features. This re-
viewer heartily endorses the book.
-G. C. DALNIAN, School of Elec.
Eng.. Cornell University, Ithaca,
New York.

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS

Polyethylene. By Theodore O. J.

Kresser, Reinhold Publishing Corp..
New York, 1957, 217 p, $4.95.
General properties, basic chemis-
try, manufacturing and applications
of polyethylene covered in a gen-
eral nontechnical way which should
appeal to users of this material in
the electronics industry.

Basic Mathematics for Electricity,
Radio and Television. By Bertrand
B. Singer, McGraw-Hill Book Co..
Inc., 1957. 513 p. S7.50. Self -study
book on high-school and technician
level relates mathematics to ele-
mentary theory.

Human Engineering. By Ernest J.
McCormick, McGraw-Hill Book
Co., Inc., New York, 1957, 467 p,
58.00. Introduction to design of
equipment and adaptation of work
environments for optimum human
use written primarily for engineers
and managerial personnel.

Selection and Application of Me-
tallic Rectifiers. By S. P. Jackson,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1957,
326 p, 58.00. How to combine
rectifier -cell characteristics and cir-
cuits for use in pulse circuits, elec-
troplating power supplies, battery
charging, magnetic amplifier power
supplies and other applications. In-
formation is given on ratings, rat-
ing methods and use of typical
operating data supplied by manu-
facturers. Types covered include
selenium, copper oxide, magnesium
copper sulphide, titanium, dioxide,
germanium and silicon.

ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON

ARMY'S HAWK MISSILE destroys attackers flying at even the lowest altitudes
and in the blind zone of conventional radars. Raytheon engineers at the
Bedford Laboratory work on this and other vital missile projects.

Advanced work with prime contractor
for Army Hawk and Navy Sparrow III

The caliber of Raytheon engineering is an indication of the qual-
ity of our staff. Raytheon is the only electronics manufacturer
with prime contracts involving complete systems responsibility
for both air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles.
As an engineer in our Missile Systems Division, you associate
with men of top national reputation in stimulating small groups.
Our expanding development has created interesting openings in:

ELECTRONICS PACKAGING

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

HYDRAULICS

SPECIFICATIONS

Send brief outline of experience and educational background to
V. Crowninshield, Raytheon Missile Systems Div., Bedford, Mass.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Bedford, Massachusetts

Are you the
ONE MAN IN THREE?

RAYTHEON

Excellence in Electronics
MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION
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PORTABLE!
ONLY 221/2 lbs.

NUTRON
regulated DC

POWER SUPPLY
For lab, field or industry. Features con-

tinuously variable output, vernier adjust-
ment, sloping front panel, easily -read
21/2" meters, rated for full load current over
entire voltage range, line cord storage in
rear.

Model PR -100

$195.00 f.o.b. N. Y.

SPECIFICATIONS
 AC Input: 105-125 V, 50-60 cps.
 DC Output: 120-300 V, 0-100 ma.

Regulation: line 0.5./0 for variations from
105-125 V; load 0.1% for no load to
full load.

Internal Impedance: less than 4 ohms.
 Ripple & Noise: less than 5 my rms.

Polarity: either terminal may be grounded.
Overall size (HWD): 85/e" x 61/2" x 167/8".
Finish: grey wrinkle.

Model PR -200: same specifications as above except cur-
rent rating is 0-200 ma.

Price: $225.00, f.o.b., N.Y.

Wrte for Bulletin E-131.

NUTRON mfg. co. inc.
67 monroe avenue, staten island 1, n. y.

CIRCLE 47 READERS SERVICE CARD

611
COMBINATION TOOL

For Punching, Scroll Shearing, Angle
Shearing, Notching, Coping, and
Bending mild steel thru 16 gauge.
No. 22 Frame may be purchased
with any one of these six inter-
changeable tool units, or with as
many as desired. Write today for
special literature giving complete
details.

WHITNEY METAL TOOL COMPANY
722 Forbes St., Rockford, Illinois

Men on the Move
Now available

in a new edition ...
with new figures.

This popular booklet points up the
important sales problem of personnel
turnover in industry. Out of every
1,000 key men (over a 12 -month pe-
riod) 343 new faces appear . . . 65
change titles ... 157 shift . and 435
stay put. These figures are based on
average mailing address changes on a
list of over a million paid subscribers
to McGraw-Hill magazines.

Write us for a free copy

Company Promotion Department

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street,
New York 36, New York

COMMENT

Submarine Defenses

The insert "Military Electronics"
(Dec. 1 '57, p 14) discusses "the
anti-submarine rocket called
ASROC." This project is of interest
to all of us in the sonar engineer-
ing group at Bendix-Pacific.

It is true that ASROC "can be
launched from a ship a comfortable
200 miles from its target," but the
rocket will not come near the tar-
get. I do not know your source of
information on range, but it is more
than a factor of ten too high. Ten
miles or so is an optimistic maxi-
mum for the particular weapon.

I and others who are active in
sonar and torpedo design are very
much concerned with the publica-
tion of information that indicates
that we have an effective defense
against the 400 or 500 submarines
that the Russians are alleged to
have. This type of false representa-
tion breeds complacency among
the public and its elected repre-
sentatives. We have left a door
open which is as important as
the air if not more so clue to the
vagaries of the sea.

I tried to point out some of these
problems in my article on sonar
(ELECTRONICS, Jan. 3, p 56). Un-
less the military takes a more realis-
tic approach on underwater detec-
tion and weapons we will remain
relatively unprotected on this front
for many years. The basic technol-
ogy is available to make a manifold
increase in weapon effectiveness
and detection range but it will not
be achieved for a long time at our
present rate.

JAMES A. RUMMELL
BENDIX AVIATION CORP.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

A -c Microammeter
I am pleased to note the publi-

cation of our article "Clamp -On
Microammeter Measures A -C Cur-
rent" (Dec. 1, p 152).

Equation (4) in this article
should read (3). The line above
equation (3) should have been
struck out. I -sloped should read
I -shaped. The internally generated
noise is not 200, but 20 pa.

G. FRANKLIN MONTGOMERY
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CIRCLE 48 READERS SERVICE CARD
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Vought Vocabulary

e con' o my when round-trip missiles
save taxpayers $102,950,000

Most missiles land head -first - and, like a bomb, just
once. This destruction is desired in a missile strike, but
it makes development costly. Scores of missiles often
are expended before development problems are solved.

Vought's Regulus I and II reduce this expense by
their dual application. Tactical versions of these guided
missiles can strike head-on, with a devastating nuclear
wallop. Test and training versions, used in development,
can be recovered to fly again.

One Regulus was flown and recovered 18 times ...
another made 16 successful flights. Six hundred recov-
eries of both missiles have saved $102,950,000 and
gained an inestimable quantity of technical data.

Regulus I has armed submarines, cruisers and carriers
with a nuclear punch since 1955. Regulus II, with a
range of more than 1,000 miles and able to exceed twice
the speed of sound, will join the Navy's underwater and
surface Nuclear Fleet.
Scientists and engineers: pioneer with Vought in new missile,
manned aircraft, and electronics programs. For details
on select openings write to: C. A. Besio, Supervisor,
Engineering Personnel, Dept. R-1.

CAVA NC!
1. G'Ar-77" AIRCRAFT

/ A/COA PORATED DALLAS, TEXAS
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Sylvania Offers Exceptional Engineers
NEW PROJECTS, PHYSICAL EXPANSION...

PLUS 3 VITAL INGREDIENTS

-work to match
your ability

(We're not chest thumpers at
Sylvania. But if you're abreast
of the latest in the state of the
art, you're aware of what's do-
ing - and what's coming - at
the Waltham Laboratories.)

2nd
-a chance to
exercise individual
abilities

(Ask your friends who are al-
ready with Sylvania if it's only
talk that a man gets ahead at
Waltham just as far and as fast

3rd -a healthy
corporate growth

(Sylvania has never mushroomed

uncontrollably - as a result we
have never had to cut back
drastically either. d$/dt has
steadily and healthily increased

as his own abilities take him.) ever since 1909.)

If you're looking for hard work (we make no bones about this) and
meaningful reward with a feet -on -the -ground, growing organization,
contact Sylvania Waltham today.

SR TRANSISTOR ENGINEERS
Circuitry, systems, hardware.

SR MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
Design & packaging airborne & ground electronic & electromechanical
equipment. 5.10 years' pertinent experience required.

SR COMPUTER ENGINEERS
Transistorized digital design, magnetic core memory & input-output
systems. Experience required in digital computation & data processing,
prototype design, systems evaluation & testing.

SR MICROWAVE ENGINEER
Development of crystal mixers, detectors, filters, transmission line
couplers, harmonic generators & special transmission circuits.

SR SYSTEMS ENGINEERS
New systems techniques & applications.

MISSILE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT GROUP LEADERS
Low noise receivers, pulse transmitters, broad band techniques, antenna
arrays, phase measurement & other instrumentation.

MISSILE SYSTEM ANALYSIS GROUP LEADERS
Radar & antenna system preliminary design.

Send your resume to
GRAYDON A. THAYER

(your confidence will be respected)

WALTHAM LABORATORIES

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION

SYLVANIA -44
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

100 FIRST AVENUE - WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

MANUFACTURERS REPRESENTATIVE
for an Eastern manufacturer of magnetic electronic
components.
Baltimore -Washington, Chicago, and Boston areas.
Engineering and Sales background required.
Please submit resume.

RW-708I. Eket ronie,
1,1. 1)1,., I'. 0. ItX 12. N. Y. :15. N. 1

FOR RATES

OR INFORMATION

About Classified Advertising

Contact The McGraw-Hill

Office Nearest You.

ATLANTA, 3
1301 Rhodes -Haverty Bldg.

JAckson 3-6951
M. MILLER

BOSTON, 16
350 Park Square

HUbbard 2-7160
J. WARTH

CHICAGO, 11
520 No. Michigan Ave.

MOhawk 4-5800
W. HIGGENS

CINCINNATI, 37
2005 Seymour Ave.

ELmhurst 1-4150
F. ROBERTS

CLEVELAND, 13
1164 Illuminating Bldg.

SUperior 1-7000
W. SULLIVAN

DALLAS, 2
901 Vaughn Bldg.

Riverside 7-5117
G. MILLER

DETROIT, 26
856 Penobscot Bldg.

WOodward 2-1793
J. GRANT

LOS ANGELES, 17
1125 W. 6 St.

MAdison 6-9351
R. YOCOM

NEW YORK, 36
500 Fifth Ave.

OXford 5-5959
R. OBENOUR D. COSTER R. LAWLESS

PHILADELPHIA, 3
17th & Sansom St.

Rittenhouse 6-0670
H. BOZARTH R. EMAIL

PITTSBURGH, 22
Oliver Bldg.

ATlantic 1-4707
W. SULLIVAN

ST. LOUIS, 8
3615 Olive St.

JEfferson 5-4867
F. HOLLAND

SAN FRANCISCO, 4
68 Post St.

DOuglas 2-4600
R. ALCORN
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Immediate Openings at KOLLSMAN

PRODUCT ENGINEERS

1. TO supervise test equipment assembly groups.
2. For design of production test equipment for elec-

tromechanical systems.

PROJECT 8 FIELD ENGINEERS

Mechanical, Electrical, Physicist
For engineering and development of advanced air-
borne navigation systems and related test equipment.

SYSTEMS FIELD ENGINEERS

To service electromechanical bomb -nay, systems.
Must have EE (electronics) degree or equivalent.
Prefer 2-3 years similar experience. Must be willing
to relocate and travel when required.

Kollsman, designer of America's finest aircraft instruments, is

large enough to be stable; small enough to provide room for
individual recognition and growth.

Please send resumes to T. A. DeLuca.

kollsman INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

110-06 nth AY111108.. EL11817WIT. NEW YOU  8416111(DIARY 01 Sktottkild COIL MOWS ea. ma.

MAN
WHO LIKES TO WRITE
WANTED for advertising and sales promotion
work. Must have at least three years of
college with courses in engineering and tech-
nical subjects and ability to write. Position
offers excellent opportunity. Previous experi-
ence helpful but not essential.

Man selected will be trained in all phases
of industrial advertising. In your letter of
application state age, education, positions
held, and give statement of why you want
a career in advertising.

Location: well-known Connecticut company.

P-6950. Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

REPLIES (Box No.): Address to office nearest you
c/o Thix (,,'divot ion Chix0ifird Ade. Div.

NEW YORK: P. 0. Box 11 (.30)
CHICAGO: .520 V. Michigan Are. (II)

.9.-1-V FRANCISCO: aft Post St. (4)

POSITION VACANT

The University of Illinois needs an Electron-
ics Engineer to set up and supervise elec-
tronics shop, design and construct research
equipment for the Chemistry Department.
Permanent, with vacation, sick leave, retire-
ment. and educational benefits. Salary open.
Apply 809 S. Wright Street. Champaign,
Illinois stating experience and training.

POSITION WANTED

Chemical Engineer with development experi-
ence (including electronic components, ad-
hesives. resins, etc.) seeks supervisory or
responsible administrative position in which
a diversified background is required. Resume
on request. PW-7014, Electronics.

DON'T FORGET
the box number when answering adver-
tisements. It is the only way we can
Identify the advertiser to whom you are
writing.

CONTACTS

SIMPSON, WESTINGHOUSE AND OTHER

ott r sure
AC DC

Available in Standard and Custom
Ranges

Any Size, with Special Scales
Any Quantity from Large Stock

Rs

QUALITY ELECTRIC CO.
3700 S. BROADWAY LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF.

ADams 2-4201

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

TELECHROME MFG. CORP.
Electronic Design Specialists
COLOR TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

Flying Spot Scanners, Color Synthesizers, Heyeis,
Monitors, Oscilloscopes and Related Apparatus
Telemetering for Guided Missiles.

J. R. Popkin-Clurman, Pres. A Dir. of Eng.
28 Rattc.k Dr. Amityville, L. I., N. Y.

SEARCHLIGHT
SECTION

it ...filmed on page- 100.102)

Design, Modification, Production and Testing
of Communications and Radar Equipment

COMPASS
ELECTRONICS SUPPLY

75 VARICK STREET
CANAL 6-7455

NEW YORK 13, N. Y.
Cable Address.

Compradio, N. Y.

 TEST EQUIPMENT 
Hundreds of different types of test equipment.
military as well as commercial types. Write for
new catalog on your letterhead.
TS-3A/AP-"S" Band Power Meter and Signal
Generatoi $97.50

TS- 12/A P -Standing Wave Indicator "N"
Rand Write
TS-I3/AP-X BAND RADAR TEST SET -Meas-
ures power, freq. signal-to-noise ratio, I.F. Band-
pass. etc. Input -115/1/60-800
TS-15/AP-Fluxmeter, Direct Reading $69.50
TS.34/AP-Oscilloscope. Portable. with 5. 50 and
250 )liars -second Start -Stop Special $119.00
TS-35A/AP-X Band Signal Generator and Power
Meter. Input -110/1/50--1200 cps. ('an generate
and measure RF power. New $175.00
TS-36/AP-Power Nleter 8700 to 9500 mess 0.1 nisv
to 1 Watt in Input $125.00

TS56/AP-Slotted Line, 500-675 me,* Write
TS-69/AP-Freq. Meter. 400 to 101)0 nic,...$69.50
TS-70/AP-R. F. Wattmeter, 200-500 nis..Write
TS-74/UPM-Dummy Load, "S" Band. 50 & 72
ohm input $95.00

TS-89/AP-Voltage Divider, Capacitive $49.50

TS-98/AP-Voltage Divider. Resistive 800 ohms
lisp. Ratio 22:1 (app.)... $27.50
TS-100/AP-TEST SCOPE, type A, It, J & X in-
dications, gated & mutated sweep, Int. or Ext.
tligger.
TS-110/AP-hand Tuned Echo Box, 2400-2700
Ines; ew. mew, or Pulsed; 50 ohms Impedance:
Ring-thite 2.5 miles; Accuracy ±3.5 ales. With
Aricessories. New $75.00

TS-155/AP-Signal Generator, 2700-2900 ales.
Variable Pulse Width, Rate and Delay, 50 shins
imp Write

Motor Generators  Converters
PARTIAL LISTING

28de to 110/1/R00 @ Ikva $49.50
(Overall length 12 inches)

110de to 1101/8111) :1511va 150.00
110 ac to 110/1/800 @ 350va 235.00
110de to 110/1/400 295.00
110,1/60 to 110/1/4110 @ 2kva 395.00

to 28de (' 250va 49.50
110/1/60 to 28de (a` 250va 97.50
220/1, 3/611 to 2tIrle (Fe 250va 97.50
110dc to 110/1/60 (a, 1.25kva 117.50
22181e to 110'1/r,0 1.25kva 130.00
220dc to 110/1/101 Ill 2kva 175.00
110dc to 110/1/60 (ev) 350va 85.00
110de to 110/1/60 to 500va 95.00
110dc to 110/1/60 5hva 285.00

SYNCHROS & SELSYNS
IF $37.50 0011 $25.00
1 SF 15.00 00 34.00
,i; 37.50 7(1 42.50
III 37.50 2.11F1 7.50

51, 34.00 2.1101 7.50
50 34.00 DIM 7.50
51'T 34.00 AY -43 autosyn
5SDO 15.00 Write for others

SOME SPECIAL ITEMS
DUAL OUTPUT GENERATOR:
115 1/400 Ai 39 Amps and 20 V DC @ 17.9 Amps.
NEW. NIOUNTED OIt FNMOCNTED. Write
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC GENERATOR -
10 KYA-AC. Output 115/1/60 (re 108.5 amps;
01) pf, 511°r; cont. duty ISM rpm. sop. excited.
125 de. DP generator Output 121 wilts de (ie 8

amps. This generator is mounted on bed plate
with room for motor mounting. It can be driven
by any inechatikally coupled motor, de or se or
other drive $459.00

MOTOR GENERATOR 800 -ID - Input 24-20
volts de: Output 115v. 800 cycles at 10.5 slops.
Small and compact $29.50

M-209-Holtzer-Cabot-Filtered. Input 115/1/00.
Output 115 volts, 3d, 233 (lidos: at 0.4 amps and
24 volts do at 0.5 apps, 3500 rpm $125.00

POWER UNIT TYPE 23 -Rotary transformer.
filtered. Input 24 vdc. Output 6.3 volts at 2 amps
and 200 volts at 30 ma $19.50

We Guarantee Everything We Sell
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COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
400 CYCLE TRANSFORMERS

(All Primaries 115 V. 400 Cycles)
KSI3101 6.3V/I5A, 6.3V/0.9A, 6.3V/0.4A,

6.3V/0.2A $ 3.85
KS96I5 6.3V/4A. 3V/1A 1.57
KS9318 6.3V/4A, P/0 R-55/ARQ-9 1.35
352.7102 6.3V/2.5A 1.45
M-7472426 1450V/1.0MA, 2.5V/.75A, 6.4V/3.9A

5V/2A. 6.5V/.3A, P/0 10.39/-
AG - 1

352.7039 640VP TC @ 380MA, 6.3V/.9A, 6.3-
4.95

V6A 5V/6A 5.49702724 9800/8600 @ 32MA 8.95K59584 5000V/290MA, 5V/IOA 22.50
K S9607 734VTC/.177A, 1710VTC/.177A . 6.79352-7273 700VTC/350MA, 6.3V/0.9A, 6.3V/ -25A. 6.3V/.08A, 5V/CA 6.95352-7070 2x2.5V/2.5A (2KV TEST) 6.3V/ -

2.25A. 1200/100/750V. @ .005A. . 7.45352.7196 1140/1.25M A. 2.5V/1.75A, 2.5V/-
1.75A-5KV TEST 3.95352.7176 320VTC/50M A, 4.5V/3A, 6.3V/CT
20A, 2x6.3VCT/6A 4.75RA6400-1 2.5/I.75A. 6.3V/2A-5KV Test 2.39901692 I3V/9A 2.49

901699-501 2.77V @ 4.25A-10KV Test 3.45
901698-501 900V/75MA. 100V/.04A 4.29Ux8855C 900VCT/.067A, 5V/3A 3.79RA6405-I 800VCT/65M A. 5VCT/3A 3.69T-48852 700VCT/806 M A, 5V/3A, 6V/ I .75A 4.25352.7098 2500V/6MA, 300VCT/ I35M A 5.95(89336 110V/50MA TAPPED 625V 2.5V/5A 3.95M-7474319 6.3V/2 -7A. 6.3V/.66A, 6.3VCT/2IA. 4.25KS8284 27V/4.3A. 6.3V/2.9A, I.25V/.02A.... 2.9552C080 650VCT/50MA, 6.3VCT/2A, 5VCT/-

2
32332 400VA CT/35MA, 6.4V/2.5A, 6.4V/-

3.75

.15A 3.686631 1150-0-1150V 2MA 2.758580G198 6VCT/.00006 KVA 1.75302433A 6.3V/9.1A, 6.3VCT/6.5A, 2.5V/3.5A,
2.5/3.5A 4.85K39445 592VCT/II8MA. 6.3V/8.IA, 5V/2A 5.39KS9685 6.4/7.5A, 6.4V/3.8A. 6.4/2.5A 4.7970G30G I 600VCT/36M A 2.65M-7474318 2100V/.027A 4.95352-7069 2.2.5V Wdgs at 2.5A. Each Lo -Cap ,
22Kv Test 5.95352.7096 2.5V/I.79A. 5V/l3A, 6.5V/6A
6.5V/1.2A, DM BC800 4.95352-7099 360VcT/20M A. 1500V/I MA, 2.5V/ -
1.75A. 6.3V/2.5A, 6.3V.6A, P/OB0 -0002A.645

D163253 5200V, 2.5V/5A 5..35M-7471957 2.5V/20A, 12KV Test 4.85352.7179 250V/IOOMA. 6.5V/I2ACT 5V/2A 3.45MFRS. QUANTITIES AVAILABLE.
WRITE FOR QUANTITY PRICES.

MICROWAVE PLUMBING
X-BAND-RG, 52/11 WAVE GUIDE

PARABOLOID DISH. 18" diam. Spun Aluminum 8"
Focw, For AN/APS-6 $4.50

3 CM. DIPOLE and Feed Assembly (May be used wish
above di:lo 8 -inches long $5.00

FLEXIBLE SECTION 9 in. long, Cover -to -Cover $5.50
ROTARY JOINT (APS-61 Sperry IT #658275, 180 deg.

rotation, choke to choke. Has "Built-in" Di -Coupler.
20 DB with "N" Takeoff $17.50

3 CM. DIPOLE FEED, 15" L. for APS-15 $14.50
MITERED ELBOW. Cast aluminum, IVs" a %" W.D.

W. E. Flanges. "E" Plane $3.50
3 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: Uses 17" paraboloid

Binh, operating from 24 vdc motor. Beans pattern: 5
deg. in both Azimuth and elevation. Sector Sean;
over 160 deg. at 35 scans per minute, Elevation Scan.
over 2 deg. Tilt. Over 24 deg $35.00

Cross -Guide Directional Coupler. UG-40 output Range.
Main Guide is 6" Long, with 90 Deg. "F." Plane
bend at one end, and is fitted with Std. t'G 39/1.'(:
41) flanges. Coupling figures: 20 db Nominal $22.50

Bulkhead Feed-thru Assembly $12.00
Pressure Gauge Section with 15 lb. gauge $10.00
Directional Coupler, CG 40/17 take off 20db $15.00
MAGNET AND STABILIZER CAVITY For 2J41 Mag-

netron $24.50
90 degree elbows, "K" Plane 21/, radius $8.50
Beacon/receiver unit. Complete with dual klystron

mount, TR/ATR section. duplexer. and 30 mc 1F/ -
Mixer unit. Originally designed for 9000 mc receiv-
ing using 723A/B. New, less tubes $22.50

30 -inch spun aluminum Dish. Focus is 101/2 inches.$4.85

10 CM.-RG-48/U Waveguid
Waveguide-to Coax, adapter. Match),

ItG48, C is as eguisle to 10(1 44:V
rigid coax. Complete with flanges,
"T" snatch $15.00

10CM ECHO BOX: Tunable front
::250-"""' Mc. For checking out
radar t ranmoit tern, for spectrum
analysis. etc. Complete with pickup
antenna and coupling devices $17.50

POWER SPLITTER for use with type 726 err an, I"
l'M Shepherd Klystron. Energy is fed from Klystron
antenna through dual pick-up system to 2 type "N"'
eonnectors $12.50

LHTR. LIGHTHOUSE ASSEMBLY. Parts of 11T39
AP(: & AI'G 15, Receiver and Trans. Cavities w/
assoc. Tr. Cavity and Type N CFLG. To Recvr. Uses
2040, 2043, 11127, Tunable Al'X 2400-2700 MCS. Sil-
ver I'lated $15.00

NIcNally Klystron cavity for 2K28 or 70713, tunes 2700-
2900 nic. Complete with tuning vanes $5.00

343 Canal St,NewYork I3, N.Y. Dept. E-2

I. F. AMPLIFIER STRIPS
Model 15: $0 Mc center 11,1111:110 . Bandtidth 25 51c

gain figure: 65 db. Uses 5 stages of 6AC7's. Has D.C.
Restorer and Video Detector. A.F.C. Strip included.
Input impedance: 50 Ohms. Less tubes $17.50

Model APS-4':: Miniature IF strip, using 6AK5's 60 Mr
renter Freq. Gain: 95db at Bandwidth of 2,7 Mc.
New with tubes $15

DYNAMOTORS
INPUT OUTPUT

TYPE VOLTS AMPS VOLTS AMPS Price
BDAR83 14
POSX-I5 14 2.8
DM33A 28 7
13-19 12 9.4

DA -3A` 28 10

PE 73 CM 28 19
DAG-33A 18 3.2
BOAR 93 28 3.25

I Less Filter
PE 94, Brand New

375 .150
220
540
275
500
300
150
14.5

100D

.o
.2580
.110
.050
.260 3.95
.010

5.
.350 10.50

450 .06 2.50
375 .150 6.95
Replacement for PE 94.

5 95

INVERTERS

$6.50
8.95
3.95
5.50

800.113 Input 24 vdc. 62A. Output: 115 V. 800 cy. 7A.
I phase. Used excellent $18.75

PE -218H: Input: 25/36 vdc. 92 amp. Output II5V 300/
500 cy. 1500 Volt-ampere. NEW $32.50

PE206: Input: 26 vdc, 36 amps. Output: 80 V 800 cy.
500 volt -amp. Dim. 13 x 51,2 x 101/2. New $22.50

EICOR-ML 3011.5, Input: 13.75 V: I8.4A, Output:
115V/400-, 3rh. 0.95 PF. 100 VA. New $37.50

LELAND =10563. Input: 28 vdc/12A. Output: 115
vac/400 cycle/3 phase. 115 va. Slightly used, ex.
cond. $32.00

PULSE EQUIPMENT
MIT MOD. 3 HARD TUBE PULSER: Output Pulse

Power 144 KW 112 KY at 12 Amp). Duty Ratio:
.001 max. Pulse duration: 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 microsec. Input
voltage: 115 v, 400 to 2400 cps. Uses: 1-715B, 1-82910.
3-'72's, 1-'73. New. Complete with pressurized
housing $135

Chas.Rosen Phone:CAnal64881

NEW YORK TUBE & TEST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
NEW TS -147 X SIGNAL GENERATOR

Test Set TS 147 UP is a portable Microwave Signal Generator designed for testing and
adjusting beacon equipment and radar systems which operate within the frequency rangeof 8500 MC to 9600 MC.

NEW UNUSED SURPLUS STANDARD LABORATORY RECEIVERS

AN/APR4 complete with five tuning units 38 to 4000 m.c.

AN/APR-5, 3000-6000 m.c.-AN/APRIO, 2000-4400 m.c.

NEW TS148/UP SPECTRUM ANALYZER
OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT USED CHECKED OUT SURPLUS

TSK1 SE
TS3A AP
RF4 AP
TS12 AP
TA13 AP
TS14 AP
1515
TS16
TS27
1533, AP

Thousands of tubes available
special prices
PARTIAL LIST

at

2AP1 6H6 307A 5691
4C27 6K8G 274A 5692
4C28 GARS 274B 5693
5A6 5R4WGY 2628 5639
5BP4 5W4GT 328A 5814
4152 OZ4A 357A 9001
2A4G 6AC7 450TH 9002
6C21 2807 450TL 9003MGT VT52 957 9006

89 MANY OTHER TYPES

Minimum tube order $25

TS34 AP
T35 AP
TS36 AP
1 96A
TS -45
1546
TS47 APR
TS61
TS62
1569 AP

TS100
TS102A AP
TS108
TS110 AP
TS111
TS117
TS125 AP
TS126 AP
TS173
TS174 AP

T5175/AP
TS182
15186
TS226
TS239C
TS251
TS258
T5259
TS270
TS419

TS497B
TS545
TF890 1
APA10
APA38
APS3, APS4
APT2-APT5
BC152C
BC788C
and many others

Phone: ORegon 4-7070

119 PRINCE ST.
NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

Cable: TELESERUP

ENGINEERING DEGREES IN E.E.
Under & Postgraduate Major
Electronics May be earned by
HOME STUDY or residence
work.
(P.I.U. at present operating as
a College of Engineering only.)

5719-G Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California

Your inquiry
will have special value . . .

if you mention this magazine, when writing
advertisers. Naturally, the publishing will ap-
preciate it . . . but more important, it will
identify you as one of the men the advertiser
wants to reach with his message & help to
make possible enlarged future service.

TENDERS
AUSTRALIAN

BROADCASTING COMMISSION

TENDERS will be received by the
General Manager, Australian Broad-
casting Commission, 264 Pitt Street,
Sydney, N.S.W. Australia, up to 3 p.m.
on 20th March, 1958, for the supply
and delivery of technical equipment
for the establishment of National Tele-
vision Studio Centres in Brisbane, Ade-
laide, Perth and Hobart.

Tender forms and full particulars are
obtainable from the New York Repre-
sentative Australian Broadcasting Com-
mission, Room 3320, 630 5th Avenue,
New York 20, New York; Telephone
PLAZA 7.2462.

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE

PBY AMPHIBIAN AIRCRAFT
-Surplus to Canadian Exploration Company's use
-Extra Large Cargo Door and Cargo Floor
-Executive Passenger Compartment, Emergency

Rocket Power
-Galley Facilities. Survey Turret in Nose
-Aircraft Completely Outfitted for Instrument Con-

ditions and 2 Crew Operation, Extremely Well
Maintained and in Excellent Condition.

Available for Immediate Sale at Reasonable Price

FS -7057, Electronics
Class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. 36. N.Y
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ANIAPT-5 TRANSMITTERS
Make excellent power signal generators for the

range 300-1625MC., rated at 58 wats CW RF at
500MC. Contains blowercooled 3C22 in re-en-
trant cavity with precision cathode, plate and load-
ing controls, plus 6 tube AM MODULATOR and
amplifier flat from 5OKC to 3MC. (easily converted
to audio) with phototube noise generator. 115 volt
60 cycle filament supply. New, in export packing,
with matching special plugs, lecher line, alternate
feedback assembly, manual, audio conversion in-
structions and technical data, at $250.00. Limited
stock.

AN/APR-4 RECEIVERS
With all five Tuning Units covering 38 to

4.000MC; versatile, accurate and compact, the
aristocrat of lab receivers in this range. Complete
with wideband discone antenna, wavetraps, 100
Page manual, plugs, cables and mobile accessories
as required

The AN/APR-4 has been our specialty for over
ten years. Over 40 hours of laboratory time is
invested in each complete set immediately prior to
shipment, so that we can not only guarantee ft to
pass A -N specifications. but to have the inevitable
mass -production irregularities corrected and the
latest improvements added. We maintain a com-
plete stock of spare parts and expect to service our
customers' sets indefinitely. Write for data sheet
and quotation.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Of highest nuality. new and reconditioned, mili-

tary surplus and top commercial brands in stock
at money -saving prices. Let us quote to your re-
quirements.

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
434 Patterson Road Dayton 9, Ohio

AIRCRAFT FOR SALE

ROYAL GULL AMPHIBIAN
-The World's most Economical and Ver-

satile "Executive" Amphibian -Used Ex-
clusively as a Demonstrator and in Ex-
cellent Condition throughout; only 300
Hours since Manufacture -Available at
Extremely Attractive Discount

Sale, Lease, Lease/Purchase

TIMMINS AVIATION LIMITED
Montreal Airport, Montreal 33

"SEARCHLIGHT"
IS

Opportunity Advertising
-to help you get what you want -to
help you sell what you no longer need.

Take Advantage Of It
For Every Business Want

"THINK SEARCHLIGHT FIRST"

* TUBES * LOW PRICES * TUBES *
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TUBES?
WE SPECIALIZE ! !

See our ads in all

1957 issues of Electronics

or contact us for

information

1108 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
RI. 9-7644 Telegraph: FAX

Cable Address: JASHELEC

..1111sh0
ELECTRONICS CO.

C
co
m

z
m

C

* TUBES * GUARANTEED * TUBES *

SYNCHROS

TUBES

LAB TEST EQUIPMENT

SERVO MOTORS
ALL COMPONENTS FIRST QUALITY
AND 100% GUARANTEED

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK

Write for 16 page catalog

LECTRONIC
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

715-19 Arch St., Phila. 6, Pa.  MArket 7-6771

Cable Address: LECTRONIC, Philadelphia

STEPPING RELAY
Resettable type. 3 deck 10 pos.
w/additional 1A lB contacts $9.95
at resettable positions. 24 VDC. ea.10 for $95.

Production quantities available.
MB Distributors

221 Greenwich St. New York 7, N. Y.
REctor 2.0432

SUPER VALUES IN ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES
SIGMA 4F 8000 ohm SPOT 1.5 ma pullin.. $3.95
SIGMA 5F 16000 ohm SPOT .25 ma pullin 3.95
ADVANCE SO SPOT. 4000. 6500 10K 2.95
PHILTROL SPOT 20 amp. 6/12 VDC 3.45
HAMMERLUND APC. 3-50 mmf.... 100 for 39.95
SPARE PARTS FOR RT/GRC RECEIVER -

TRANSMITTER 5000 ea.
S -C Stk=3C315-153 20KC audio reactor 1.95
S C Stkr3C345-5 RF choke 9.95
ESSCO-NEW YORK, 58 Walker Street, NYC 13, N.Y.

"ANWWW4
KOILED CORDS 3 wires $126

22 inches long stretches to 9 ft.
GONIOMETERS-ONLY A FEW LEFT

WESTON PHOTRONIC CELL S1.50

PHOTO ELECTRIC Switch
Darkness throws the switch
--turns lights on at dusk ...
off at dawn. Fools burglar,
who watch for signs of an
empty house.

$1094

TELECHRON Motors
I RPM . ..$3.95 3 6 RPM $3.15
2 RPM . .. 2.90 60 RPM - 4.85

3 RPHr ... 2.85
3 RPM . 3.30 I RP 2Hr.. 2.80
1 RPM

. .

3.90 I RP I2Hr. 3.25
I R1481--51) Cycles, $1.85

Laboratory Special I of Each Motor $25

D -E -L -A -Y -E -D A -C -T -I -ON LIGHT SWITCH
shim; light off atoontaliicallY aligitiit a toiltaiti later.
Keep's porch or garage light on atter VIM shot it qt.

53.50
DEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES

6 Watt Most POWERFUL
TELECHRON MOTOR

110 V. 60 Cy
I RPM 6.50

HAYDON TIMING MOTORS

I REV 4 Hours 1.70
I RPM 230v 60cy 1.00
I RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
2 RPM 230v 60cy 1.00

30 RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
450 RPM. yes 450 RPM 1.30
HANSEN Synchron 4 RPM 4.24
CRAMER 4 RPM 4.65

Laboratory Special I of Each Motor 5t

"FLAY CONTACT BURNISHERS .59-2 for $1.00

r- 7411110r:DIEHL or DELCO
1'. AI. in ((tor 5. $375

Size 1"x1"x2"

BLAN
EST. 1923

INCLUDE
POSTAGE

64 X Dey Sf.
New York 7,

N. Y.
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"TAB 9 7

THAT'S A BUY
Buy $125 This List*

Take 20% Additional Discount!
Transformers & Chokes

only as listed below
TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES

New & Guaranteed!
TRANSFORMERS 115V/60 CYS
Ica PRIMARYS VAC, ll'Sealed
TPF51 PR Ft&FIL/U.S.N. 61/311
8,Vp3;1113A &I200V Clio? 4)0ezeo

TPFS2 77 VCI  200niaVV(43A. 6.3 VCTO 5A
north. on & Stance,. 540. 3for$11. 25for970
TPF53/540VCT 30ma/6.3.: 51 2A. 024 .. 4/57
TPF54/150V30 m.6.3V 03 IA 01.49 3
TPF55/4.5KV @ 10ina//650VCT

(4)

275rm/6.4 V/04
10A h 51" @ 8A/2.5V 40 3A $74. 2for 512
TPF66/9001 8 3511./242.5V @ IA $331, 2(orSS
TIFS7/2500.4 101.142.5V 1324/11'SL 11 $443.3/510
TPFSII/5850. 5400. 5000VCT 0
TF01/2.51132A $14. TF02/2.5VCTO 104/5 KV
5450, TR401110R/2016,13 IA en 53.45
TF113/2.5VCT n 108/12.5 K V. .. 5713 2/511
TF'04/32 V@ 1A/.. 53.454. TP59/26V I A/ .0240
TFOS/7.5VCT/124/15KV KENYON $9 0
TPHI Inn mina 110102206r440VAC/150W 54%,

MIL --T-27 TRANSF Hermetic Sealed
TFM10/13.3V/1.24/82: TFM11/5VCT4333/
6.3VCT8154 054.2forS9
TFM12/2:5V8134/4.205V1324 004. 2for$9
TFM21/2s6 3V@IA.36.3V1324/1.11KV $44 2/$7
TFM13/2s2.5V14164 at 3 KV ..... $1051, 21.0:09
TFM14/6.3 VCT @ 90/.02,01.3461.2A $643 .2f or$11
TP513 to 1250VCTO 1000 ml has t:,ps on&
seed MilU0 /T -11'81d Acq0810..Soecial $12. 2f0(020
TP509 Fri220V/Secd 1088 VCT53320ma $5

TP510 Pri220V/Sec(1800 VCT43525 nut 53
TP514 Pri/110.220.440V-Secd880VCT457350o.
G.E./USX Acq0700 ,.. . ..$94. 2for$15
TPSISXP Pri/115V-Seed 20001'CT43700rna NU-
T/Wald FREED" Mier 518
TS12 Atito600rter 300 W/115to132V.S319, 4/510
TFM15/311L-T SPERRY 5V 5163./2KV 5313.
TFM16 @NA h2.5 V @ 1.758/15K VS313.210(05
TFMI7 13.3V00.6A&2x2.5V192100 040. 2for07
TFM18 16.6171.25A&14.6V 193.55 $40. 2for$7
TFM1910VC7'/10A INPUT 220W 02. 21 r$3
TFM20 6.3VO4.2.1.k5V0 3A NO. 2for55
TPF59 700101'1310051A il5Ve 341(2.5 VCT
104.06.31.CT@3.5A. STAIWOR $35. 2for55
2500 V 1420 M A &6.3 V16) .01&2.5V®1.755 SS
TPF61 MIL -T 500VCT(417001A4r6 34694A 030.
TPF62 5501(714025051A/1/6.31CT02.5A&12.6V
(a 3.5.1.&5V0 2A RCAAMIL.T/I;SNSSO. 2for58
220V/501IA 66.71V/2.4.46.3V/IA5V8 6.5A OS
TF12 6.4V(67A le3s6.4V 610.34.33%5.1 V @3A S4
1714 6.3V 8105&6.:1W 6145 P111230 V53 0 .3forS4
TF15 6.3V 07.8A 45V 65) 4 A . . $40 . 3forS9
TF16, TF17. '1F13, TF20. TFM27 Fri 2200'0
TF161 6.11V8256. 034r1,171 -13.3V6610/ $2

TF181- 240 31'141 5A 52: TF19 5VCT 15A S,
TF201 246 .3V 03 A /iii215 V 53: TF22 OW 416 A

WWI 1.4 24/51: 0423 .. .... 0.01SAfNi ra0.
TF24 6.3VCT(315A&6.3VCT 0.. -560
302V 5A &2.5 V eel5A/3 KV/in 220 440W 94

TFM23 6.3V/2.75A/40 31205.55/2.5K:1' $44.
TFM24 6.3VC7'04A 53: TFM274 5VCT/2A .S2
TFM25 6.31,03A412.6464121/14111. -T 05(9.2/99
TFM205VCT83A 52101 TFM30 6.31'19341A 528
TFM296.3V 4 1.23/3.81iV/ 3111.-T 0540.2157
0 3V6o0.3A20&13.3V191 8145V3124/P 215. 530
TPS05 2 Y330 VCT (4 10 M A 518
TP507 losovc-r(4226NIA/2.11U/NIIL-T 5551.
TP515 6001.0 66 M A 034, TP506 3 E V /I M A 54
TPF69 704 V CT @ 22.661 A 4(6.3%. 4.6A 45V 600A 54
51'13 244261'131344611V415051A61201'15405155
YisP7113041.i
12.6VCT6516A ACQ 524: OP $40. 2for57

CHOKES FILTER & SWINGING STD MFGR
CH1001/ W WINN/4110 0 450 M A/3 V/171/ .. 53
UTC/CC OD/5-2511Y 150 NI A/12011/2.5EN' ... 94
UTC/C(3105/5.2511Y 6030001A/901./5 KV ....$10
KEN/T515/10-25 HY 0105MA/210Q/2K V 54

c/itssi so/s it Y 150MA/80g/2.5K V 03
CTC/ R6825041.15 25031.1/90 2./2 .5 K V 55
C1'C/1158105/811 (910551.0,1001/2.5KV 02
ST/C2700/2- 12 it Y 61/ 200 NI A/801//2 V 56

ST/(72701/3-1211Y 35051A/80/V0 KV 510
KEN/1'509/7-2214]' (9200 A/140//2.51, V 8
KE60/1.510/6-1911 Y (4300511/1251.2/2.5KV 59
CH1011 RCA/1011Y 0 150 NI .1/  524
CH1012 wsTG IISE/200 III' 411151A/5260Q 51.9.
GE/NIUMTL/0.51-1171-11Q/11511....$55 7forS5
CH1003 Ul C/1011Y 0 12521A $20. 6for510
CHI048 KEN/3.14H Y 01 I AM Ps/5 EV.. 5258
CH1033 Choke 1.811y 41119/700 me $654, 2for510
CHOKE 1000 Hys 5 ma/ 121LN' insulation $314
CH1029 CHOKE 811y 0 750 mit/G.E 5120
C141030 CHOKE 6110 5 1.25 A/G.E 818CH1031 CHOKE 0.0 Hy 8 3.28/G.E
CHI032 CHOKE 1011y 0 350 ma/0.E SSCH1033 CHOKE 2.5 Hy 0 800 m: /G.
CH1834 CHOKE 5 lir 8 500 rna/O.F. SG@
CHOKE 81Iv 8 1501na/US N Weld 820,3 for 55
CHOKE 2011y 19 75m:./51 0.

Writ, for Trans/',met Catalog!
NEW GTD RADIO & T.V. RECTIFIERS

Postpaid 48 Motes
35MA 4004, 610,821 65MA 4500, 500,52175MA 4904. 510.02: 109MA 5904, 6for53:
200MA 7004, 880,551 250MA 7904, 6for54:
305MA 8804, 510,54: 350MA 51.004. 81or57(
400MA $1.104. SforSS: 530M4 51.359. 4forS5:
65MA/260V 51.104. Sior55: 100MA/260V 51.25
4, 3/5101 100MA/156V 95c(1): 300MA/156V
91.75. 3/55.

.17,inuffief it( it, brill for qty. prince
PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS
hip! Nor Ippeg Always Inroming

HELIPOT, MULTIPOT Ten Turn/
0.5% ohms 100, 1000, 5000, 20K,
30K, 100K 56.9843, 2 for 012Hell A MultIpot 3 Turn 6051
51(42 $5.98TIC A Frchlde rev -101(41_5313 2/5SMicropot 9015/0.on1%, LinZII: 20K, 1O0Kn

$10 161or545Mieropetrodials. . 54 (@GRS301/10.000 .1/eV 509,510GR$314/50.000 ohrn/gWatt .. 2.450. 5/510Deiur 20,000 ohm,12Wate 52.754. 5/511TRIMPOT Mini .020 ohms CW....010
PULSE & SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS

T507 MagnMie AM PT RAN 4000Y5/115&220V. CONTROL 1411G 2420NIA/350051/1.614.67
DCR14/34aECLIPSED775490/L-TS150.210:02S
T503 104ger/2 KC@ 5006/1067,22401PEA XS30.
TS06 PULSE 3WDG/125T/36E/L2KV&I WDO
63T UX73611t. $1TS09 PIL X F R 4/52/ ES13936& WSTCHSE
/4P37 400CYS/12.6V432.64/15%. WICC 5200TS11 PULSE IMU/SEC/3.5EV/HRI/A/FAM36

130 2for55

WRITE for HI-FI CATALOG
Guaranteed Phono Replacement Needles
-Registered 1 Year Gtd by the 31/yr.
Single Diamond $7; Dual Dia $14.00
Dia/Sapphire $8.00 @ Fend Cartridge
Name & No. POSTPAID 48 STATES

NEW G.E. PHONO CARTRIDGES
Postpaid 48 States

40061/LP or 40063/78 Diamond 91540050/LP 4 76 ..... Ir. 07
40050/LP A 7$ Diamonds $20
4G057./LP A 78 Diamond a Sap 017

NEW IMPROVED "TAB" HI -Fl
With Inbuilt Network Ticon I Al-
nico 5 Plus Mgnet, 4 to ;h.. eiV.C.
15' 3 -way, 25 Watt/20-20,000 Cycles
MODEL Fl5H3X. . .037.60
12' 3-.vey, 20 Watt/40-20,000 Cycles MODEL
F12813X. . . . .

12' COAX. 20 Watt/35-18.000 Cy F12H2X $22
6' MIDRANGE 25/50 Watt OfdReid F6M $24

FINEST HI-FI RECORDING TAPE
1200 Fr. -7" Reel $1 .45 oLfot1s2

Money Back Gtd.
7' REEL, 1200 FOOT Higbee Qual-
ity Precision  ,ted h slit. ERIN
GLOSS prorre.rd, MOUS. 006 not.
Noise Free. Sphre Free. Frog. 7
IPS 40-15 KC Osid Wnd In. " TAB "
SPECIAL 0 1.59 EA; 3 0 $1.50 EA
New 1st Quality "MYLAR" 2400 ft. -7' Reel
Ferro -Sheen proceseed Recording Tape 0 04.49"TAB" Special 0 3/9121 12/049

Ay

KITS! KITS! KITS!
Bach Kit Contains Most Popular Values

36 Precision Resistors 35 Power Resistor.
18 1505s ,75 Miy

rca
Condsrs

des
42

Carbon Real 16 C stal Dies
42 Panel Lamps 250 Ft Hookup Wire
12 Electrolytic Condo 100 Fuses Asstd
15 Volume C Is 100 Ceramic Condsrs
36 Tube sockets 18 Rotary Switches
50 Tubular Cond's
500 Lugs A Eyolets
10 Bathtub oil Cond's

lb. Surprise Kit
10 %mit Mica Cond's

R I

6 Xtals
66 Inductors A Coils
5 Micros witches
10 Wheat Lamps
40 I nsul
St 11451 -TO Resistors

991 Per Kit! hulicale Your Choice
SNOOPERSCOPE TUBE

-SEE IN DARK
IMAGE Converter HiSens 2'
Resolution up to 3501in/in TIT.
& DATA $50. 2forS9
B 520028 POWER 4500V SUPPLY
/3uilt $32

NEW VIBRATORS 6 & 12 VDC Gtd.-
Four PIN 6 or 12 colt 51.394,
Sfor57, 12000115, 100.1110. 40).
4,5816 pin 24/28V $1,394, 610.17

WRITE FOR INDUSTRIAL CATALOG

"TEK-AP"® TABPAKSI
High Current Power

Supplies
One Year Guarantee

'tillable 0.23 VDC. Completely BUHL Ready
0 Ea. Full Wave Selenium
om:or, variable transformer control, Meters.
Pileit Light. 4" Volt & Amp Meters. Switch.
Terminals & Fuse. Ilvy Duty Steel Cabinet.

Std 115V,130cyInput or 2201/1 (3 phase) to .
WithNumber Conti Rating MT28V5A 0-28 WVDC at 5 A /pp 354

T28VSACC 6 Amp (I% Ripple) 84T28V5A2CC 5 A ,n, 0. 1 % Ripple 139
728V12A 0-28 VDT, at 12 A,sc 136T29V12ACC 12 Amp (1% Ripples 166
T28V12A2CC 12 Amn 0.1% Ripple 225T181/24A4 0-28 VDC at 24 Amp 165
T28V24ACC t 24 Amp t% Ripple 224T28V24A2CC0 24 Amp 1146 Ripple 295T28V50Ar 0-28 VD(' at 50 Ann, 306T28V5OACCt 50 Amp (1% Ririllle1 400T28V100A i 0 _20 yr)); a, 10a :imp 525T28V100ACC3 ISO Amp (IR Ripple/ 729T351/16ACC4 0 to 35V 0 l'll

Amp/.
Rm 210T35V25ACCt 0-35V  25 Amp (1% Rip.) 370

TOO 0-35V  50 Amp (1% Rip.) 639760 VIACC 0.00 VDC  I Arnp/1% Rip 106T6OV2ACC 0400 VDC 45 2 Amp/1% Rip 139T6OVSACC 0410 VDC 0 5 Amp/I% Rip 225Variable 0-130 VDC Ccompletely built.
Includea Ieolation Transformer. Selenium F.W.
Bridge. Rectifier. 4' Rectangular Volt & Ammeter
.Sileasfz. 115 40.r1253001yd I0/560A T, nptit.p$220
T130115ACC1 5 Amp (1% Ripple) 276T130V10/1t 0-130 VDC at 10 Amp. 275T130V10ACC1 10 Amp 1% Ripple 369Includes t' M % Acy. 2' M
NEW! LOW PRICED HIGH CURRENT

BASIC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
Conflicting of Transformer & Full Wave Bridge
Rectifier mad and wired. fused, outlet, pilot light
& ventilated grill & chassis or cabinet. Randy to
deliver constant DC Power. 1 yr. Gtd. Input
1151/AC/60cys, 220V or 30 to order)

Stock Conti UnitNumber Rating Price
824V/ 54 28 W V DC at 5 Amp 543828V/SACC 5 Amp (1% Ripple) 63
1128V/12A 28VDC at 12 Amp 84828V/12ACC 12 Amp (IR Ripple) 129B 239/24A 285: DC at 24 Amp 132
8288/24ACC 24 Amp (1% Ripple) 180
B2311/50/1. 28 VDC at 50 Amp 225
B 23V/SOACC 511 Amp (I% Ripple/ 339
B 28V/100A 28 VDC at 100 Amp 414
B 28V/100ACC'100 Amp (I% Ripple) 5708100 VIA 100 VDC 8 I Amp 398115V1.5A 115 VDC 0 1.5 Amp 528115V5A 115 VDC 8 5 Amp 120
13220VSA 220 VDC 0 6 Amp 2348115VSACC 115 VDC 0 6 Amp/1% Rip 169
B 115V111ACC 115 VDC 0 10 Amp/1% Rip 275
8220V1OACC 220 V DC 61 m14/1% Rip 468 115 A 230 VAC/60cy/10 1.0.18

New 5 -Way Binding
"TEK-AP"® POSTS c;h4 J; ii;;

Similar to Superior DP301.. tak. Plugs, UPClugs,lugs, wire. 1/16:. to 1/4' panels.
B P30,30Amp,29e4 ,12/53.25, 100/522, 1M/5185
B P10, 10 Amp. 18c4 100/515. 1M/$120B P60., 60 Amp. 750( 50/530, 5500/0250
B P10111, 100 AMP. $14 27/525, 100/575

Mfrs. write Quantity privet; & Blue Prints

SINCE 194$
CERTIFIED

TUBE TESTING
AGEING &

PRESELECT
FACILITI ES

WRITE!

TUBES
WRITE FOR COMPLETE TUBE LIST 1 Tubes Wanted'

0A2....0 .70 31123...$4.001T55....38.00 3398..029.00 7088...8 .65 954... 05/01 $693 94.50043 .85 4-65....15.00 RIM... 1.39 3488... 3.50'709A... .80 931/1... 3,45 5694 2.500132 .65 4-125...30.00 FG67...20.00 349A... 3.50 710/1... 3.50 932.. .. 6.50 5712 200.000C3 .70 ...34.00 75TL. .. 9.00 NA... 2.00 713A - -3 Si 955 3/51 5725 1.25003 2,51 4%150_15.00 80 .600Z4 .60 4%250..36.00 83 .50 31008... 1.85 W714...24.00 9S6
147 .90 48000..37.00 FG98...14.00 364A... 2.00 7108. .. 2.00 9568 3/514/91 "25

41 55,74392 1.90
.85

.90 301A...12.75 717A ....5/01 957
1133 713 5614. ... 1.00 VR92....631 355A... 9.00 715C...25.00 959 1.00 5751 1.151L4 41 5U4.... .511 100TH . 13.39 3568... 2.501721A -. .241 973 15.50 5814 .901R4 44 SVC ... 189 100TL..11.29 NO/C/INQ1 722A... .90 991 541 6381 2.65
185 78 5T3.... .65' F 0104..28.00 363/13.. 1.00 723811.. 6.50 01013 300 6146.. . 4.20154 .79 5Z3.. _ 119 F 0105..13.50 380/1... 1.1372441....2/81 C1027 2.25 4500.. . 3.891S5 1,00 VT127_ 4.00 387A... 3.35 72$A... 2.00 C1047 2.95 182111., 901T4 .85 6A7.... 1.00 CV147.. 5.00 3011A... .95 7268... 9.00 81100 6.00 IN23A- .90ITS 85 688 . ... .99 150T. _25.00 393A.... 4.00 726C _11.00 81130 50.00 182314 - 2/$11U4 7101 641C7 . .79 152T...31.00 394A... 3.00 730A... 4.00 1608._ 5.00 1823C.. 1.75IU5 .75 6805 .. .69 F G166..13.50 390A... 4.00 $03 135 1609 13.00 INN ... 1.651X2 .7b 6A . .90 F0172..13.00 399A... 3.00 807 1.05 1612.... 1.00 1826... 5.002C39A 9: ''00,6A14 .. 1.89 10190.. 8.00 . 807W 1.4(1 1613.... 1.00 1827.... 2/512C40 . 6.0016415... 1.00203A... 2.001WE417...14.00 909 2 45 1619. ...4/01 1834.- .3/$1
2C43... 7.00,6406.. 1.75 215A... 9.0042144... 3.60 811 2.35 1620.. 3.25 1836... 1.502C46... 4.0016AT6 ...2/01 21/11... 1.001422A... 13.00 812 3.00 1621 1.4, 1838A-2/512C00... 5.006806 . .59 227A... 2.50 425A...59.00 813 8.50 1622 1.5.1 1839_ 3.252C51... 3.00 6840... 1.39 242A...12.50 4348,.. 2.00 814 1.65 1623 I.1.5 13443.... 2/312021... .68 61106... 1.49 247C...14.00 446A. -2/31 815 2.75 1625. . .4/01 1N45 ... 1.002E22.... 1 7, 6C4 . 2/91 244A...12.00 451 300 626 2/51 1626.....7/31 15146 . -3/312E24... 2 P, 605

. . 2.50 2496... 5.00 4BP4 .. 2.95 827R 90.00 1632 2/51 1847.. 1.202E25.... 3 .15 656 .. 1.00 2490... 2.50 466 .2/9110 0288... 7.00 1633 2/51 16148 . _3/012E26.... 2.75 65047... .72 249C... 3.50 9LP7. /91 82911 7.00 1636.. .65 INSI . .3/$12E30._ 1.7010/1 3/81 2528... 6.0111V/C$00 6.00333 33.00 740/C/INQ! 111952 ...2/51
2E3S.... 1.60I12AT6.. .59 254._. .. 1.50' W531... 3.50 836.. 1.20 1642.....3/01117457... 752K22...13.0012AT7.. .89 254A... 9.00'SLI1...10.00 837.. 1.20 1649.... 1.00 1851... 1.$12K25.. .69 7578... 7.00 51P1... 8.00,542 3.21 1654.. . 1.75 11460 .... 2/$12K26...30.00.12AX7 . .79 274A... .59 0359_ _2/011943 3/01 NO/C/INQI 10464_ -3/512K26...3.00 12AY7.. . ... . . s ...5/012K33...15.00 128/16.. .65 276A... 2.75 W579.2:16..001'649....120.00 2060:: -.95 18100.. 1.262K33...59.00 128E6.. .59 276A....27.00H615....5/01:1152 3.50 2000W 4.00 CK705.-2/012K34. 85.00 FG17... 3.49 282A. .39.00 K627...16.00 860 2.90 2051.. .85 CK706...4/$12K41 -125.00 24G.... 2.50 3008... 0.00, K627... 6.00:865 4/01 5608. 1 20 CK707...2/0121142...99.00 20116 ... 19 307/.....2/51i W652... 19.001566A . . 1.15 5608 2.00.0 K731/... 4/01

I

2K43..125.00 25A7... 2.19 CE309.. 4.001W670...16.00'172A 1.00 5618 l.51111(3 4/8121(44..108.00125L6 ... .72 310A... '5.00673.....12.00 876A...18.00 5651 1.00 K62K45. .34.00 257.... 3.50 3108 7.00676 49.00 878 2/51
3/01 5654 I 15 K63 4/912K48... 55.00 26A7.. 2.60 3I3C... 2.00 677.. .. 50.00 584..... 1 DI 5663 GO 07C.. 2/312K50_100.00 F027... 8.28 11E315..39.00 678.. .40.00 885 .90 5670 1.20 MA408.. 1.00K55...15.002807....2/01 3168....5/01 58P1...3.00 011119A 45.00 5684 0.00 28156.. 4 152K06...50.00 EL34 .. 3.49 322A...48.00-7028... .90 917 1.20 5686.. 1.60 281158.. 0.502V3 2/$1 35L6.... .59 324A...200.00 703A... 90 918 1.00 5,7 1.95 231180.. 3.503C24... 2.50 3570... 1.95 32SA... Q 704A....3/01 919 1.35 5691. 4.404.40 2N181 . 4.203E29.. . 7.00 3555... .60 331A...15.00 707A... 1.00.927 .90 WRITE FOR TUBE CAT

"TAB" TESTED
INSPECTED

GUARANTEEDII,

TECHNICAL APPARATUS BUILDERS Mfgrs. of Selenium & Silicon Rectifiers
Distributed by "TAB" NEW LOWER PRICES

New "TESKEL"® SELENIUM RECTIFIERS* to Your Specs Any Current.
Quick Deliveries! Write for Quantity Prices. Specials in 24 hours I ! II

*FULL WAVE BRIDGE & tC.T.  DATED & ONE YEAR GTD.
Single Phase Fu11 Wave Bridge 3 Phase Bridge ----MAX 3 -Phase 3 -Phase 3 -Phase 3 -PhaseDC 18VAC 38VAC 54VAC 72VAC 130VAC 260VAC 16VAC 30VAC 120VAC 208VACAMP 14VDC 28VDC 42VDC 54VDC 100VDC 217VDC 20VDC 36VDC 150VDC 256VDC

35 S1.00 51.90 52.90 53.85 55.00 59.75 51.75 52.60 59.45 518.501 1.30 2.00 3.45 4.90 LIS 16.00 3.30 4.45 17.90 33.752 2.15 3.00 5.15 6.2S 11.10 21.90 4.45 5.30 21.75 42.603 2.90 4.00 5.60 8.60 13.45 39.75 5.40 6.05 27.604 3.50 6.90 10.75 16.00 24.00 47.60 6.75 7,95 31.15 67:906 4.15 8.00 12.30 18.75 31.90 63.45 7.90 9.30 46.95 80.7510 6.10 12.15 18.50 26.30 41.60 95.00 9.00 14.25 62.45 116.0012 7.75 14.90 21.00 30.95 43.45 103.60 10.75 16.15 66.60 132.1515 9.90 19.00 27.45 40.00 54.30 108.15 13.60 20.75 95.60 150.0020 12.85 24.60 36.45 49.90 76.75 169.00 16.20 24.75 120.75 163.9024 15.00 29.45 43.00 57.50 81.15 188.75 18.60 31.70 139.30 269.7530 17.90 35.75 55.15 74.75 117.30 249.60 21.69 34.95 185.90 348.3036 23.15 46.00 69.30 89.90 142.90 299.45 24.75 39.30 216.45 379.60SO 31.45 60.90 115.75 128.00 183.15 398.90 31.60 46.75 268.15.
BATTERY CHARGER STACKS*t REPLACEMENT OR CONVERSION. FAN COOLED
TYPO CR2OR t CR32131 BR18R 8R18C 811113RInput 10VAC/CT 161/AC/CT 18VAC 18VAC 18VACOutput 6VDC/100A 61/0C4100Amp & 12VDC450AmP 6V4 80A & 121/840A511 $18 523 025 519

STEVENS ARNOLD PRECISION
DC -AC CHOPPER TYPE CH365
6PDT/COIL 20V DC800.11 IMP

OUCys/$30 12 40004(e/1100 ft Use as Chopper
Reg 520 0 SPECIAL...52.504, 500,010 2000,536
New Isolation & Control Transformers
Enclosed Power Type Elec/Static-Shielded
Primary 115&230V & Secondary li 5/230V

Ith 60 rys. Also d30/460 V Same Price
TPP050/50G $10 TPP075/75W 512
TPP100/100W.,..$13 TPP1150/150W $14
TPP250/260W....917 TPP500/500W $25
TPP750/750W....532 TPP1000/IKW 539
TPP2000/2KW...$59 TPP8000/3KW. -551

NEW 230 TO 115 V AUTOFORMERS
For 22061500y Input. To 110-
120V or tep IIP. 1 With Cord
PlusTP0&60/R6u0n1Y"*"0".

TPA100/100Wt
53.652.55

4.00
TPA075/75 WA

TPA200/200W t 5.70
TP4250/250W4 6.75
T PAI500/ 500 W 4 8.20
TPA750/750W1..
TPA1000/11(6/1 016.95: 41.4729000/2KW $22.50
TP42000/215 W  $34: TP43000/3 KW $51

Less Cord, Plop & Receptacle.
NEW 28VDC RELAY SUPPLIES

Cased Filtered Ready to Stork
1324VAR 24VDC at 1 amp Filtered
B24VJR 24VDC at 5 amp Fil ..... 121
B24VER 24VDC at 2 amp RI

New Variable 0 to 6 & 12 Volt
D.C. Power Supplies

12 Amp B Elimi .
, Model RR, Plater,

Al , Marine or any DC
Reg. Extra 'Ivy Duty Selenium
Rectifier. 2 Meters V. h A. ()sand
far Cont. Service and up to 20
Amp. Intermittent load. 10%
ripple. Model T612Vov12erAC 539.00

T612V12ACC only 0.5% Ripple at .5 Amps 045.00
6 V 4 60 AMPS & 12 V 0 25 Ampe FILTERED
2% RIPPLE 115VAC/60 CY/10 INPUT ONE
YEAR GTD.
T612SNACC 6V/SOA&12V/25.4/2% MD....9200
TP6000 Industrial " " Variable Sup-
ply. Input 2011-2308/310-60CYS/12KVA, Out-
put 4X(0-8VDC( at &Hamm each or 0-81/0
800ampt. or 0-16V4 400 amps. or 0-32V at 200
MIMS. Filtered DC 2% Ripple.
transformer control TP6000 51100

Variable

HALF-WAVE & CENTER -TAP
HALFWAVE CENTER -TAP

VAC AMP S VAC AMP 0
26 2 Si 75 13/26 4 53.60
26 3 2 00 13/26 6 3.90
26 6 2 90 13/26 12 5.00
26 10 3 95 13/26 18 ).50

"TABTRAN" Rectifier Xfmrs
Seed Volts (DUAL/0 0-9-15-18-16-0-9-15-111
Series Seeds 0-3-6-9-12-10-15-21-24-27-30-
33-36 Volts

/418e/6. to Qty. Users
TR4001 a 1 Arnated/s4a/w 04.50
TR4002 6. 2Am0tea/see/w 6.90TR4003 A SAmtaa/seeor 8.65
TR4005 a 12Ampptes/sec//w 16.70T174005 @ 24Amptea/sec/w 35.30TR4007 50 AMPl per ea see wndg.. 57.45

TR40011  100 Ampt per ea me wndg..112.90
Wnelgs in Series at Ratings shown; Peron..
2X Current, Voltage 0 9 15 18.Dual Prl 115 A 2311VAC/Neys INPUT

"TABTRAN" Rectifier Chokes
lesson/ 1 Amp/0.1 HY/1.4 Ohm 53.00
CR6002/ 2 Amp/0.1 HY/.67 Ohm 5.IS
CR6003/ 5 A nm/.07 IIY/.6 Ohm 9.45
CR6004/12 Amp/.01 H11.1 Ohm 14.75
CR6005/24 Amp/.001 HY/.025 Ohm 27.30
CR6006/50 Amp/.001 HT/.00I Ohm 45.45

New Hi -Capacity Filter Condensers
CE156M 6000MFD 15V.... 52 0 2/$3: 10/512
CE502M 2000 MFD SOV., .. 54 ea. 10 for 530
CE200 SM 500mfd0200V 068
CE20025M 2500mfd 8 200V $120
Brackets for Capaoitors 0 25e each

New Variable Voltage X-frms
SUPERIOR-GR-STACO
0 132v 1.23A 57.23
0-135V/3A 10.63
Casod 0-133V/7.SA 19.55Uncasd/01351//7.5A 15.30
Cased/0-270V/3A 22.10
Uncased/0-270V/3/1..... 17.00
Cased/0-270/9A68 39.10
Cased/0-270/9A 39.10
Uneased 0-135V 30A. , 44.10
Uncased 0-270V 12A 44.10
U d 0-1351/ 60/1 113.00
Uneased 0-270V 3041..113.00
Uncased 0-270V 660A..109.00
3001303-3 0 0 230/out 0-230/1.2/6VA/3A. ... 550600BU3.3 0  230 out 0.270/3.5KVA/7.5A _57
150003-3 40 4 230 out 0.270/7 KVA.'15A 1323000138-3   230/out 0-270/14%VA/30A... 184
Delivery From Stork! Mtges We Stork For/U

Qtys SIX 10% add Discount

THAT'S
A
BUY

"TAB!, THAT'S
A
BUY

PH. RECTOR 2-6245Dept. El 111 Liberty St., New York 6, N. Y., U. S. A. CABLE: "TABPARTS-

Money Back Guarantee
$5 min. Order FOB
N. Y. C. And shpg.
charges or for COD
25% Dep. Prices Sub-
ject to Change Without
Notices. AU Items Sub-
iect to Inspection u/sas
All Bkpg.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Ad-yu Electronics Lab., Inc 104 Dell Optics Co., Limited 70

Airpax Products Co 81 Digitac, Inc. 103

AMP Incorporated 23 Dumont Laboratories Inc., Allen B....57, 67

American Lava Corporation 19

Amperes Electronic Corp. 87

Andrew Corporation 78 Eitel-McCullough Inc. 27

Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (EICO) 85

Bendix Aviation Corp.
Red Bank 1)iv. 66

Good -All Electric Mfg. Co. 9Bentley Harris Manufacturing Co 17

Bird Electronic Corp. 83

Heath Company 79

Hewlett Packard Company 24, 25Celco-Constantine Engineering

Laboratories, Co. 74 Hughes Products, A Div. of Hughes Air-
craft Co. 15, 20, 21Centrolab, A 1)iv. of Globe -Union Inc..... 84

Cinch Mfg. Corp. 55

Clevite Transistor Products 103

Continental-Distmond Fibre Subsidiary of Institute of Radio Engineers
the Budd C pony 22

International Nickel Company, Inc 73
Cornell-Thibilier Electric Corp 77

Cosmic Condenser Co. 94

Coto -Coil Co., Inc. 94

Curtis Universal Joint Co., Inc 80
KIntel (Kay Lab) 13

Daven Company 3rd Cover Link Aviation Inc. 82

EXPANSION -EXPANSION -EXPANSION

SEMI -CONDUCTOR ENGINEERS & PHYSICISTS
Our present growth is almost directly attributable to the high caliber
engineers and physicists in our organization. We need to complement
our present group with other equally talented professional men. If you
have experience in the following, please contact us.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERS TRANSISTOR APPLICATION ENGINEERS

DEVICE DEVELOPMENT PHYSICISTS INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERS

SEMI -CONDUCTOR PROCESS ENGINEERS MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

PHONE OR SEND RESUME IN COMPLETE CONFIDENCE

CLEVITE TRANSISTOR PRODUCTS
257 CRESCENT ST. A SUBURB OF BOSTON WALTHAM 54, MASS.

7 0 1 3 8

HIGHSPEED ELECTRO MECHANICAL

COUNTERS, SUMMATION

COUNTERS, COUNTER -TRANSMITTERS

... ADD, SUBTRACT, CONTROL

AUXILIARY CIRCUITS...

INSTRUMENTATION, PRODUCTION

CONTROL, AUTOMATION,

COMPUTING & BUSINESS MACHINES,

AIRCRAFT & MISSILE READ-OUT...

COUNTING RATES OF 40 PER
SECOND ... LIFE - PRACTICALLY

UNLIMITED.

11111 In MI In NI um as fa mm  is in
DIG ITAC, INC.
420 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

an affiliate of Bill Jack Scientific

Instrument Co. and Otto Nemeth

for detailed information, mail this coupon. 252.57

Your name

Company

Address

City State

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - January 31, 1958
CIRCLE 50 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Communications Equipment Co 100
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The INCREDIBLE SHRINKING RESISTOR...

Daven has always been the leader in the minia-
turization of precision wire wound resistors. Now, due
to further advances in resistor manufacture, Daven is
able to offer higher resistance values in smaller sizes
than ever before. Typical miniature units, with their
new maximum values, are tabulated here.

For guided missiles, airborne radar, telemetering,
and for any application where extremely small size

and dependability are of prime importance, specify
Daven miniature wire wounds.

TYPE DIAM LENGTH
MAX

WATTS
MAX

OHMS

1250 1/4 1/2 .33 1 Megohm

1274 3/16 3/8 .25 250 K

1284 1/4 27/64 .25 1 Megohm

THE DAVIN co LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY

TODAY, MORE THAN EVER. THE DAVEN @,') STANDS FOR DEPENDABILITY



Can RCA's Preferred Tube -Types Program Give You

the Same Important Benefits It Has Given Other

Equipment Manufacturers for Almost Two Decades?

Are You Taking Advantage of this Program?

Many designers and manufacturers
of radio and television receivers
are by designing their circuits
"around" the proved -in-service
tube -types on the Preferred list-
gaining these big values for them-
selves and their products:

Lower Costs...concentration on the
manufacture of fewer types makes
possible lower tube production
costs, lower warehousing and
stocking expense-all of which con-
tribute to lower prices to the equip-

manufacturer.

More Uniform Quality... operating
skills in tube manufacture are in-
creased when production can be
concentrated on fewer tube -types
and longer runs-results in more
uniform tube quality.

Standardization on Fewer Com-
ponents...equipment manufac-
turers who use Preferred Tube -
Types in their designs are able to
standardize on fewer accessory
parts such as transformers, capaci-
tors, and resistors-results in pur-
chasing, stock, and renewal econ-
omies.

Better Tube Availability ... fewer
tube -types make possible better
availability and faster delivery
schedules to support continuous
production of radio, television, and

other electronic equipment.
By the fall of 1957, more than

1600 receiving tube -types had been
announced. Yet, the major demand
from equipment manufacturers is
concentrated in about 100 types.
Evaluating engineering data and
the preferences of designers, RCA
offers its current Preferred Tube-

Types list of 62 types for TV and
radio receiver applications.

In order to qualify for Preferred
listing, a tube -type must meet these
4 basic requirements:

Quality ... it must perform ade-
quately in each function for which
it is chosen.

Versatility ... the tube's character-
istics should be suitable to a wide
variety of applications.

Popularity...it must be among the
popular currently used types.

Economy...the tube must be adapt-
able to low-cost, high -quality
manufacturing techniques.

For example...take the quality of
the RCA-2AF4-A and 6AF4-A.
Preference of these types dictated
and justified a continuing program
of tube improvements. Today, the
'AF4-A types offer features unsur-
passed in the industry: a special
cathode that reduces slump, inter-
face resistance, and grid emission

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.

to provide longer effective tube
life; a palladium -plated grid that
performs more uniformly; a
vacuum -fired plate; silver-plated
pins that reduce skin effects; dy-
namic -life -test sampling for 1000
hrs. at 1000 Mc. Here then is pre-
ferred quality and extraordinary
value.

You, too, as a designer or manu-
facturer of radio and TV receivers
for the home market, can benefit
from RCA's Preferred Tube -Types
Program. Your RCA Field Repre-
sentative will be glad to discuss its
application to your specific designs.
Before you design ...before you
specify ...ask your RCA Field Rep-
resentative for the up-to-date list
of RCA Preferred Tube -Types. Or,
write RCA Commercial Engineer-
ing, Section B-19-Q-5,Harrison, N. J.

EAST: 744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.
HUmboldt 5-3900

MIDWEST: Suite 1181
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54,
WHitehall 4-2900

WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, Calif.
RAymond 3-8361
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